


european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisatron for the Development and Construction ol
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The lvlember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Agency Canada is a

Cooperating State

In the words of the Convention: The ouroose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operataon among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientilic purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long{erm
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies ol the l\ilember States with respect [o

other national and international organisations and
institutionsi

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as posstble
into the European space programme, in particular as

regards the development ol applications satellites;
(d) by elaborating and implementing the industrial

policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
Member States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chiel executive of the Agency and its legal
reoresentative

The Directorate ol the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director ol Scientific
Programmes; the Director of Observation of the Earth
and its Environment; the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Director of Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Station and
Microgravity Programme: the Director of ESTEC; the
Director of Operations and the Director of Administration

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman ol the Council: Prol F. Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spatiale europ6enne

LlAgence Spatiale Europeenne esf issue des deu)(

Organisations spat/a/es europdennes qui l'ont precedee

- I'Organisation europ6enne de recherches spatia/es
(CERS) et l'Organisation eurcpeenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
Les Etals membres en sonl: I'Nlemagnq I'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la France, l'lrlande,
l'ltalie, la Norvdge, /es Pays-8as, le Boyaume-Uni, la

Sudde et la Sulsse La Finlande est membre associd d€

l'Agence. Le Canada benelicie d'un statut d'Etal
coop6rant

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour

mlsslon d'assuret et de ddvelopper, a des fins

exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperailon entre Etats

europeens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la

technologie spat/a/es et de leurs applications spat/a/es,

en vue de leur utilisation d des llns scientiliques et pout
des systdmes spatiaux operationnels d'applications:

(a) en 
'laborant 

et en mettant en oeuvre une politique

spatiale europdenne d long terme, er,

recommandant aux Etats membres des objectifs er'
matidre spatiale et en concertant les polittques des

Etats membres d l'6gard d'autres organisations el

institutions nationales et internationales;
(b) en 

'laborant 
et en mettant en oeuvre des activites e]

des programmes dans le domaine spatial;
(c) en coordonnant le prcgramme spatial europ5en ei

les programmes nationaux, et en integrant cet
derniers progressivement et aussi compldtemeni
que posslb/e dans le programme spatial europ5en,
notamment en ce qui conceme le developpemen'
d e satel I ites d'aD Dlications

(d) en 4laborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industrielle appropriee d son programme et er
recommandant aux Etats membres une Dolitiaue
industrielle coherente

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, composd de
repr'sentants des Etats membres Le Ditecteu genera
est le fonctionnaire executif superieur de I'Agence et le

repr'sente dans tous ses actes,

Le Dircctoie de I'Agence est compos6 du Dirccteuj
g6n5ral; de I'lnspecteu general; du Directeur des
Programmes scientifiques; du Directeur des
Programmes d'Observation de la Terre et de sor
Environnement; du Directeur du Programme de
Tel6communications; du Diecteur des Systemes d€
Transport spatial; du Directeur du Programme Statior
spatiale et Microgravit€; du Directeur de I'ESTEC, dt
Directeur des Operailons et du Directeur de
l'Administration

Le S/EGE de I'Agence est a Parls

Les principaux Elabllssements de I'Agence sont:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE

TECHNOLOGTE SPAflALES (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Pays-Bas,

LE CENTRE EUBOPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPATIALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ES R I N. F rascati. I tal ie

Pr4sident du Conseil: Prof. F. Carassa

Diecteu oeneral: J.-M Luton
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Desigr small. Tttink big.
In our field, requirements are almost infinite but

space on board is finite, Integrating more functions in
that space is our way of thinking big.

The space industry demands absolute integrity,
from liftoff to end-of-life. Sextant Avionique's Space

Division calls on over 25 years of experience to meet

these exacting requirements, From design to integra-
tion of space-qualiflred equipment, we offer a compre-

hensive range of seruices to meet your exact needs.

nents and subsystems that operators can rely on

throughout mission life.
Thanks to our acknowledged expertise, advanced

technology and in-depth synergy between aeronauti-
cal and space operations, Sextant Avionique is a key
partner in some of the biggest space programs of this
decade, including Ariane ,l and 5, Hermes, Columbus,
Spot, ERS, Helios, N{eteosat, Topex-Poseidon, IS0,
Eutelsat II and Telecom 2,

Sextant Avionique has already Concentrating know-how into a frnite

equipped some 50 launchers and 70 innerspaceisourwayofhelpingyoumeet

satellites - a total of over 300 compo- I u s the infrnite demands of outer space.

at'c !]ivisicxl
2l,rueJulesV6drines 26027lhlenceCedex F'rance-Telephone(33)75798511 TelexSXT3,15807F Fax(31))i5798660



Power Supply Cable
Assemblies

GORE are soecialists in
cable constructions for
critical transmission sys-
tems, GORE special high-
oerformance cables secure
the success of soace
missions through their ap-
plication-specif ic design
and manufacture.

Contact us early in your
concept phase. We will be
glad to advise you. We
have extremly short turn-
arounds for the design,
prototyping and manufac-
ture of your special cable
requirements.

Main specializations

o Space wires and cables
(qualification according
to SPACELAB SLP 2110
and ESA/SCC detail
specif ication 390'1 /007,
008,009)

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation microwave
cable assemblies, appli-
cable uo to 40 GHz

o Dielectric waveguides
from 26.5 to 1 10 GHz

O Highly flexible, low-
attenuation coaxial
cables

O Round and flat conduc-
tor ribbon cables

O Data lines

O Round cables

O High voltage wires and
cables

W L. GORE & ASSOCIATES GMBH
Nordring I D-8835 Pleinfeld Germany
Phone: (0 91 44) 6 01 - 0

Hermann-Oberth-Str 22
D-8011 Putzbrunn Germany
Phone: (089)4612 - 507
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WE'RE BRII{GI]{G SPACE CTOSER IO EARIH.

For more than ten years, with its European
partners and international customers - satellite
manufacturers and operators - Arianespace has
contributed in building global telecommunica-
tions networks. Through them, Arianespace has
provided direct broadcast television, improved
weather monitoring, enhanced Earth observa-
tion, and greater access to space for scientific
programs. By placing an average often satellites
in orbit each year, Arianespace actively contri-
butes to bringing space closer to Earth. Indeed,
more than 800/o ofthe world's commercial satel-
lite operators today fly Arianespace and its
European launcher Ariane 4.
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the agency's current and future policy

The Agency's Current and
Future Policy

Jean-Marie Luton
Director General, ESA, Paris

Fr rrnno'c lnnn-torm

programme is ambitious lt

is clear that we are going

to spend a lot of money
on lne space programme
in the years ahead and it

seems only appropriate
that we should now ask ourselves how best we

can preserve the objectives set in The Hague,

more than three years ago, wrth a programme

adapted to the present political and economic
circumstances.

Since The Hague Meeting, the background
against which the European programme must

be executed has changed significantly, not only
in Europe itself but world-wide. These changes
can be considered in two categories: space
ano non-space.

My primary objective here is to present my overall assessment of the
space situation in Europe, covering both the developments that have
taken place since the ESA Council met at Ministerial Level in The
Hague, in November 1987, and what the next months are likely to bring
for European space in view of the decisions to be taken by the
forthcoming Council at Ministerial Level.

As far as space is concerned, all major
participants have re-assessed their space
programmes. lf we look to the other side
of the Atlantic, space policy in the United States

has been the subject of a thorough review by

the Augustine Committee, which has called for
the setting of new priorities lts report gives the
highest importance to science, including Earth

observation, and the project known as 'Mission

to Planet Earth'focusing on environmental
questions.

There are also signs of fundamental policy

changes in the Soviet space programme. Past

objectives of politlcal prestige have been scaled
back and have been complemented by a new

range of goals aimed at developing commercial
space efforts and at providing useful

technologies to the domestic economy

Meanwhile, the political landscape in Europe
has also been changing There are three
particularly important factors here: the
rncreased awareness that the environment
needs to be protected; the long{erm effects of
the re-unification of Germany and the political
and economic developments; and the shorter
term effects of the recent evolution in the

economy. These have put considerable strain

on the financial resources of some Member
States and have certainly also influenced
public opinion on the priority to be given to

soace

Finally, the Agency's role has changed and will

continue to change ESA is essentially an R & D
organisation and there now exist a number of

operational organisations such as Arianespace,
Eutelsat and Eumetsat whose existence may be

seen as the direct result of research and

development spending by ESA. There is also a
growing interest in space affairs on the part of

the European Commission, and we are already
looking at specific areas in which the ESA

Programme is of relevance to the Commrssion's
work.

The time has come to reflect on the Agency's
role and to place it in a new perspective. In my

view, ESA has been and should remain an

effective instrument for innovation. Other entities
will need to be created charged with operating
the systems developed by the Agency, A case
in point is telecommunications, which has
reached a certain maturity and where ESA is
striving to work with the users in the planning
and financing of new services. This debate is

only just beginning, but we have to give further
thought to this issue in the longer term.

Following the re-appraisal of the Agency's
targets and strategy, and taking into account
the work and progress of the past three years,

I will propose to Ministers a plan to maintain in

essence the oolitical commitments made in The
Hague This plan will be adapted to the new

technical and political constraints The proposal
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will also take into account the financial
constraints of some Member States, and this

will mean a more moderate increase in

spending over the coming years than was

foreseen in The Hague

Science
Coming to specific programmes, I would like to
turn first to the Science Programme. This is the
only mandatory programme within the Agency,

to which all Member States contribute
according to their Gross National Product
(GNP).

Ioday's 'Space Science: Horizon 2000'
Programme was drawn up by the Agency in

1984, after a full consultation with the scientific
community, in striving for a planned approach
rather than the previous opportunistic system

under which scientific missions were selected
A review of 'Horizon 2000' has recently been

completed by an independent team chaired by

Prof K Pinkau (Max-Planck Institute for Plasma

Physics, Garching) and the Agency has already
started to put the team's recommendations into

effect. I will mention here just some of the items

considered and the steps that have been taken,

which I think will prove very beneficial for our
Science Programme.

Last December, our Member States agreed
to continue to increase the funding for the

Science Programme by 5o/o per year until 1994.

This decrsion is a real achievement and
confirms that the Programme's concept and its

content are indeed correct In order to get the
best value out of this increased financing, we

are re-examining the Programme overheads
and the incidental costs of managing industrial
conlraclS

In March, we organised a workshop with

industry to identify possible changes in

business practices that would lead to greater

efficiency and reduced cost We are now in the
process of developing an even more vigorous
Science Programme management philosophy
which maximises the return for each accounting
unit spent.

It is right that Member States should question

from time to time whether their continuing
investment in ESA is worthwhile On the whole,

the conclusion is that ESA provides good value

for money.

Europe can point with justified satisfaction to
the most imaginative science missions, such as

Giotto and Hipparcos, and Ulysses, which will

make the first-ever survey of the solar-polar
regions. There can be no doubt that Europe

knows how to do science, but we are perhaps

not yet so good at selling itl

Earth observation
The Agency's Earth-Observation Programme is

one that is not only very important scientifically,

but will also have a lot of aoolications on a
longer time scale.

The interest in environmental issues has

emerged as a major new phenomenon to
which we must respond, lt should therefore
come as no surprise that, as the Agency
prepares proposals to be put to Ministers, Earth

observation is one of the elements of Europe's

space programme that will be given a high
profile and will continue to gain in priority

Currently ESA's only Earth-observing satellites

are the Meteosat series, the first of which was

launched in 1977 The system became
operational in 1983 and was handed over for
management to a new body the European
Meteorological Satellite Organisation (Eumetsat),

to which ESA orovides certain services under a
contractual arrangement. The latest spacecraft
in this series, namely Meteosaf5, was

successfully launched on 3 March A second-
generation Meteosat system, with enhanced
capabilities, is now being studied by Eumetsat

in cooperation with the Agency.

We are all looking forward to the launch of

EBS-1 on 3 May. The Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer that forms one part of its payload
will be the most accurate infrared radiometer
ever to fly in space. By measuring the surface
temperature of the world's oceans and
providing data on cloud distribution, it is
designed tq make an important contribution
to climate research

Although ERS-1 represents a major step
forward, its potential both for research and for
applications can only be fully realised if the
continuity of its important and unique data can

be assured for the long term Consequently, a
follow-on satellite, ERS-2, has already been
approved for launch in 1994.

In ESA's Long-Term Programme, the Polar

Platform element of the Columbus Programme
will be the workhorse for Eurooean Earth-

observation activities for several decades to
come, allowing a suite of comprehensive
missions rn polar orbit following ERS-1 and
ERS-2

It is presently planned to fly a first series of
missions using the Platform focused on
meteorology, ocean and climate, and a second

10
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series focused on surface characteristics and
Earth resources.

Looking further ahead - i.e. ten to twenty years

- it may well be that operational entities for
Earth observation will need to be set up These
would then continue to fund the Earth-
observation programme that we have started.
I intend to give any such initiatives all the
necessary support, but I believe that presently
ESA is the most effective means of meeting the
demand for better observational data from
space relating to our global environment.

Another potential use of Earth-observation
techniques is in the field of arms-control
verification The Convention of the Agency
emphasises its remit which is for exclusively
peaceful purposes, but I believe that the
acquisition of the data required for verification
could come under this heading. Certainly,
the techniques we are developing for Earth
observation could form the basis of a
verrfication system.

The objectives of the Long-Term
Programme
The objectives of ESA's future programme,
which is already planned up to the year 2000,
are:

- to strengthen Europe's international
competitiveness in science and technology;

- to increase Europe's independence and
autonomy wherever necessary: and

- to improve Europe's position in cooperative
programmes, particularly those undertaken
with the USA

To achieve these objectives, we need, above all

else, a comprehensive programme, Europe
must exploit all the opportunities that space
offers for scientific, Earth-observational,
telecommunications, and microgravity research
A comprehensive programme needs balance
There must be a sensible equilibrium between
the programmes, leading to manned operations

- Columbus, Hermes, and enabling
programmes such as Ariane-S - and the
programmes that make use of Europe's space
capabilities, such as science, Earth observation,
and telecommunications. Finally, the future
programme must be coherent and the technical
content, the schedule and the funding of its

lndividual components must be carefully
coordinated,

Manned space activities
It is argued that the expensive feature of ESA's

future programme is the drive to put man in
space. Even those having a great deal of

enthusiasm for space are asking if it really
makes sense for Europe to put men in space if

this cannot be directly linked to sound science?
They worry, and I can understand them, that
programmes like Hermes or Columbus will lead
to disproportionate expenditures, over-
shadowing other aspects of our space
programme.

The ESA Programme is designed to be a
coherent whole. The manned element is very
much smaller than the arguments about it

might lead one to suppose. In fact, 6Oolo of the
total spending will be dedicated to unmanned
qn2aa nrnroate

The basic policy underlying our Programme is

as follows:
1 We must aim to exploit the complementary

aspects of manned systems and unmanned
SVSIEMS.

Astronauts operating manned systems
should be used only for essential tasks
which cannot be performed without human
intervention

Everything else that needs to be done in

space should be done by automatic means,
including the launching of spacecraft.

The dangers inherent in using manned systems
when they are not essential have been
demonstrated by the recent unfortunate and
costly experience of our American colleagues.
The question is are there any tasks that cannot
be performed without human intervention?
Io my mind, the answer is clear. Even on the
ground, although we might like them to, robots
cannot always replace humans The same
applies in space The whole problem is whether
the benefits of manned space flight will justify
its cost, and whether this cost will have
undesirable effects on the unmanned activities.

The ESA Member States gave all these
arguments due consideration and decided in

favour of manned European activities as long
ago as 1973 In 1987, it was questioned
whether Europe should have its own manned
access to space ESA had at this point to
consider once again, in great detail, whether
the earlier decision was still iustified.

The presence of astronauts undoubtedly
complicates matters from many points of view.

Safety standards have to be stricter; there are
problems with extra weight for life support; and
there are higher costs.

After the 'Challenger' accident, there is
renewed determination in the NASA programme
to dispense with astronauts wherever possible.

Likewise, for a long time to come, the majority

z



of ESA missions will not require astronauts for

their success.

Although robotic systems will increasingly
replace humans, I do not think things will move

so fast that we will be able to do without men

in space altogether within the next twenty to

thirty years, unless of course Europe

deliberately choses not to take advantage of

certain opportunities that space offers.

Astronauts are essential for the servicing of

space laboratories, and their presence is also

essential for certain categories of experiments.
A space laboratory could function untended
and unsuoervised for periods in the order of

six months, or even a year, but I do not think

a laboratory installed in orbit can do without

astronauts for years on end The analogy
would be a completely isolated and untended
terrestrial laboratory designed to be used for

a variety of experiments.

In considering the use of orbital laboratories

one must not think only in terms of microgravity

experiments. Such a laboratory could also

carry Earth-observation and space-science
instruments mounted externally and relying on

the laboratory and its supporting astronaut
team for essential supplies and services.

Astronauts will be needed to maintain and

reoair comolicated instruments. This was the
case with the Solar Max satellite as long ago as

1984 The Hubble Space Telescope presents a

far greater challenge I am not thinking here of

the repair to the mirror, where an avoidable
error occurred on the ground, so much as the

fact that it was clear from the outset that this

complex apparatus could not be operated for

fifteen years without being serviced by

astronaulS

The investment in terms of both financial and

human resources required to develop and
construct highly complex astronomical satellites

will certainly increase in the future Without the

assistance of astronauts, such spacecraft will

always have a relatively limited useful life in

orbit. In some cases, it may be impossible to

bring them into service at all without their help.

Servicing in orbit will, if correctly conceived and

applied, extend the useful working life of such
rnstruments and not only increase the return on

the original investment, but also open up the
possibility for new applications to be developed
as understanding of the data retrieved

lncreases

The purpose of these comments has been to
point to the inherent logic of the European
Long-Term Programme The manned elements

of the Programme were prompted by two
events: first, the US President's invitation to the
Europeans to participate in developing and

building the International Space Station; and
secondly the perception (not yet, I admit,

unanimous) that Europe must have its own

means to put man in orbit and develop a
capability for manned operations.

The really important prospects for the future lie
with the Columbus Programme's Free-Flying

Laboratory and the Hermes space-plane. The

free-flyer, which can be visited and tended by

astronauts from time to time with the help of

Hermes, sets the proper course for the future

development of robotics. Hermes is a step
towards the reusable manned transporter to

orbit for the next century With Hermes we will

gain the necessary experience and master the
aerodynamrcs, the new material technologies,
and the organisation and operation of manned
missions. This step is, in my view essential.

Without it, we would be faced with the prospect

of designing an even more advanced vehicle
without the benefit of the exoerience Hermes
will bring us.

There are two key points concerning Europe's
participation in the International Space Station

Firstly, this is a major joint American and
European technology project and the foreign-
policy dimension should not be underestimated
This was one of the reasons for accepting the
American invitation Secondly, Europe saw

cooperation with the Americans as a door to
gain early access to manned technologies. We

need to consider how far this still holds good 6l
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Europe's Future in Space
The Challenges Ahead*

Mr Paul Quilds
Minister for Posts, Telecommunications and Space, France

- Address to ESA Council
Delegates on 20 March 1991

It is with great pleasure
that I welcome you to our
Space Ministry, which is

so close to the European
Space Agency. I am of
course referring to the
short distance separating

this building and ESA's Headquarters, where
your Council has been meetlng. But I am
thinking too of the importance that France
attaches to the European space programme,
a key element of its policy in this field.

In the twenty-five years and more of its
existence, 'Space Europe' has established a
reputation for achieving its goals. lt has made
a useful contribution to the advancement of
knowledge with an ambitious scientific
programme Examples that come readily to
mind are the results of the Cos-B astronomy
mission, the Giotto mission and, at this very
moment and despite the technical difficulties
we have encountered, the information being
collected by Hipparcos The successful record
of the Meteosat series of weather satellites is
again being added to by the latest model
placed in orbit by an Ariane launcher earlier
this month.

'Space Europe' has also been active in

exploiting the opportunities, particularly of an
economic nature, offered by the demand for
satellite launch services In this connection the
success of the Ariane launcher has exceeded
all expectations. Where telecommunications
satellites are concerned, Europe can also take
pride in national satellites such as Telecom,
DFS and ltalsat, and European satellites such
as ECS and Eutelsat ll.

Mention should also be made of Earth-
observation satellites such as Spot and ERS 1,

which is soon to be launched. These satellites
help us to gain a better understanding of our
planet and hence enhance our ability to control
our envtronment.

Heartened by these achievements, Europe
has decided to move on to crewed flight,
that is to developing the capability for sending
Europeans into space using European
resources by the end of the century

Europeans in space
Human presence in space is regarded as of
very great importance by the United States, the
Soviet Union and also by Japan Europe on the
other hand is a relative newcomer to this field
This no doubt explains the lingering doubts on
this subject, which stem from the fact that the
policy adopted until 1984, with its emphasis on
the cost-effective and the 'reasonable'. oroved
such an undeniable success. But can Europe
really confine itself to improving its launchers,
developing a few new projects and keeping
programmes ticking over, at a time when the
major space powers are striking out in a new
direction?

This question prompts another: ls it man's
destiny to go into space? The answer to such a
question cannot be purely of a scientific nature
History teaches that whenever access to a new
physical environment becomes technically
possible, man will occupy that environment,
however hostile it may be This is a powerful
driving force Human presence in space is tied
in with what I would call our instinct as a
species, the basic urge to acquire knowledge
and survive I am convinced that mankind will
inevitably acquire the technical means to
continue down this road

So can the benefits that will flow from this great
endeavour be left entirely to others? That would
not perhaps be a bad thing in itself, since
humanity as a whole has an interest in this
activity. However, we must consider this reality:
in the politlcal and economic world now taking
shape, the United States, the Soviet Union and
Japan either already have this capability or will
acquire it before too long. What Europe stands
to lose by opting out must therefore be
considered very carefully
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A powerful force for technological
development
The technologies connected with a human
presence in space will in future years give

those that possess them a very definite

edge in the aerospace field. The acquisition

by European industry, through Hermes, of

the techniques of orbital flight and gliding

atmospheric reentry is a stepping stone to the

major hypersonic plane projects of the future

There is another reason why this transitional

stage is so necessary: only with a project such

as Hermes can our industry be mobilised, the

necessary skills forged, test methods and

facilities developed, industrial teams built up,

and our best specialists persuaded to stay tn

Eurooe. Work in these sectors will eventually

feed into hypersonic aircraft construction, which

is why the United States and Japan are

investing not only financially, but also in terms

of brainpower.

Furthermore, in a world of changing challenges

in which the arms market can be expected to

shrink, space technology can offer excellent

opportunities and provide our firms with a large

volume of activity in the hightechnology sector.

This is essential in preparing for the future.

Similarly, the ability to sustain human life in

space being acquired through the Columbus

Programme will pave the way for specific space

activities. Assembly, construction and

maintenance - essential tasks on which large

space systems depend - very often require

human intervention. Automation of these

activities will be maximised, but it will never be

oossible to do without an on-board human

A far-reaching political act
Programmes involving a human presence in

space help crystallise a nation's aspirations,

play a major role in establishing its image and

place in the world, and in determining the way

citizens view their country.

The ability to send people into space is the

most effective peaceful expression of the

technical and scientific power of a country or

group of countries. The pursuit of space aims

confers on countries or groups of countries

that aspire to world status a significant external

dimension.

The goal is not so much technical as political:

to give Europe global standing and ambitions.

In the new international context created by the

arms-reduction agreements between the United

States and the Soviet Union, and by the recent

demonstration of the prime importance of

space technology in determining the outcome

of conflicts, or even in preventing them, the

occupation of space will be of greater political

imoortance than ever before.

The ability to achieve and sustain a human
presence in space will make Europe a major
player in worldwide cooperation on space-

exploration projects made possible by the new

relations being built between East and West,

North and South.

Hermes and Columbus
Clearly, therefore, the debate surrounding the

European presence in space does not come

down to a question of scientific return or cost

alone, although these are of course very

important factors. In formulating policy in this

area, account has to be taken of the technical

and economic risks that would be incurred by

Europe if it failed to pursue space aims with

determination More important still is the
question of Europe's aspirations and of its

status as a major technical and economic pole

of attraction, alongside the United States and

Jaoan.

A major effort is therefore required of

Europe if it is to achieve its goals But the skills

acquired and exploited on the way will also be

a reward in themselves. All this will depend on

the creation of a space facility to which crews

can travel in European spacecraft This facility,

itself a marvel of technology, will mobilise

energies and help us learn what living and

working in space is all about Hermes and

Columbus are the key to the achievement of

these aims, and it is therefore essential that

Europe continue to give these programmes its

unwavenng support.

That is precisely the support I will be giving

these programmes when the Ministers of the

ESA Member States meet in Germany a few

months hence. With the United States

reaffirming its supremacy and Japan going

from strength to strength, Europe today has a

unique opportunity to rise to the technological

challenges of the twenty-first century G
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What the wise men have
to say
Exactly 500 years ago, at
the behest of the Spanish
king, a committee of
experts met, the so-called
'Council of Wise Men of

Salamanca'. Their brief was to evaluate an
ambitious and highly controversial project
proposed by Christopher Columbus. After three
years of deliberations, the Council of Wise Men
reported to their ruler: 'There can be no
justification for your Majesty's support for a
project based on extremely weak foundations
and plainly, to anyone who knows anything
about such things, impossible to achieve'. The
subsequent carrying-out of the project was
entirely due to a small number of influential
people with faith in Columbus' idea. Today,
another Columbus project is again the subject
of public debate

At issue this time, appropriately enough, is not
a sea voyage but a major manned spaceflight
project. lf the Council of Wise Men were still in

existence, would they advise similarly on this
Columbus Programme as they did 5OO years
ago? And would their views be as misguided
now as then? In the present debate, an
increasing number of cr.itical voices are being
raised in scientific, economic, political and
media circles Comments are directed not only
against the Columbus Programme, but against
manned flight in general, a particularly high-
profile but at the same time extremelv costlv
form of spaceflight.

Unmanned space activities, for the purposes of
extraterrestrial research, telecommunications,
navigation and Earth observation, were
themselves very much the target of criticism
regarding the legitimacy of spaceflight, its cost
and its usefulness until just a few decades ago;
now such activities are above discussion. In the
meantime, they have achieved convincing
scientific and commercial successes, or are
about to play an important part in tackling

-Address to the Senate of
the German Space Agency
(DLR) at its Annual General
Meeting, on 13 November
1990

Wherefore Manned Spaceflight?.

Prof. Dr.
Chairman

Walter Kr6ll
of the Board of DLR, Germany

global environmental problems, of which the
public has only recently become aware, such
as the greenhouse effect, the ozone-layer
depletion, and the destruction of the tropical
rain forests

Can manned spaceflight look forward to a
similar improvement in its ratings? For the time
being, on the contrary, it appears to many as
an extravagant adventure, an embarrassment
almost, while major problems remain to be
solved on Earth, relating, for example, to food
and energy supplies and the preservation of
our environment, What, under these
circumstances, is the point of putting humans
into space? What can or ought they to be
doing there, beyond succeeding in making the
journey and, it is to be hoped, returning
unharmed? 'The purpose of travel is not simply
to arrive.' Goethe's observation on his ltalian
journey should apply equally to space travel.

From the beginnings of the relatively recent
history of spaceflight, manned flight has always
been the ultimate goal. Behind the very first
experiments on the technical feasibility of
spaceflight lay the objective of making manned
flight possible. Manned spaceflight has,
accordingly, been a significant component of
the space programme in both the USSR and
the United States.

In the meantime, a growing number of
countries, including developing countries, have
flown their own astronauts on United States or
Soviet missions, or are actively preparing for
such flights. Manned spaceflight is a reality.
The question is, with us or without us?

Governments in Europe decided firmly in favour
of manned spaceflight in 1985 in Rome, and
again in 1987 in The Hague The Columbus
Programme is an expression of Europe's desire
to be involved, with Japan and Canada, in the
next major step in the development of manned
spaceflight, the United States' Space Station
Programme. Furthermore, with Hermes, Europe



is seeking to develop its own independent

manned access to space Have governments

got it as right as 500 years ago? What were the

factors influencing their decision? Our own wise

men continue to debate these points vigorously

The political dimension
There is no question that the decision to

embark on manned space activities has been

marked, to a greater or lesser degree, in all

countries involved by considerations of national

prestige Thus, the East/West conflict, in

oarticular, and competition between the different

economico-political systems provided a

considerable impetus for both the USSR and

the United States to seek, through manned

spaceflight, to demonstrate to each other and

to the rest of the world their national strengths

and technological capabilities In addition, there

was a mrlitary interest that has, in the meantime,

substantially diminished on both sides This is

clear, for example, from the increasing

withdrawal of the military from the United

States' Space Shuttle Programme lt might

seem logical in a world fortunately no longer

dogged by the EastMest conflict for the

symbolic power of manned spaceflight to

become less potent. But why should it not in

fact be transformed from a symbol of

confrontation into one of global cooperation?

I would like to return to this political side of

things later on and to turn now to the research

and development aspects. In this context'

humans in space function as:

- scientific experimenters and experimental

subjects in an in-space laboratory

environment;

- technicians and engineers involved in the

construction, operation, maintenance and

repair of in-orbit infrastructures

The astronaut as scientific experimenter
Europe's manned-spaceflight effort was

dominated for a long time by scientific

work by astronauts in in-space laboratories

Considerable importance was attached by

Germany to research under microgravity

conditions in the context of the Spacelab-D1

mission; the same applies for the Spacelab-D2

mission, scheduled for 1993. Germany takes a

leading role internationally in this area. Could it

be that we are heading in a completely wrong

direction? Two main objections are raised on

account of the high cost of microgravity

research involving a human presence:

1. The scientific and/or commercial results of

mrcrogravity research achieved so far, or to

be anticipated on the basis of existing

physical phenomena, are not in proportion

to the considerable expenditure involved.

The yield, it would seem, is modest and set

to remain so, meanlng that the money would

be much better invested in other areas of

researcn.

2 All really useful microgravity research can, it

is argued, be carried out just as well and at

much lower cost in the absence of humans

- the latter even having a disruptive effect

on the microgravity environment - by using

robot and tele-science technology.

This is correct, to the extent that practice has

shown that valuable microgravity research can

be undertaken without astronaut involvement,

and that a good deal of this type of research

activity can only be undertaken by automated

machines, or is genuinely better and more

cheaply carried out in that way. On the other

hand, the same is true of an in-sPace

laboratory as is generally acknowledged of a
ground-based one, namely that the knowledge

and creative capabilities of an onthe-spot
scientist cannot be replaced by machines or

robots Humans are capable of greater flexibility

in complex and unpredictable situations.

Today's manned missions already include a

high proportion of automated processes; the D1

mission proved the combination of astronaut

activity and part-automated experiments to be a

highly effective one

The allocation of tasks between humans

and machines is governed by the state of

technological development and operational

requirements At the same time, everything that

can be done by machines and robots should

be handled that way There is undoubtedly still

considerable potential for rncreased use of

machines and robot and tele-sctence

technology. This potential needs to be fully

exploited to reduce to a minimum the need for

a human presence in space. However, to do

away altogether with the possibility of a human
presence in in-space laboratories in the context

of manned spaceflight would, as in the

earthbound laboratory, be to forgo many

opportunities for successful experiments.

Even if the questions raised by microgravity

research are of a less fundamental kind than

those posed by extraterrestrial studies or

elementary-particle physics, and although the

effects of gravity can in many instances be

discounted, there nevertheless remains a

sizeable range of processes and procedures, in

fluid-physics and crystallography, for example,

and even more so in biology and physiology,

where the effects of gravity have a noticeable

influence. The only reliable way of determining

whether or not such research Vields
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scientifically or even commercially significant
results is through such research itself,

Microgravity research, like any other research,
offers no guarantees. As regards possible
results, very different expectations are possible

- sceptical or optimistic - although still at the
level of pure speculation The relatively small
number of hours so far spent on experiments
in manned space laboratories does not allow a
reliable assessment, either positive or negative.
In order to genuinely clarify the opportunities
available, further systematic research is needed,
including research in a manned-flight context.

As regards potential commercialisation, it seems
to me that exaggerated expectations and
promises have today been replaced by a more
sceptical approach However, even this question
can in no way be regarded as settled: if the
aim is to keep all major options open,
opportunities for experimenters in in-space
laboratories should not be excluded

Humans as research subjects in space
Humans in space are not only biomedical
researchers, but are themselves subjects of
biomedical research. Investigation of the
psychological, physiological, cardio-vascular
and radio-biological effects on humans of
periods spent in space is essential if there is to
be manned spaceflight. In addition to this, such
investigation also promises to provide important
elements of information for basic research
purposes, in view of the considerable impact of
gravity on physiology, growth and evolution, lt
cannot thus simply be dismissed as a circular
justlfication for manned spaceflight.

Astronauts as technologists and engineers
The same considerations as already mentioned
in connection with scientific experimentation
also apply more generally as regards the
complex working processes in which humans in

space can be involved as technologists and
engineers. These include satellite recovery, the
setting-up of space stations, and maintenance
and repair of in-orbit systems. Some existing
examples include the successful salvage of the
Westar and Palapa communications satellites,
the repair of Solar Max, the rescue of the LDEF
platform, and the repair work recently carried
out on MIR Efforts are made to automate such
tasks as far as possible, if only for reasons of
safety. However, this in itself pre-supposes
certain design and construction principles, and
technologies (in robotics, for example), that
first need to be developed and tested, in

conjunction, inter alia, with a human presence
In space

The overall value of a system needs to be
set alongside the greater risks involved in

unmanned operations The loss of an entire
satellite or even of a large platform is a good
deal more serious than the failure of a single
experiment The question of whether humans
or machrnes can be more effective thus
remains open. For the setting-up, maintenance
and operation of major in-orbit systems,
astronauts are essential, in the medium term at
least, regardless of whether the end result is a
manned or an unmanned svstem

Developing space for mankind
Manned spaceflight has longterm objectives,
extending way beyond the near-Earth-orbit
activrties so far described, and aimed at
opening space up in the broadest possible
sense for human benefit President Bush
expressed this view when he spoke on the
occasion of the 2Oth anniversary of the first
Apollo Moon landing:
'Back to the lVloon. Back to the future. And

this time back to stay. The Moon not as a
destination but as a direction And then, a
Journey into tomorrow, a journey to another
planet, a manned mission to Mars'.

Behind these plans lies the more remote aim of
exploring the opportunities for and limitations
on human existence in space, seeking out
resources there and, where they exist, making
them available for mankind lt is only when set
in such a context that manned spaceflight will
take on a long{erm dimension Manned
spaceflight serves to determine whether and to
what extent the command to 'make the
Earth your subject' can be extended to the
whole Universe. Ultimately, it is a matter of
examining under what circumstances and to
what extent humans can live and work in

space, of opening up new space applications
and optrons, including the setting up of
outposts in space for extraterrestrial research,
in.space manufacturing and extraction of
resources. There is not much more that can be
said today regarding the potential for translating
this vision into reality, except that it can only be
envisaged on the broadest possible international
basis. Cooperation in this area between East
and West seemed altogether utopian until just
a few years ago; today, in the case of Mars
missions, for example, it is within reach

None of the aforementioned human activities in
space is in itself a sufficient reason for manned
spaceflight. Nonetheless, each of them offers a
potential that has hardly begun to be exploited,
let alone exhausted, against the backdrop of
previous manned and unmanned missions
To explore and make the best possible use of
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such potential seems to me to offer real and

sufficient justification for an appropriate level of

involvement in manned spaceflight.

The question of appropriateness
What is an appropriate level, given Europe's

scientific, economic and political importance?

Any question involving scale of commitment

can be answered only in the wider context,

since it is a matter of assessing the right
proportions The ESA Long-Term Plan, decided

upon by European Governments, provides a

good starting point Current Federal

Government planning provides for

aapproximately DM 25 billion for the Gerrnan

spaceflight programme to the year 2000,

including contributions to ESA and Eumetsat

Around one third of this amount can be

reckoned to be for manned spaceflight. ls this

too much?

International comparisons can give some
guidance In 1988, the Federal Republic spent

0.050/o of its Gross National Product (GNP) on

space. Civil space expenditure in the United

States, expressed as a proportion of GNB is
approximately ten times higher and that in

France approximately twice as high The

Federal Republic also falls some way behind

Italy Of the major industrialised nations, only

the United Kingdom, at 0.030/0, spends

significantly less,

Similarly, when the proportion of national R & D

development expenditure accounted for by civil

space expenditure is looked at, Germany ranks

distinctly modestly among the industrialised

nations with 530/0, compared with 13.10lo for the

United States,9.4o/o ior France and 1040/o for

Italy

Options and opportunities
The total budget planned to the year 2000 will

not suffice to satisfy the requirements of the

ESA Long-Term Plan, including minimal

utilisation requirements, nor those of a
complementary national programme. lf

unacceptable erosion of the utilisation and

national programmes is to be avoided given the

existing budget, drastic changes are almost

inevitable in the content and structure of the

Columbus and Hermes Programmes

DLR has been examining, from a scientific/

technical point of view possible options that

would, at the same time as enabling the overall

objectives of ESA's Long-Term Plan to be

respected, be compatible with the existing

budgetary framework and dnsure a balance

between utilisation and infrastructure

development, as well as programmatic

coherence between the individual elements

Possible solutions to emerge include a sizeable

reduction in Columbus laboratory capacity, and
postponing significantly the goal of European

autonomy in manned spaceflight to some time

beyond 2000 Such changes, acceptable from

a scientific/technical standpoint, come up

against major political problems that can only

be resolved in agreement with our partners.

ls the autonomy sought in fact that urgent
given today's much-changed global political

situation? Direct commercial or operational

applications of manned spaceflight are hardly

to be expected in the short term. Besides, by

its participation in the Space Station

Programme, Europe is contractually committed

over the long term (for some 30 years) to

involvement in manned space activities. Also,

the USSR's increasing openness also offers

opportunities for European manned space
projects Everything points to the need for

increased international cooperation on work

and cost-sharing For all the partners, this will

mean mutual dependence and, tn certain

areas, grving up their autonomy

Each individual partner does need to make

significant efforts to ensure that their proven

and recognised expertise plays its part in the

international division of work in this area ls

it not fitting, in view of our economic and

technological capacities and our intellectual

claims, for us to take a clear lead in the global

integration of manned spaceflight? The altered

world political scene offers a chance, which the

cost alone of the major objectives of manned

spaceflight should encourage us to make the

most of.

Spaceflight can be seen as a forerunner of

Western European integration and as a possible

example for global cooperation A united

Germany should use its many and diverse

contacts and wide-ranging experience of

cooperation, gained in distinct areas and with

different partners, as the basis for a bridge

between East and West The same challenges
and prospects apply to manned spaceflight @
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the future of space transportation

Wings for European Spaceflight
The Future of Space Transportation

J. Feustel-Btiechl, D. lsakeit & H. Pfeffer
Directorate for Space Transportation Systems, ESA, Paris

The road to Europe's present space-
transportation systems
Unlike the United States and the Soviet
Union - the two space superpowers -
Europe could not draw on existing military
rocket programmes in building up its civil
spacetransportation programme, nor could
it exploit political competition between
opposing systems as a driving force and
financial lever. The European Ariane space-
transportation system owes its success to
the existence of a real demand for launch
services and has, moreoveI constantly had
to look for pragmatic solutions, in view of
the limited financial resources available to it.

Over the last three years, the main effort in the space-transportation
field has been concentrated on getting work on the Ariane-S and
Hermes Programmes firmly underway. Now that they are on the
right path and a favourable decision can be expected on the second
phase of the Columbus and Hermes Development Programmes,
the time has come to give firmer shape to thoughts on space
transportation in the more distant future. The preliminary studies on
which work has started in various places need to be directed at a
common goal, and hitherto separate efforts drawn together.

This starting position was initially regarded
as a handicap, but in retrospect it was if
anything a positive factor, as it has given rise
to an economically self-supporting space-
transportation system that is independent of
the changing political agenda. Whereas,
with some European aircraft-building
programmes, European taxpayers have to
subsidise each plane that comes out of the
factory, even after development has been
completed and the production phase has
begun, the construction of Ariane launchers
is funded from the sale of launch services
to satellite operators Substantial funds are
also recovered by the countries participating
in the Ariane Programme in the form of tax
receiots, and Ariane construction and
operational activity provides challenging
forward-looking jobs for some 16 000 people
throughout Europe.

Of far greater importance, howeve( than
these aspects of a direct financial nature
is the fact that, without an auronomous
launch capability, Europe would not have
been able to build uo its own satellite
industry, nor make independent provision
for Earth-observation, broadcasting and
telecommunicatrons services.

Europe's first steps in space were taken in
the sixties with activity in the research field
Research satellites were built independently
or in cooperation with the USA and, as pure
research is to the general good and the
direct financial benefits that derive from it are
not immediately apparent, there were no
problems as regards the launching of these
satellites by the Americans. This situation
began to change however when, with the
advent of telecommunications satellites, the
original pure research aims increasingly gave
way to more commercial aspects, inevitably
bringing substantial financial interests into
play.

The turning point for Europe came with the
problems associated with the launch of
Symphonie, the telecommunications satellite
developed jointly by France and Germany.
The original intention had been for this
satellite to serve commercial applications,
including worldwide transmission of TV
reports on the 1972 Munich Olympics.
However, owing to the restrictive conditions
placed on its launch on an American Delta
rocket, it could in the end only be used
for non-commercial purposes. Europe
responded to this situation by deciding to
pursue the Ariane Programme, the result of a
French initiative, for the development of its

own launcher system, designed specifically
to place satellites into geostationary orbit.

The decision to focus efforts on the geo-
stationary orbit was innovative at that time
and of far-reaching importance. At a time
when the potential of satellites in geostation-
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ary orbit was not yet fully proven, it took a
great deal of courage and considerable
powers of persuasion to talk convincingly
of a likely market for such an application.

ln view of the limited financial resources
available, Ariane had necessarily to be a
sensible combination of proven technology,
namely liquid propulsion using so-called
'storable propellants', and advanced
technologies, the prime example being the
vehicle's cryogenic upper stage. Use of
advanced technologies was not, however, an

end in itself, but always a means to an end.

The Ariane Programme, initially based on a
single product, evolved in the course of time
into a complete product range (Fig 1).

The original Ariane, later known as Ariane-1 ,

formed the basis for the higher-performance
Ariane-2,3 and 4 versions. The first use of

solid{uel propulsion technology in the
European spacetransportation programme
came with the third Ariane version. Ariane-4,

available to customers in six different
configurations, today forms the backbone
of Europe's space-transportation capability,
and is able to launch all current types of

commercial satellites. A further innovation,
which has played a decisive role in helping
Ariane to achieve its current market position,

was the development of payload-accommod-
ation structures allowing the simultaneous
launching of more than one satellite.

Europe's space-transportation system in
the years ahead
Although the Ariane-4 launcher is today fully

booked for years to come, Europe cannot
allow itself to rest on its laurels, at the risk

of endangering its autonomy in space
transportation and of losing its place in the
worldwide competition There are four basic
reasons why it is essential to adapt to
changing conditions:

- the trend towards even larger satellites
continues unabated

- in addition to the geostationary orbit,
low Earth orbits will be of increasing
importance in the future, with the need for
a powerful launcher to transport Hermes-
and Columbus-related elements to their
respective orbits

- the emergence of new capabilities in the
field of space transportation means there
has to be a significant reduction in
satellite launch costs, and

- due to the high cost of large applications
satellites and their competition with

other services, high launcher reliability
has come to be regarded by satellite
operators as one of the key criteria when
choosing a launcher system.

To meet these various conditions, Europe
decided in 1987 to develoo the Ariane-S
tauncner.

In order, in spite of the changing environ-
ment, to preserve the autonomy of and
improve the position achieved by Europe, it

is important to get the Ariane-S product into

operation as quickly as possible. The aim
therefore is for the maiden flight to take place
in 1995, with commercial flights beginning a
year later.

Figure 1. The Ariane
product range
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For this reason, Ariane-S is based on tech-
nologies that can, without major risk and
within that time frame, be developed in
Europe through to operational status
Ariane-S nevertheless represents a consid-
erable advance on the orevious Ariane
versions (Fig 1) Work is centering on the
development of a highthrust cryogenic
engine and large multi-segment solid-
propellant boosters, and also on the
construction of a new ground infrastructure
at Kourou, in French Guiana, to support
launcher- and payload-preparation activities.

As with the earlier versions, it is intended thal
Ariane-S should pay its own way, as from the
end of the development programme, which
is jointly funded by the participating ESA
Member States. This is why the design{o-
cost principle will be applied consistently to
all aspects of the Ariane-S Programme, the
first time this has been done in a major
European space project.

In cooperation with the USA and USSR,
Western Europe has already acquired some
preliminary experience in crewed spaceflight.
This experience has prompted ESA to work,
in the long term, towards an independent
European crewed space-station programme.
Initial thought is already being given to
the basic concepts involved, under the
'European Manned Space Infrastructure
(EMSI)' theme The necessary stepping-stone
to achieving that aim is the Columbus
Programme, being carried out within the
framework of the International Space-Station
proposed by the United States.

Europe has already learned, in the context of
its earlier satellite programmes, that it is not
enough just to develop and build satellites

- it must also have the ability to place them
into the appropriate orbits. Such a capability
becomes all the more important as the main
emphasis moves away from pure research
activities and towards applications missions
that ultimately have a commercial value lt
is certainly not unreasonable to expect that
much the same will apply where space
exploitation involving human presence is

concerned.

In order to preserve its autonomy also as
regards man's presence in space, Europe
must acquire an independent capacity to
transport people and payloads into space
and back The European spaceplane
Hermes (Fig 2) is currently being developed
for this ourDose.

In pursuing this concept, Europe has been

guided by a number of considerations:

1 Demand
It is not possible at the present time to
produce comorehensive and reliable
estimates of future demand for crewed
transportation services. lt is more likely that
the stimulus will come from the supply side,
with the availability of a crewed system
determining the emergence of a demand
and the creation of a market. The existence
of a transportation system will not only be the
key to the emergence of demand, but will
also have a standardising effect on the
technical and operational environment.

This is why it is important for Europe to be
able, as soon as possible, to influence the
course of events in a constructive way with
its own crewed transportation system This
argues in favour of short development times,
and hence extensive reliance on proven
technologies. Given the impossibility of
predicting the operational context for
possible future demand, the operational
scenario for a crewed soace{ransoortation
system has to be flexible A programme
geared to a specific operational scenario is
therefore not advisable, particularly when
seeking to work together on space projects
with other countries over whose soace
programmes one usually has little influence.

2. Autonomy
The Ariane Programme has clearly shown
how important it is for we Europeans to have
independent access to space lt is essential
that the current programmes in the trans-
oortation sector - Ariane-5 and Hermes -
carry this independent access into the
crewed-spaceflight and recoverable-payload
sectors and, in conjunction with elements
of the Columbus Programme and perhaps

Figure 2. The European
spaceplane Hermes and its
resource module
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further programme extensions, provide the
conditions for the autonomous ooeration of
independent European Space Stations This
is neither misolaced oride nor a refusal to
cooperate with other space nations, but
rather the desire to achieve a political and
technological target appropriate to Europe
and its caoabilities.

3. Coherence
The function of Hermes is not just to meet an
indeterminate, probable future demand for
transportation services but also, in a more
immediate way, to provide essential support
for operation of the space-station elements
that make up the European Columbus Prog-

ramme. lt must therefore be able to meet the
Programme's needs in terms of transportation
and other services, Account must also be
taken of the fact that Hermes and Ariane-S
form a self-contained transportation system
with a series of complex interfaces. Bearing
in mind too the close technical links between
Hermes and the Free-Flying Laboratory of
the Columbus Programme, this means that in
addition to the need for technical coherence
there is also an extensive reouirement for
close coordination of the timetables for the
two development programmes.

4. Technology
In addition to the practical task of trans-
porting three astronauts and three tons of
payload at regular servicing intervals to
the free{lying element of the Columbus
Programme, one of the main aims of the
Hermes Programme is to develop the
technology for crewed hypersonic space-
flight. Well over half a billion ESA accounting
units of development-programme funds are
being spent on acquiring applications-
oriented knowledge in many fields of
great importance for the future, including
aerodynamics, hightemperature materials,
power-supply systems, avionics, etc. This
makes Hermes the biggest spacetechnology
programme ever undertaken in Europe

The technologies used for Hermes are a
necessary prerequisite for all further work on
hypersonic transportation systems, whether
for space or aeronautical purposes. In
addition to performing the specific tasks that
constitute its mission, Hermes is thus also
essential to the achievement of more distant
goals.

5 Resources available for development
programmes
Spaceflight is one of the many aspects of
the drive to secure Europe's future and has
therefore to share the available financial

resources with many other areas of activity.
Moreover, Europe's total developmental
capacity is by no means unlimited. This
makes it necessary to concentrate on
specific key areas and to draw on the
development potential existing in related
space programmes.

It has therefore been decided to focus
attention initially on the return phase, the
essential last link in the whole chain of
operations. The ascent stage will rely on
the rocket technology to be used for Ariane-S,
which is conventional in nature and will thus
already be available at the time in question.

This will be made easier by the fact that,
from the mid-nineties onwards, the demands
placed by the market on uncrewed space
transportation will, in a number of important
ways, have come into line with the criteria for
crewed spaceflight. This applies not only to
the trend towards larger payloads and lower
orbits, but above all to the higher levels of
reliability that will be demanded in the future
of uncrewed spacetransportation systems.

It was in the light of these various con-
siderations that the programme for the
European spaceplane Hermes, as currently
defined. was drawn uo

Further development of future space-
transportation systems
In specific practical applications fields where
a certain amount of experience has already
been acquired, where demand is quantifiable
and some growth can be expected, it makes
sense to further develop and expand existing
capabilities in a carefully targetted fashion.

In the aircraft industry, the traditional
approach is to gradually develop existing
systems. This approach has also found its

way into the Ariane Programme, as can
be seen from versions 2, 3 and 4 of the
launcher. Ariane-S, in contrast, represents
something of a quantum leap in relation to
the preceding version, and for this reason
could justifiably have been given a different
name, had it not been for the wish to build
on the reputation established by the Ariane-1
to 4 series, for commercial, political and
psycholog ical reasons.

This does not, however, change the fact that,
just as with the series that began with the
first Ariane launcher, Ariane-S will also be the
first in an evolutionary series. Such further
development is warranted by the need to
make the basic version of the Ariane-S
launcher more flexible, to give it access to a
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wider range of applications, to increase its
payload capacity. ald to reduce cosls
wherever possible A few specific examples
of what is meant here are given below (Fig 3)

Varrous ways can be imagined of increasing
payload capacity The quickest and most
cost-effective means of doing this is to
enhance the performance of the liquid
oxygen turbopump of the engine that powers
the cryogenic first stage This would enable
the mixture ratio and the combustion-
chamber pressure to be increased This line
of approach is currently being considered
under the study heading 'Vulcain Mark-2'
Further options include introducing a second

cryogenic engine in the main stage and
using modified or additional boosters

As far as can be ludged today. there is little
scope for achievirg a significant reductron
in the cost of Ariane-5, as the whole design
is already specifically directed at keeping
manufacturing and operating costs as low as
possibie One possibility, the repercussions of
which cannot at present be fully assessed,
would be to develop Ariane-5 into a partially
reusable launcher. This would involve re-
placing the present solid-propellant boosters
with boosters using liquid propellant, which
could then be given a winged design for
flight back to Earth, Work on this concept is

currently underway in the form of system
stud ies

With a view to opening up other possible
applications, the concept of an uncrewed
recoverable capsule is currently being
studied. Such a capsule (being cal ed the

'Ariane Recoverable Orbital Carrier', or
AROC) would be launched by Ariane-S and
would enable automatic experiments to be
pertormed in space and then brought oack
to Earth

In the context of the construction and
operation of crewed space stations and the
associated transportation requirements, there
is a clear need for an uncrewed transfer
craft Such a craft would in effect be an
extension atop the Ariane upper stage and
would allow automatic docking at a space
station to take p,ace This concept is be,ng
investigated under the study heading of
'Ariane Transfer Vehicle or ATV

Figure 3. Possible
evolutionary development
of the basic version of
Ariane-5

Many of these concepts, whose future
uselulness car already be predicted. are in
principle ready for a decision Rather than
Europe yielding at this stage to the tempt-
ation of completely novel prolects, it would
make more sense to take the next logical
step, getting to grips with the obvious tasks
first This means increasing the power and
extending the capabilities of systems that will
be available in the near future,

New long-term space-transportation
programmes
It is difficult enough to design a new product
for an existing market, but infinitely more
drffrcult to design a new product for a new
market or even for an as yet unforeseeable
market To develop a space-transportatio.r
concept for an era some way into the future,
it is necessary to begin by making assump-
tions about how demand is likely to evolve,
the various possible options, and the basic
approach that should be adopted
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Figure 4. Possible long-
term development trends
in space transportation

The aeronautics and space sectors will

become more closely intertwined in the
future, at least as far as technology is

concerneo

In view of the long development lead-

times associated with hightechnology
programmes, it is essential - despite
uncertaintres on the demand side - that
fundamental studies begin now in those
key areas where it can be assumed that
the work done will have general validity
regardless of the concept eventually
chosen.

Where over-ambitious goals are set, there
is a risk of those goals not being reached
at all for want of energy and staying
power. Where the goals are too modest,

it may well be that action in pursuit of

them will never get underway due to lack
of interest and motivation

As a starting point for the discussion, a

number of hypotheses are offered below
concerning the conditions that are likely to
apply:
1. There is no prospect of an explosion in

the demand for spacetransportation
services in the foreseeable future, and
a cautious aoproach is therefore of

the essence. This will mean carefully
observing how demand develoPs and
being ready to react with appropriate
products to any clear new trends that
might emerge.

2. There can be no doubt that space activity
will for many years to come continue to

centre on the Earth.

3. Differentiating between crewed and
uncrewed transportation has hitherto
proved its value and will probably continue
to do so for the foreseeable future.

It is still too early to predict with any certainty
what will come after Ariane-S and Hermes.

Certain trends can, however, already be

made out (Fig. 4).

Where launcher systems for uncrewed
missions are concerned, the downward trend
in transportation costs can certainly be

expected to continue. The non-reusable
launchers currently under development (such

as Ariane-S) are, however, already designed
for ootimum cost-effectiveness in construction
and operation. Similarly, modern rocket
propulsion technologies have already been
taken almost as far as they will go. For

these launchers there therefore seems to be

relatively little technological scope, as matters

stand at present, for further cost savings.

For this to change there would have to be

significant advances in rocket propulsion

and structures. lt is therefore probable that
re-utilisation offers the only longterm
opportunity for further significant reductions
in transportation costs.

In this connection, it is interesting to consider
a particular aspect that has little to do with

technical and economic considerations and
everything to do with the acceptance of

space activity by the public at large Public
opinion is to some extent critical of today's
'throw-away' launcher systems, even though
these represent the most cost-effective
solution, and pressure from this direction can
be exoected to reinforce the trend towards

reusable systems

Crewed vehicles (or vehicle elements) must

necessarily be capable of returning to Earth

in view of the requirement to bring crews
home Reusability can thus be regarded as a
natural design criterion. Here the likely trend
will be towards fully reusable, self-propelled
systems. Progress towards full reusability will,

however, quickly be blocked by the inherent
limitations of existing rocket propulsion
technology, and there can therefore be

no doubt that advanced, air-breathing
propulsion concepts will be central to work
on crewed vehicles.

Even if the criteria that apply to crewed and
uncrewed spacetransportation vehicles,
particularly in interrelated areas such as
reliability and economic viability, should lead

to differing concepts - and this is something
that from today's perspective cannot yet be
predicted with absolute certainty - there

is no doubt that advances in the critical

technologies (especially propulsion and
materials) will benefit both types of

transoortation

5
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Figure 5. Development
logic of European space-
transportation systems

Figure 6. The preparation
logic lor future space-
transportation systems

- 

STUDY

Research work on the key basic technologies
that will be needed for future soacelrans-
portation systems, and development of those
technologies, will not only cost money, but
will above all take time. This is due in part to
the technical and scientific complexity of the
subject itself, but equally to the shortage of
suitably trained specialists in the areas con-
cerned. The earliest possible start must
therefore be made on training up young
people in this field. This is not unduly
expensive, but is a long process.

In view of these long development times
(Fig. 5), it would be ill-advised to settle as
of now on one particular system. To do so
would be to lose the freedom to exploit
technological advances that can be expected
and to deal flexibly with further developments
on both the demand and supply sides
This does not, however, preclude working
with certain guiding concepts as a framework
for development effort - rather than going
ahead without any idea of how the various
key technologies could fit into a possible
overall concept. However, the emphasis must
be on the word could, and it must be made
clear to all concerned that this does not
mean the same thing as necessan/y musf.

A number of such concepts have been
formulated over the last few years in Europe,
the main examples being the Sdnger
concept in Germany, Hotol in the United
Kingdom, and Star-H in France lt would be
unreasonable at this stage to regard these
guiding concepts as definitive design
proposals for a later complete system.
Each of them represents one of many
possible combinations of the various basic

technologies - no more, but equally no less

The problem is that these basic concepts
have, in the meantime, as a result of the
interest that they have evoked in the public
and the media, taken on a life of their own
The impression has to some extent been
created that the German concept is in
conflict with the British one, and the French
concept in conflict with both of the others.

The time has come to get back to the
common underlying content of these
concepts, namely an effort to research and
development of the necessary enabling
fundamental technologies (Fig. 6), and to
draw together under a common European
umbrella the various divergent and hitherto
competing projects. The work carried out to
date as separate national projects should
now be Europeanised under a single ESA
Programme

ZI
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Figure 7. Crucial technol-
ogies as the key to future
space-transportation
systems

We at ESA have very definite ideas about
how such a Programme should be structured
and what the order of things should be:

It should begin with a study phase in which
all possible future transportation concepts
would be defined and compared The results

would then be used to identify the common,
or even specific, enabling (i.e. key) technol-
ogies. The first study contracts for such work
have already been placed by ESA with a
number of European institutes and firms

The second stage would then be for
these key technologies to be thoroughly
investigated under a major European
technology programme and for pre-

development work to be done on the most
promising technrcal options. One question
that needs to be addressed is whether it
makes sense to build a soecial ascent
demonstrator to support the development
of a propulsion concept for the ascent stage.

Having made progress in this way at the

technology level (Fig. 7), Europe will then
be in a oosition to decide on the direction
it wishes to take in space transportation,
particularly as the demand for crewed and
uncrewed soace-transDortation services
should have become clearer by that time.
It will then be possible around the year 2000
to take a final decision on which particular
spacetransportation system should be built,

and this with reasonable confidence as

to tfe likely duration and cost of the
development effort. G
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The Hermes Missions An Overview

G. Valentiny & P. Brudieu
Directorate for Space Transportation Systems, ESA, Paris

Hermes, the European retrievable manned spaceplane to be
launched on repeated missions by Ariane-S vehicles, is one
of the major elements of the European autonomous space infra-
structure being developed during this decade. lts main mission is
to rendezvous, dock with and service Europe's Columbus Free-
Flying Laboratory. The built-in flexibility of the Hermes design will
also enable missions to be undertaken to the International Space
Station 'Freedom' and to other space stations such as the Soviet
'Mir'. lt will also be possible to perform specific experiments
onboard the spaceplane itself.

Introduction
The current ESA Programme covers the
development and initial operation of the
In-Orbit Infrastructure (lOl) elements required
to support projects in the fields of science,
applications and technology Among the
needs of such projects is the mastering of
manned operations rn orbit As a first step
towards meeting this objective, the ESA
Programme includes the launch and the
in-orbit maintenance of an automated
Free-Flying Laboratory to be exploited
and maintained through regular visits by
Europe's Hermes manned spaceplane.

The Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory
The Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory, also to
be launched using Ariane-S, is a serviceable
facility designed specifically for automated
in-orbit operatron and utilisation lt is to be
regularly serviced by Hermes (up to twice
per year) and will communicate with the
ground via the European Data-Relay Satellite
(DRS) system, The current design for the
Laboratory provides a volume equivalent
to two Spacelab segments, offering accom-
modation for the equivalent of 40 single
racks (22 for subsystems and general
storage, and 18 for scientific payloads)

Hermes
Hermes is a manned, reusable, winged
space vehicle, to be launched by Ariane-S,
which will dock with the Columbus Free-
Flying Laboratory (Fig 1), support the
operations to be carried out there and
elsewhere by the crew, and return, once its

mission has been completed, to make an
aircraft-type landing at a pre-selected site.

Figure 1. Hermes mission to the Columbus Free-
Flying Laboratory
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HERMES-ARIANE.5 COMPOSITE
NO PFOPULSION BY HERMES

SEPARATION OF HERMES SPACE VEHICLE AFTER 600 SECONDS
HEBMES MASS: 24 400 KG AT 100 KM. VELOCIry I KM/SEC

HERMES REACHES TARGET WITHIN 48 HOURS
PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION APPROX. 14OO KG

7 DAYS DOCKED TO TARGET
TRANSFER OF PAYLOAD AND CONSUMABLES EXTERNAL, INTERNAL SERVICING OF MTFF

DE.ORBIT BURN, SEPARATION OF MRH
PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION ABOUT 11OO KG, RE.ENTRY AT ALTITUDE OF 120 KM.
1 4 DEG TRA"JECTORY ANGLE

UNPOWERED ATMOSPHERIC FLIGHT, HYPERSONIC TO SUBSONIC
MACH 25 TO FINAL APPROACH LANDING SPEEO 215 KNOTS, RUNWAY LENGTH 3 KM,
HERMES MASS: 15 0o0 KG

Figure 3a. Typical Hermes
mission profile for the
'Reference Design Mission'

Figure 3b. Key features of
the 'Reference Design
Mission'

The Hermes space vehicle consists of
(Fig.2a,b):

- the spacep/ane (retrieved), carrying the
crew and part of the cargo

- the resource module, providing additional
pressurised volumes, carrying the
remainder of the cargo, and equipped
with the airlock and docking facility.

The built-in flexibility of Hermes (e.g carry-
ing of kits, modularity in the design of the
resource module enabling, in particular,
the installation of mission-specific docking
interfaces) allows for other missions to be
considered, including docking to Space
Station 'Freedom' or the USSR's 'Mir'
Station, a long duration mission with the
Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory, and even
on-board experiments (i e autonomous
Hermes missions).

Hermes missions to the Columbus Free-
Flying Laboratory
The missions to the Columbus Laboratory
represent the principal objective of the
Hermes soaceolane. The current Hermes
design is based on the so-called 'Reference
Design Mission to the Free-Flying Labor-
atory', which has been used in defining
both functional and operational requirements
and performance objectives. Provision for
additional flexibility has also been included
to allow for the exoected future evolution in

the Laboratory's requirements

Hermes performance and resources
The typical mission profile and the key
features of the 'Reference Design Mission'
are summarised in Figures 3a and b.

The 'upload cargo' is composed of: scientific
payload (equivalent to nine single racks; so-
called '9 SRE'), free{lyer preventive- and

Orbit Circular, 330-483 km
altitude, 28.50 inclin.

Crew 3

Cargo UploaC 3000 kg to
463 km altitude
Retrieved load 1500 kg

External Servictng Using EVA suits and
the Hermes Robotic
Arm (Hera)

Mission Duration 12 days max.

Mission Frequency 2 per year

corrective-maintenance items (1 SRE),
Hermes payload support, and any missron-
dependent equipment required (eg. EVA

suits and tools, robotic arm)

The 'retrieved load' consists of: scientific
oayload (4 SRE). and Hermes payload-
support and mission-dependent equipment.

The 12 day mission duration includes:

- 2 days for the phasing and rendezvous
docking

- 1 day for the activation/de-activation of
the composite interfaces

- 6 days for the free{lyer servicing

- 1 day for the return trip

- 2 days of margin.

The crew of three is made up of two Space-
plane Specialists (Commander and Pilot) and
one Laboratory Specialist (Mission Engineer)
At least two astronauts will be fully occupied
by the Free-Flying Laboratory's servicing
operations. Assuming a 10 hour working
day, the minimum 'useful' working time

Q1
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Figure 4. Hermes and
payload processing
facilities

Figure 5. Hermes mission
to Space Station 'Freedom'

corresponds to 120 manhours per mission
(including the trme required for extravehicular
and robotic-arm operations). In addition,
limited power and thermal-control resources
are provided to the cargo

Constraints on Hermes resource utilisation
The current concept for Hermes ground
processing is shown in Figure 4

It calls for the delivery of cargo items:

- 3 months before launch for non-standard
or non-urgent items (consumables,
preventive maintenance, reconfiguration,
etc.)

- 6 weeks before launch for standardised,
urgent items (corrective maintenance,
sampres)

- from 48 hours to a few hours before
launch for fragile items to be placed in

a special temperature-control device.

Payload recovery will take place shortly after
landing for survival-sensitive and urgent
items, and a few days after landing for the
remaining payloads

Hermes missions to Space Station
'Freedom'
Another objective of the Hermes Programme
is to permit missions to the Space Station
(Fig 5)

These missions are foreseen in the
Memorandum of Understanding between
ESA and NASA and work is already in
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progress, jointly with Columbus and US
representatives, on the consolidation of
such missions. Among the possible missions
being examined are:

- a visit to Soace Station 'Freedom' for the
in-orbit validation of rendezvous/docking
and Hermes/Space-Station composite
performances and operations

- provision of additional transportation
resources or operational flexibility to the
European users of the Columbus Attached
Laboratory

- a Shuttle-backup mission to the Space
Station, involving mission replanning for
and the reconfiguring of a ground-based
Hermes vehicle. The time reouired to
achieve Hermes readiness for such a
mission is between one and three months
following the decision, depending in
particular on when in the Hermes ground-
processing cycle (Fig. 6) the request is

received. Hermes could transport spares
and consumables to safeguard minimum
Station operation, or be used to retrieve
safely a crew of up to eight Space Station
'Freedom' astronauts (depending on the
capability of NASA's Assured Crew Return
Vehicle, currently under study).

The curves in Figure 6 give the probabilities
of having one of the two Hermes vehicles
prepared at short notice. The three modes
are:

- nominal: current working hours, i.e. one
shift, working 5 to 6 days per week

- mode 1: two shifts in Europe, one shift in
French Guiana (Kourou), working 7 days
per week

- mode 2: same as mode 1, but working
three shifts in Eurooe.

It can be seen, for example, that there is a
900/o chance of getting one Hermes vehicle
ready for a rescue mission to 'Freedom'
within 60 days after a request with mode 2.
The corresponding Hermes mission profile
and performances are close to those for a
nominal mission to the Columbus Free-Flying
Laboratory, except for: the proximity oper-
ations (approach to manhed the Space
Station, possibly berthing using the Station's
manipulator arm rather than direct docking);
provision of Space-Station/Hermes composite
interfaces; and training of the Hermes crew
in Soace Station features.

Hermes mission to 'Mir'
Candidate mission objectives are being
evaluated in the framework of the ESA/USSR
Agreement on cooperation in space activities.
Examoles of such missions are:

- a visit to the 'Mir' Station for in-orbit
validation of compatibility (similar to the
Hermes mission to Soace Station
'Freedom')

- a rescue mrsston

- support to the exploitation of a European
experiment package on board 'Mir'.

The Hermes oerformances and resources
needed for a mission to 'Mir' are exoected
to be close to those for its primary mission,
except in those areas specifically related to:

- the target orbit, 'Mir' being in a circular
450 km-high, 64"-inclination orbit

- the up/down cargo masses (expected
to be 1000 kg and 1500 kg, respectively)

Other missions
In addition to providing the necessary shuttle
service between stations in space and the
ground, the Hermes spaceplane could carry
onboard experiments, subject to the
necessary resources (e.9. power, thermal
control, and data processing) being available
in kit form.

Any spare Hermes resources in terms of, for
example, payload mass and volume, crew
time, power during a servicing mission, etc.,
could be exploited by the European user
community via Hermes get-away standard
containers or kits, whenever they are
compatible with the specific characteristics
of the available resources.

Operational aspects
The Hermes system is designed for a total
lifetime of 15 years, with a total of up to 30
missions for each of the two spaceplanes.

For each mission, such activities as:

- flight operations control and monitoring

- spaceplane maintenance and
reconfiguration

- cargo definition, preparation and
integration

- crew training

Figure 6. Hermes
availability lor a Space-
Shuttle-backup mission to
Space Station'Freedom'
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Figure 7. Hermes mission
preparation

will have to be carried out to meet the
nominal schedule of two visits per year to

the Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory.

More specifically, we have:

- Ihe Flight Operations Activities covering:
operations planning, mission analysis,
astronaut training, preparation of control
centres. training of ground personnel,

testing and simulations, spaceplane and
resource-module in-orbit monitoring
and control, in-orbit servicing, two-way
communications, interfacing with control
and engineering support centres, ground
support to the crew, management of
spaceplane/resource-mod u le resources,

and post-flight assessment of mission
performances.

- the Processing Activities including:
Spaceplane processing
- at element level (spaceplane

maintenance, resource-module
^'^A, 'n+inn nnr] annanianno\ enrlPluuuutlvr I or ru qvugPLqr ruv/, qr ru

- at integrated system level,
(i) in Europe (spaceplane/resource-
module integration and checkout,
preparation for transport)
(ii) at the launch site (spaceplane/
resource-module integration, Hermes/
Ariane-S mating, crew support, roll-out

and final countdown), and
(iii) at the landing sites (preparation of
citoc nnqt-lanrlina nrnnoqcinn nfo,Lvu, vvu(

spaceplane, and support to the crew).

Cargo processing:
- from delivery by the customer up

to final checkout before take-off:
integration in Europe and/or at the
launch site with the soaceolane and
resource module, transportations and
verifications, late access;

- from landing up to delivery back to
the customer: retrieval at the landing
cifo nr in Fr rrnno irannnnrtatinnorLv vr r I Lu'vVv, tlAl IJPUI LALIWI l!

de-integration and inspection

- The Logr,stics Activities, including the .

procurement of spares and consumables,
the transportation and ground-handling
capabilities and the maintenance and
operation of the ground facilities.

Figure 7 summarises the relationships
between the major blocks of activities prior
to launch.

The planning activities covering the above
operations will be secured through a three-
level mechanism common to both the
Hermes and Columbus Programmes The

strategic level will analyse the mission
requirements for a five-year period with a
view to issuing a consolidated 'Operations

and Utilisation Plan', which will provide a
'first cut' of the resources required to support
the selected missions The next step in the
planning process will be to issue the 'Tactical

Operations Plan' (TOP), which will provide
key planning data on detailed system
operations and user requirements for all

missions selected in a two-vear manifest.

The TOP will then form the basis for the
preparation of all mission-specific document-
ation, including the plans and procedures
supporting execution of the operations

The Crew Training Activities, distributed over
three main phases:

- one year of basic training for familiaris-
ation, and acquisition of basic knowledge
and skills;

- eighteen months of specialised training on
space-element systems and subsystems
(including their associated ground
segment), piloting, EVA, and RVD;

- eighteen months of mission training for
both the assigned crew and a backup
crew for a specific mission

Overview of the ground system
The ground system required to support the
preoaration and execution of the Hermes
missions is being defined along the following
lrnes:

- A Central Mission Control Centre will
perform operations requiring central
authority, such as mission planning,
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mission preparation, mrssion direction,
management of communication resources,
and central navigation support.
Control of the Hermes flight operations
will be carried out by the Hermes Flight
Control Centre, in cooperation with the
Manned Space Laboratories Flight Control
Centre responsible for control of the Free-
Flying Laboratory, particularly for tl'te
latter's servicing operations. The main
flight operations interfaces are
summarised in Figure 8.

The ground processing for the space-
plane will take place at the Hermes
integration buildings, either in Europe or
in Kourou, depending on the mission
preparation phase
The ground processing for the cargo
will be carried out: at the Engineering
Support Centre for in-orbit servicing,
as far as cargo definition and overall
preparation planning are concerned;
at the Free-Flying Laboratory Centre for
cargo acceptance testing; at the resource-
module manufacturer for integration of the
module cargo; and at the spaceplane
integration sites.

The final integration and verification of
the Hermes space vehicle (spaceplane
+ resource module + cargo) will be
performed at the Hermes integration
building in Kourou.
The Hermes/Ariane-S integration will be
executed at the assembly building in

Kourou
The spaceplane will be able to land at

various sites; the current baseline is for
two primary landing sites (Almeria in

Spain, and Rochambeau in French
Guiana) and five backups (three for
emergency landing from orbit and two
for launch abort)

- Astronaut training for Hermes missions
will be conducted using various facilities,
ranging from classroom and computer-
aided instruction to such soecialised
training tools as the Hermes Flight
Simulator, Hermes Trainer Aircraft, Hermes
Subsystem Simulator (including robotics),
Neutral Buoyancy Facility, Man-Rated
Vacuum Chamber, EVA Suit Simulator,
and several mock-ups.

ln addition, access to the Columbus
Free-Flying Laboratory, Space Station
'Freedom' and Mir training facilities will be
necessary to ensure that the Hermes crew
is familiarised adequately with the station
to be visited.

Conclusion
The mission objectives and operational
scenarios summarised above serve to
illustrate the technical complexity and the
challenging character of the tasks faced by
Europe in acquiring experience in manned
missions through its development of the
Hermes spaceplane. Additional work on the
concepts outlined is currently being carried
out with a view to further consolidating all
mission-related aspects. G

Figure 8. Main operational
interfaces for Hermes
missions
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esa's next medium-size scientific oroiect

Towards the Selection of ESA's
Next Medium-Size Scientific Project (M2)

R.M. Bonnet
Director of Scientific Programmes, ESA, Paris

The'Horizon 2000' Long-Term Plan
The selection of the Agency's Next Medium-
Size Project is part of the Long-Term Plan
'Space Science: Horizon 2000' (described
in detail in ESA Special Publication SP-l070).
This Plan was established in 1984 with wide
involvement of the scientific community and
was adopted by the Agency in 1987. lts
realisation was made possible by the com-
mitment of ESA's Member States to orovide
a 50/o annual increase in funding for the
Scientific Programme over about a decade.

On 15 June 1989, the Directorate of Scientific Programmes issued a
'Call for Mission Proposals' for the Next Medium-Size Project (M2)
to the wide scientific community. In response to this Call, twenty-
two proposals were received, of which six were selected by the
Agency's Space Science Advisory Committee (SSAC) for study at
assessment level. This study phase was completed with present-
ations of the projects to the scientific community on 9 and 10 April
1991. Following these presentations, the SSAC further narrowed
down the number of candidate missions, selecting four projects
for study at Phase-A level. This more detailed study phase will
be completed by early 1993, at which time the final selection of
a single new project will be made by the Agency's Science
Programme Committee (SPC).

(STSP), comprised of a solar-physics
(Soho) and a magnetospheric-physics
mission (Cluster)to be launched in 1995

and further into the future
o the Rosetta mission, involving a land-

ing on a comet nucleus and return
of a sample of cometary material to
laboratories on Earth for detailed
analysts.

- In the Astronomy/Astrophysics discipline:
o the highthroughput X-ray spectros-

copy mission XMM, a facility-class
X-ray astrophysics observatory with
an anticioated lifetime of more than
ten years, to be launched in 1998,

and further into the future
o the Far-lnfrared Space Telescope

(FIRST), a spectroscopy mission in the
largely unexplored 200 pm-1 mm
region of the electromagnetic
soectrum.

In contrast to the Cornerstones, for which the
general scientific aims were defined at the
outset of Horizon 2000, the medium-size and
small missions are selected competitively one
by one. A medrum-size mission is defined as
one costing of the order of 200 MAU (1984
economic conditions), while a small project
would cost significantly less than 200 MAU.

The first medium-size mission (M1) is

Huygens, a probe to be launched in 1995
together with NASA's Cassini spacecraft.
Cassini will carry the Huygens probe to the
vicinity of Saturn's moon Titan, where it will
be released for a descent through Titan's
atmosphere and a landing on its surface.

At present, candidate missions for the
second medium-size mission (M2) are being
studied. Of the twenty-two missions proposed
in 1989 in response to ESA's Call for Mission
P roposals (twelve i n Astronomy/Astrophysics,

. Million Accounting Units;
'1 AU= +12US$

'Horizon 2000' consists of a well-balanced
mixture of four large, four medium-size, and
possibly also a number of small projects,
covering all major fields of space science.
A further element of this Long-Term Plan
consists of technology studies for missions
'beyond Horizon 2000'

The centrepiece of this programme is a set
of four so-called 'Cornerstones', which are
major missions (each costing of the order
of 400 MAU", at 1984 economic conditions)
with scientific aims that were determined
at the programme's outset, covering the
interests of the wide communitv of soace
researchers in Europe:

- In the Solar-System Exploration discipline:
o the Solar-Terrestrial Science Prooramme
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. VLBI = Very-Long-Baseline
Interferometry
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five in Solar-System Exploration, and five in
Fundamental Physics), six were selected by

the SSAC for a study at assessment level.

These are:

- In Astronomy/Astrophysics:
o INTEGRAL, an International Gamma-

Ray Astrophysical LaboratorY
o lVS, an International VLBI" Satellite
o PRISMA, a satellite for Probing

Rotation and Interior of Stars:

Microvariability and Activity

- In Solar-System Exploration:
o MARSNET, a network of three semi-

hard landers on Mars
o OPT, an Orbiting Planetary Telescope

- In Fundamental Physics:
o STEB a Satellite Test of the Equiv-

alence Principle.

With the exception of PRISMA, all missions

would exceed significantly the financial
threshold set for mediumsize missions if

carried out by ESA alone, and they are

therefore being studied in the context of

collaboration with other space agencies

The six missions are described in more
detail in the following pages.

Concepts for small projects were solicited

by the Science Directorate on 18 June 1990

with a 'Call for ldeas'. ESA is currently
evaluating the 52 proposals (11 Astronomy,
12 Space Plasma, 12 Planetary, 7 Solar
Physics, 7 Earth Science, and 3 in other
disciplines) received in response to this Call,

with a view to determining whether or not

small missions should be incorporated into

the Long-Term Plan.

For the more distant future, 'beyond Horizon

2000', ESA is carrying out technological
studies for:

- a solar probe, 'Vulcan', that would
approach the Sun to within four solar radii

- elements of a mission to Mars, in

particular a network of hard and semi-

hard landers, a rover, and a Mars orbiter

- astronomical imaging through two-
dimensional interferometry from space

- opportunities that might be offered by a
lunar base for science 'from the Moon'
and science 'of the Moon'.

Selection procedure for medium-size
missions
The selection is made in three steps:
(i) selecting from the missions proposed

by the scientific community, up to six
missions for a study at assessment level

(iD selecting from the missions under study
at assessment level, up to four missions
for a study at Phase-A level

(iii) selecting from the missions under study
at Phase-A level, one mission to be
carried out.

The selections (i) and (ii) are made by the

Space Science Advisory Committee (SSAC)

based, for astronomy/astrophysics missions,

on a recommendation by the Astronomy
Working Group (AWG), and for solar-system
exploration missions on a recommendation
by the Solar System Working Group (SSWG).

In the case of the selection for M2, there
were also proposals in the discipline of
fundamental physics, and here selection
(i) by the SSAC was based on a recommen-
dation by an ad-hoc Working Group on
Fundamental Physics, and selection (ii)

by the SSAC was based on the advice of a
Science Advocate. The final selection (iii) is

made by the Science Programme Committee
(SPC) based upon the recommendations of
the SSAC.

The number of candidate missions is

reduced from one selection to the next

and the remaining missions are studied in

increasingly greater depth The objective
of the two study phases is to define the
mission science objectives, the scientific
model payload, the spacecraft, launch,
operations and, where applicable, the
sharing of tasks between collaborating
space agencies, to a level where a
schedule and cost-to-comoletion can
be estimated with increasingly higher
conf idence.

At assessment level, a study typically lasts

six months, followed by a consolidation
phase of three months. At Phase-A level, a
study typically lasts twelve months, followed
again by a consolidation phase of three
months. The consolidation phase is needed
for cost and technical reviews, identifying
cost drivers, potential descoping of mtssions,

and for fine{uning of international collabor-
ative scenarios

All technical work at assessment level is
carried out in-house; at Phase-A level, non-
competitive technical studies are done by
industry under ESA contract. During both
study phases, ESA is advised on scientific
matters by a Study Team composed of
external scientists, selected by ESA based on
their competence in the particular discipline
of the mission under studv.
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Through the strong involvement of the
scientific community at all study phases,
and in all steps off the selection process,
and by coupling the competence of
external scientists with in-house scientific
and technical expertise, it is possible to
select ultimately the single best mission from
the large number proposed at the outset

INTEGRAL
The INTEGRAL (lNTErnational Gamma-Ray
Astrophysics Laboratory) mission is dedicated
to the frne spectroscopy and imaging of
celestial gamma-ray sources in the energy
range 15 keV to 10 MeV The instruments
on INTEGRAL will achieve a gamma-ray
line sensitivity of 3x10 6 ph.cm-2.-1 , a
continuum sensitivity of 3x1O t ph.cm-2.-r
keV-1 at 1 MeV (=10 mCrab at 1 MeV), and
imaging with an angular resolution of better
than 20 arcmin. This reoresents an order-of-
magnitude improvement over the Gamma-
Ray Observatory (GRO) in line sensitivity,
energy resolution and angular resolution.

Comparison with SIGMA also shows a major
advance: the continuum sensitivity improve-
ment is considerably more than one order
of magnitude between 100 keV and 1 MeV
while the narrow-line sensitivity is increased
by nearly two orders of magnitude

INTEGRAL consists of two main instruments:
a germanium spectrometer and a caesium-
iodide coded-aperture mask imager. These
instruments are supplemented by two
monitors: an X-ray monitor and an optical
transient camera.

Scientific overview
In the 15 keV-10 MeV region, line{orming
processes such as nuclear excitation,
radioactivity, and positron annihilation
become important. Unique astrophysical
information is contained in the spectral shift,
line width, and line profiles. Detailed studies
of these processes require the resolving
power (E/6E:500) of a germanium
spectrometer such as that employed on
INTEGRAL Lower resolution soectrometers

Figure 1, Spectroscopy and
imaging of the Galactic
Centre, The high spectral
and imaging resolutions
shown (below, top and
bottom, respectively) are
an indication of what can
be expected from the
INTEGRAL mission
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(e.g SIGMA, OSSE, CON/PTEL) will not have

sufficient resolution to study the parameters
of these lines The last high-resolution space
rnstrument, flown on HEAO-3 in 1979/80
was 100 times less sensitive than INTEGRAL
Solid observational and theoretical grounds
already exist for predicting detectable
emission from various celestial oblects (eg
Galactic Centre, compact galactic objects,
suoernovae),

The gamma-ray emission from the Galactic
Plane will be mapped on a wide range of
angular scales from arcminutes to degrees,
in both discrete nucleo-synthesis lines, such
as 'uAl and the positron annihilation line,

as well as the wideband continuum At the

same time, source positioning at the arc-
minute level within a wide field of view, of
both continuum and discrete line emissions,
is required

The study of active galaxies in both fine and
broadband spectroscopy will yield unprec-
edented knowledge of the particle inter-

actions that take place in the region where
the central engine's energy meets the
galaxy's matter. Because of the greatly
improved sensitivity of INTEGRAL, sub-
degree resolution imaging is absolutely
necessary to avoid source confusion from
the large population of AGN and to associate
gamma-ray sources unambiguously with their
optical. infrared and radio counterparts

During the mission lifetime, a significant
number of transient events are expected to
occur. Some of these will be gamma-ray
bursts within the field of view, whilst
supernovae events out to and including the
Virgo cluster will also be studied by periodic
re-orientation of the telescooe

System aspects
HEO (Highly Eccentric Orbit)
This concept employs the XMM Common
Bus in combination with a Titan-lll or
equivalent launcher. The orbital parameters
chosen are a 24 h period, a 28o inclination
and a high perigee (>4000 km), in order
to provide long (>15 h) uninterrupted
observation periods at nearly constant back-
ground and away from trapped radiation.
ESA would be responsible for the bus and
mission control, with one European ground
station baselined A second station could be
provided by NASA.

LEO (Low Earth Orbit)
This option employs the NASA Expendable
Explorer Spacecraft (EES) or equivalent bus,
and an Ariane-4 to launch the payload into
a near-equatorral orbit which provides a low
background environment, essentially free
from passages through the South-Atlantic
Anomaly, A dedicated control-moment gyro
arrangement will be employed to maximise
the observing efficrency to typically 75%o

Mission control will be the responsibility of
NASA via TDRSS An ESA ground station
could be used

Both options are capable of meeting the full
scientific requirements

Management
The mission scenarios have been devised
for an equitable division of responsibilities
between ESA and NASA, and within the
overall individual M2 and Exolorer
constrarnlS

A Guest Observer Programme will be
established For maximisation of scientific
return, the concept of dual data centres

- onp in Fr rrone and one in the US - is

envisaged Such centres will be managed
by the scientific collaboration and serve the
entire guest-observer community.

Key staff

S Volonte. Chairman, ESA HQ
O. Pace, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC

C. Winkler, Study Scientist, ESA/ESTEC

Key mission features

INTEGRAL is the first high-resolution spectral imager in the
15 keV-10 MeV region

High-resolution spectroscopy (2 keV at 1 MeV)

Fine imaging with <20' FWHM angular resolution and
<1' source positioning within 50 sq deg field of view

Line sensitivity: 3x10 6 ph cm-' s-t, and continuum sensitivity
of 3x10-8 ph.cm z.-r k"y-t (at 1 MeV 3o, .106s)

Three-axis-stabilised spacecraft, pointing accuracy: 1 5' (absolute),

1 ' (elative), 40 kbiVs science data rate

Two mission scenarios (HEO, LEO) with equitable division of
responsibilities between ESA and NASA:

(i) Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO):

Titan-lll class launcher; XMM bus; orbit 24h,28o inclination,
4000 km perigee; mission control; ESA

(ii) Low Earth Orbit (LEO):
Ariane launcher; EES bus; orbit: 90 min, 0o inclination,
550 km altitude: mission control: NASA
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IVS
The International VLBI Satellite (lVS) will be
a radio telescope in space lts main goal
will be to provide a space-based Very-Long-
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) element,
acting as an extension to one of the modern
generation of ground-based VLBI arrays with
which it will observe in concert. lt will be
similar in sensitivity to, and cover most of the
frequencies of, an element in such ground-
oaseo arrays

The primary reason for placing a VLBI
element in space is to achieve baselines
larger than the size of the Earth High-
sensitivity. high quality images of radio
sources at wavelengths spanning the radio
band from centimetres to millimetres with the
greatly increased angular resolution made
possible by IVS will open up exciting new
ooportunities for VLBI observations, The
scientific objectives span a wide range of
topics including the physics of masers and
stars, galactic and extragalactic distance
determinations, and the physics of normal
and Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs), including
such phenomena associated with AGNs as
jets and superluminal motion, In addition,
direct distance determinations out to the
distance of the Virgo galaxy cluster will be
performed

Key staff

S. Volonte, Chairman. ESA HQ
J. Cornelisse, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC
G. Pilbratt, Study Scientist, ESA/ESTEC

Key mission features

The International VLBI Satellite (lVS) will be a three-axis-stabilised
spacecraft consisting of a service module (derived from the Standard
Space Platform) and a propulsion module provided by the USSR
Academy of Sciences, and a payload module provided by ESA.

IVS will:
o lmage a wide range of compact radio sources, both in total

intensity and polarisation, with resolution as fine as
10 microarcsec, and provide simple structural information on
the 1 microarcsec scale.

o Have a 20 m primary-reflector diameter and a maximum
bandwidth of 256 MHz for continuum VLBI observations

o Have state-of-the-art dual-polarisation radio receivers for 4.5-8.5,
15-23, 42-63,86-120, and if feasible 218-222 GHz.

o Together with a 70 m ground telescope, readily detect a 4 mJy
radio source in a 5 min integration, and a 0.4 mJy source with
phase referencing in a 12 h integration time, in the lowest
frequency band.

o Have onboard VLBI signal-conditioning electronics, spectrometer,
and CMBR total power receiver.

o Have absolute, relative, and reconstituted pointing errors of no
more than 10, 5, and 5 arcsec, respectively; and allow offset
porntrng up to +0.59

o Have three operational orbits, with perigees of 6000 km,
inclrnations of 63.40, and apogees of 20 000, 40 000 and
150 000 km, respectively

Have launch masses of 7500, 4747 and 15 000 kg (including
11 500 kg of propellant) for the service, payload, and propulsion
modules, respectively; giving a total launch mass of 27 247 kg.

Be launched by the Soviet Energia vehicle.

Figure 2. IVS observing as
part of a VLBI array. Each
ground-based telescope in
the array has its own
independent frequency
standard and VLBI data
tape-recorder, whereas for
IVS these are located at
the tracking station. After
the observation, the tapes
are sent to a central data-
processing facility for
correlation
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IVS will also have a useful autonomous
capability. Iaking advantage of the absence
of an atmosphere above the telescope, it

will operate as a stand-alone radio telescope,
enabling it to explore new frontiers in

spectral-line and cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation (CMBR) research The
molecular oxygen lines in the 56-63 GHz
range cannot be observed from the ground
because of atmospheric blockage. Data on
the gas-phase oxygen are absolutely nec-
essary to understand the chemical and
dynamical evolution of interstellar molecular
clouds into star-formation regions. Ground-
based CMBR observations are limited in

sensitivity primarily by atmospheric fluc-
tuations, which do not affect lVS, which is

very well suited for making two-dimensional
maps of the CMBR towards galaxy clusters.
Together with X-ray data, such maps can be
used to infer distances on cosmoloqical
scales.

The main element of the IVS payload module
is a 20 m-class Cassegrain reflector capable
of operating with high efficiency at 60 GHz
The science payload is a space-qualified
version of the standard ground-based radio-
telescope instrumentation, and includes
actrvely cooled HEMT radio-astronomy
receivers and the necessary electronics for
carrying out the VLBI, spectroscopy and
CMBR observations.

The choice of an ootimum orbit is difficult for
a space VLBI mission, as it is always a trade-
off between imaging capability and maximum
resolution. ln order to benefit from the best
of both worlds, IVS will be provided with the
ability to change orbit in the course of the
mtssron

In its VLBI mode, IVS must be in real{ime
two-way contact with a telemetry station,
which supplies the stable reference signal
reouired and receives the VLBI data. After
reception on the ground, the data will be
recorded on magnetic tape in digital form,
and transported to the central processing
facility. IVS will be operated in observatory
mode with data correlation and ground-
based observing being carried out for the
astronomer in absentia In its autonomous
mode, data will be stored onboard and
relayed to the ground once or twice per
day.

IVS will be a collaborative mission with ESA

and the USSR Academy of Sciences as
major partners, with DSN and potentially
other additional participation

PRISMA
The PRISMA (Probing Rotation and Interior
of Stars: Microvariability and Activity) mission
addresses one of the most elementary
questions in astronomy, namely: What are
stars? For the first time, the combination of
asteroseismology and stellar activity monitor-
ing will be able to answer this question

In the case of the Sun, the application
of seismology and simultaneous multi-
wavelength observations led to significant
discrepancies between solar models and
measurements. This stimulated an on-going
theoretical effort to refine the ideas of basic
stellar physics. The point has now been
reached where observations of other stars
will allow significant improvements to the
models and help to clear up points that are
still controversial. The effort in the solar work
will also allow a better understanding of the
stellar data, as it is not possible to directly
observe stellar discs

The primary scientific objectives of PRISMA
are to study:

- the internal structure and dynamics of
stars by measuring the characteristic
frequencies, amplitudes and lifetimes
of radial and low-degree non-radial
oscillation modes, and

- the internal magnetic dynamos, the
photosphere and the outer atmosphere
of stars by measuring the temporal
variations of the ultraviolet and X-ray

fluxes together with the previous
measuremenlS.

PRISMA exoloits three of the fundamental
advantages of space observations: their
temporal stability, the possibility to perform
observations with only few interruptions, and
the unhampered access to ultraviolet and
X-ray spectral ranges. Stability is a pre-
requisite as the photometric amplitude of
solar{ype oscillations is a few parts per
million. Long uninterrupted observations
provide the temporal resolution needed to
separate modes with periods ranging from
a few minutes to a few days and to deter-
mine frequency splits. Phenomena due
to magnetic activity tracing the internal
magnetic dynamo will be observed
simultaneously for a large number of stars
by observing their ultraviolet and X-ray
fluxes

As no presently available satellite, or any
under consideration, fulfils all the scientific
objectives, a model payload consisting of
four instruments is proposed:
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- A Large Photometer (LP), with an
aperture equivalent to 40 cm diameter,
with a 1,5ox1.5o field of view. The LP uses
a three-mirror. off-axis design to reduce
the effects of stray light. lt collects
simultaneously the broadband visible flux
of stars brighter than magnitude 8 to
detect micromagnitude flux variations.

- A Small Photometer (SP), with an aperture
equivalent to 15 cm diameter, with a
3ox3o field of view. lt has the same
purpose and design as the LP except
that micromagnitude flux variations will be
detected on stars brighter than magnitude
6. An internal mirror allows a wide select-
ion of fields offset from the line of sight of
the other instruments.

- An Ultra-Violet Spectrometer (UVS),

optically aligned with the Large Photo-

meter, with a 40x30 cm aperture and
covering the 120-280 nm wavelength
range that includes chromospheric and
transition region lines. A high-resolution,
cross-dispersed echelle system allows
observation of one star at a time in a
1.Sox1.5o field of view (resolution

0.01-0.02 nm).

Key staff

S. Volonte, Chairman. ESA HQ
O. Pace, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC

T. Appourchaux, Study Scientist,
ESA/ESTEC

mission features

Accuracy

O.1 p.Hz

1O-7-10-s

0.05 pHz

O.1 p"Hz

Figure 3. The PRISMA
spacecraft

Scientific keywords

Stellar structure, g-modes,
He content, neutrino physics
Excitation, stellar spots and plages,
non-linear pulsators (?), convection
Excitation, convection,
surface structure
Basic stellar parameters, stellar
structure, rotation, magnetic fields

Observables

Photometry
Frequencies

Amplitudes

Line widths

Frequency separations

Spectroscopy
UV flux
UV lines profiles
17 nm X-ray flux

Key

Range

0.02 mHz-O.1 Hz

1o-6- 1o-1

1-1O p.Hz

>O.3 pHz

10-13_10-17 wm-2
120-285 nm
10-14_10-17 wm,2

5o/o 3D pictures
0.02 nm (resolution) Doppler imaging
20o/o Corona. flares
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- A normal-incidence eXtreme Ultra-Violet
Telescope (XUVI, imaging the same
1.Sox1.5" field as the Large Photometer.
A multilayer off-axis mirror selects a 3 nm
bandwidth, centred at 17 nm, including
the Fe Vlll-Xl lines sensitive to coronal
temperatures.

The photometers have passively cooled
detector arrays, allowing more than one star
to be observed at the same time, while the
spectrometers use microchannel plate

detectors. All the instruments exceot the
XUVT use active mirrors to stabilise the
stellar images against spacecraft motion.

The preliminary PRISMA catalogue gives
priority to solartype stars, binaries with
known masses, latetype giants and
subgiants, open clusters (containing solar-like
or earlytype stars), 6 Scuti, and rapidly
oscillating Ap stars. Even coverage of the
Hertzsprung-Russel diagram has been
maintained as far as possible. The observing
strategy imposed by the scientific require-
ments is defined as follows:

- The Large Photometer and the Small
Photometer wrll observe seoarate fields
continuously for at least one month.

- The Ultra-Violet Spectrometer will observe
successively the stars in a field identical to
that of the Large Photometer. Character-
istics of the individual stars determine the
observing sequence.

- The eXtreme Ultra-Violet Telescooe wtll

observe the same field as the Large
Photometer, also continuously for at least
one month.

The spacecraft assumed for PRISMA is the
XMM bus defined by an internal ESA study
performed in 1989. PRISMA can be
launched as a lower Ariane-4 passenger
(dual launch) into a 24 h period orbit with a
perigee altitude of 3070 km, an apogee of
68 500 km, and an inclination of 79 This
orbit both provides good sky coverage
and permits the scientific objectives to be
achieved

Payload instruments will be provided by
Principal Investigators (Pls) with national
funding. During the development phase of
the payload, a scientific team wll coordinate
the establishment of the target catalogue.
After some months of operation, a 'Call for
Guest Investigators' will be issued. The data
gathered will be available to the scientific
community after one year.

MARSNET
A fundamental goal of astronomical research
in the 21st Century will be to determine
whether the Earth is unique in the Milky Way.

Related to this is the problem of the origin of
life and its cosmic abundance. One way to
approach these outstanding questions is to
search for planets orbiting neighbouring
stars, making use of increasingly sophistic-
ated observational equipment. Another way
to infer the uniqueness of our planet is to
compare the Earth with other terrestrial
bodies in the Solar System. Mars, the most
Earth-like planet, will play a prominent role in
such endeavours.

An essential question in the comparison of
the Earth and Mars is to establish whether
biological activity has ever been present on
the Martian surface. Regardless of the out-
come of the search for past or present
biochemical reactions on Mars, the result
will strongly influence our understanding of
the Earth as a planet. The investigation of
gas and dust clouds surrounding certain
newly born stars represents the realm where
astronomy and planetary science meet. The
scientific exploration of Mars will then give us

new insights into the physical and chemical
processes that took place in the primordial
solar nebula, since the chemical composition
of a planet depends on its location in the
nebula during condensation. In addition, the
study of Mars will deepen our understanding
of the evolution of olanets.

Spacecraft exploration of Mars started in the
1960s. The first global orbital survey was
conducted by Mariner-9, but the most signif-
icant mission to date was Viking, withits two
orbiters and two landers. Following in their
footsteps, the next phase would be to estab-
lish a network of small stations on Mars. The
basis for the network is to land a number of
seismological and meteorological stations
on the Martian surface, to infer the internal
structure of the planet, and the atmospheric
circulation and weather patterns. These long-
term investigations would require an oper
ational lifetime of at least one Martian year
(687 d) Other important scientific goals
would be the chemical and mineralogical
analysis of Martian surface rocks and soils,

as well as other physical properties of the
surface materials The surface stations would
also conduct exobiological investigations to
determine the present conditions on the
planet that would allow biochemical activity
to take olace.

The MARSNET mission consists of a network
of three semi-hard landers to be olaced on
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Figure 4. Marsnet lander
and descent scenario

the surface of Mars, about 3500 km apart,
thereby defining a global seismological
network. Each semi-hard lander would be
carried on-board rts own aeroshell and
deployed at 15 km altitude for landing at
about 25 m/s. The small stations would be
targetted for impact and landing at scientrf-
ically interesting sites in the Tharsis region
of Mars, which is the most likely area to still
show tectonic activity that would allow the
seismometers to determine the internal
structure of the olanet.

In addition to studying the internal structure
and activity of Mars, the other main scientific
objectives would focus on science from the
surface, and in oarticular the mineral and
chemical composition of rocks and soils, the
magnetic properties of minerals, and surface
meteorology at sites at various latitudes and
altitudes Also, atmospheric pressure and
temperature profiles would be obtained
during entry and descent, and surface and
descent imagery would allow interpretation ol
the geological setting of each landing site.

The instruments onboard the small stations
would also allow the surface and subsurface
properties of Mars' upper layers to be
identified, as well as the amount of solar-
ultraviolet radiation reaching the Martian
surface, to infer the present exobiological
conditions on the planet. The MARSNET
mission would therefore help to provide a
global perspective of Mars

NASA is also actively studyrng a network
mission to Mars called MESUR (Mars Envir-
onmental SURvey). An existing under-
standing of future cooperation between the
two agencies could develop into a joint
ESA/NASA global Mars Network mission,
in which ESA could provide three surface
stations (MARSNET), and NASA a number
of additional ones (MESUR), therefore
complementing each other.

The delivery of the three ESA Mars semi-
hard landers could be performed by
moderate- to high-performance expendable
launch vehicles, such as Delta-ll, Ariane-4,
Ariane-S, Titan-ll/Centaur and Proton. The
higher performance vehicles would deliver
more modules per single launch. In the
MARSNET baseline scenario, a composite,
consisting of a carrier spacecraft (Mariner
Mark-2 class) and a number of entry
modules could be launched towards Mars
in appropriate reference launch windows
(1998, 2001, and 2003) and subsequent
launch opportunities. The carrier spacecraft
would then deliver and target the modules
for atmospheric entry
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Key

The Landers

Aeroshell diameter
Lander diameter
Lander height
Lander mass
Payload mass
Power supply

Model Payload for each Lander

Disciplines

Geophysics of the interior

Geology

Geochemistry and mineralogy

Magnetic properties of minerals

Meteorology

Surface properties

Exobiology

Key staff

M. Coradini, Chairman, ESA HQ
G Scoon, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC

A. Chicarro, Study Scientist, ESA/ESTEC

mission features

2m
90 cm
90 cm
84 kg
87kg
Solar-cell array and battery

OPT
The Orbiting Planetary Telescope (OPT) is

a 1 m Ritchey-Chretien reflector combining
diffraction-limited imaging quality with
panchromatic simultaneous medium/high
resolution spectroscopy, long integration
times, and accurate on- and offtarget
tracking of fast-moving planetary oblects

The spectral range (110 nm - 20 pm) is

covered by a complement of spectrometers
and cameras that can be operated simul-
taneously. The capability of this telescope
to investigate time-variable phenomena is
unique. All objects from Mercury and Apollo
asteroids to distant stars and galaxies, are
within its reach

The OPT will make the impact on planetary
science that the International Ultraviolet
Explorer (lUE) has made in astronomy Not

only will it be a superb research instrument
on its own right, but it wtll also support the
Planetary Mission Programme by extending
the discoveries of deep-space missions such

as Galileo (to Jupiter), Mars Orbiter and Mars

94, Cassini/Huygens (to Saturn and Titan),

CRAF and Rosetta (the cometary-rendezvous
and sample-return missions)

OPT will stimulate comparative studies of

solar and stellar planetary system formations
and collaborative efforts by the solar-system
and astronomy scientific communities Near-

real{ime operation from home institutes of a
state of the art complement of spectrometers
and imaging cameras will stimulate interest

Instruments

Seismometer
Magnetometer
Television camera
Descent imager
c-backscatte r/XR F-spectrometer
Neutron deteqtor

?-ray spectrometer
Coil experiment
Resonance circuits
Meteorolog ical package
Atmospheric-structu re instrumenl
Thermal-array probe
Permittivity meter
Solar-UV dosimeter

Figure 5. The Orbiting
Planetary Telescope (OPT)
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in planetary science lt will also inspire the

academic education of large numbers of

students and hence supplement the

achievements of deep-space missions in

a formidable way.

The proposed OPT mission is a joint

ESA/DARA/NASA endeavour ESA will

coordinate the programme and provide the

spacecraft, its attitude-control system, and
final integration DARA will provide the
payload module (including telescope) and
operations NASA will provide the launch,

the light distribution unit and integration of

the spectroscopic package, and participate
in the operations

Scientific focus

Observations of time-variable solar-system
phenomena

- Planet- magnetosphere -satellite
interactions. such as lo's plasma torus

- Cometary jets of dust and parent
molecules expanding away from the

spinning nucleus (about 20 comets will

be observable per year)

- Atmospheric circulation as exhibited by

dust storms and polar-cap evolution on
Mars, the rotation of the large spots in

the atmospheres of Jupiter. Saturn and
Neptune, and the varying atmospheric
features of Venus and Pluto

- Planetary oscillations providing data
on the interior of the giant planets

Mission duration:
Reference orbit:
Scientific telemetry rate
Telemetry coverage:

Total mass of payload module:
Target tracking accuracy:

- Occultation of stars by planetary
atmospheres and ring systems.

Obse rvati o ns of tr me- i nvai ant sol ar- syste m
phenomena

Geochemical provinces on planetary and
^^r^lli+^ ^,,.{^^^^5dLUIIILU JUII4UED

- Global characteristics of a multitude of
nrimitivo hndiac cr 16l gg the albedO, SiZe,

and rotation of asteroids and cometary
nuclel

- Shapes and surface features of the largest

asleror0s

Astronomical and astrophystcal observations.

Stellar and planetary formation
Galactic and extragalactic Hll regions.

- Starburst galaxies, astrophysical jets and
^^+^^1,,^-i^ .,^"i^hl-calacrysmrc va|a()les

- Time-variable phenomena,

Key staff

M. Coradini, Chairman, ESA HQ

G. Scoon, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC
R. Grard, Study Scientist, ESA/ESTEC

2 yr (consumables for 5 yr)

1000x 70 000 km, inclination 28.5o
133 kbit/s
60-960/o with one European and one
American 15-m station
580 kg
0 4 arcsec over 12 min; 0 1 arcsec over 10 h.

a
o
a

a

Key mission features

Ritchey-Chretien telescope with a primary-mirror diameter of 100 cm and a focal

ratio of f/30.
Field of view >10 arcmin
Diffraction-limited imaging at wavelengths >300 nm, angular resolution 0 07 arcsec
Pointing accuracy better than 0 05 arcsec over a t h integration time.

Focal-plane instrumentation comprising three spectrometers (1 10 nm - 20 pm),

an imaging photon-counting camera and a CCD camera (1 1O nm-1 pm).

Minimum solar elongation less than 25o.

Highly eccentric orbit, ensuring about 700lo of operation time above the radiation

belts and minimum eclipse interference.
Near-real{ime, interactive operation.
Expected lifetime in excess of 5 yr

a

a

o
a

a

O

o
o

a
o

AA
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STEP
STEP (Satellite Test of the Equivalence
Principle) is a 'fundamental physics' mission,
being studied as a cooperative venture with
NASA, assuming a 50/50 sharing of mission
elements lts primary scientific oblective is to
measure any difference in the rate of fall of
test masses in an Earth-orbiting satellite to
one part in 1O'' of the total gravitational
acceleration

STEP is the modern version of the experi-
ment attributed to Galileo which involved
dropping two weights from the Leaning Tower
of Pisa lt compares the inertial to gravita-
tional mass ratios of the test masses, any
difference in the ratio appearing as a differ-
ence in the rate of fall lf this ratio is the
same for all test masses, we can regard
inertial and gravitational mass as being
equivalent measures for the same thing
This 'Equivalence Principle' is fundamental
to our understanding of gravity.

The 'weak' Equivalence Principle postulates
that all test objects in an external gravitational
field fall with the same acceleration, which is

independent of their composition. Einstein
generalised this to say that all of the non-
gravitational laws of physics (i e the laws of
special relativity) are the same in any local,
freely-falling, non-rotating reference frame.

He used this 'Einstein Equivalence Principle'
as the basic postulate of general relativity lt
follows that any violation of the uniqueness o1

free fall also violates the Einstein Equivalence
Principle. and hence Einstein s Theory of
General Relativity

Newton, using pendulums, determined the
Equivalence Principle to be correct to one
^^ "+ i^ I n3 t t^;^^ ^ +^pqr r rr rv vorrg o twfsiol balanCe. Eotvos,
in 1896. achieved a sensitivity of 5x1O-B
Since then others, using progressively more
refined experiments, have achieved a sens-
itivity of about 10-" Thus, STEP should
achieve a factor of 106 improvement over the
best exrsting ground-based experiments

To achieve this very high accuracy, the test
masses would be placed in a near-circular
orbit around the Earth at several hundred
kilometres altitude. In this way the test
masses never strike the ground, and any
difference in the rate of fall can build up for
a long time. The experiment is roughly equiv-
alent to a free fall from a tower ,9./a km high,
with the difference that the signal is periodic
and th'e experiment can be repeated several
thousand times Displacement measurement
sensitivities as small as 1O-13 cm are prov-

ided by SQUID (Superconducting QUantum
I nterference Device) magnetometer circuits

An essential function of the STEP satellite is
to 'shield' the test masses from any environ-
mental disturbance (mostly air drag) The
test masses are completely surrounded by a
shield, which follows the proof mass (one of
the test masses) without touching it lt does
this by measuring the position of the proof
mass and compensating for any displace-
ment by firing a combination of sixteen
orooortional thrusters

Inside the shield, or experiment chamber, the
major disturbances stem from gas pressure
and temperature effects To achieve the
desired accuracy, the gas pressure inside
and the temperature gradient across the
experiment chamber have to be as small as
possible A vacuum of 10-13 torr and a
temperature difference of 1O r deg can be
achieved by cooling lo 2 K. Very low temp-
eratures are also required to operate the

Key staff
G. Cavallo, Chairman, ESA HQ
O. Pace, Study Manager, ESA/ESTEC
R. Reinhard, Study Scientist, ESA/ESTEC

Key mission features

Spacecraft
o Three-axis stabilised
o Mass: 824 kg (at launch), of which 226 kg is payload
o Size: 1 .36 x 1.36 x 2.63 m (octagonal)
o Drag-free to level of 7.10-1'gl{Hz
o Pointing control: 30 arcsec/rFz
o Pointing measurement: 1 arcsec
o Power supply: four solar panels, each 2 m2
o Data storage: solid-state memory, 14 Mbit capacity
o Data rates: downlink: 42.5 kbit/s

uolink: 2 kbit/s

Launch
o Four-stage Taurus launch vehicle (commercially available)

o Annual launch window: 19 February - 16 April
o Launch site: Western Test Range, California, USA

Orbit (for launch on 21 March)
o Sun-synchronous (i=97.84o)
o Perigee: 550 km; Apogee: 690 km
o Mean ascending node: 90o
o Period: 97.1 min.

Lifetime
o Six months
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SQUIDs to reduce the thermal expansion
of the apparatus, and to provide nearly
perfect electromagnetic shielding using
superconducting lead shields The bulk of
the spacecraft, therefore, is a dewar holding
a supply of roughly 200 | of superfluid
helium, which will last about six months.
The boil-off from the dewar is used for the
drag{ree thrusters

Inside the dewar is the STEP instrument
itself, consisting of three accelerometers
and six test masses made of five different
materials. Superconducting magnetic
bearings constrain the test masses to one-
dimensional motion Each accelerometer
measures any differential acceleration of its
two test masses. Whether the acceleration
is due to a violation of the Equivalence
Principle or to a disturbance (eg. gravity
gradient, helium slosh, temperature effects),
can be tested by performing a series of well-
defined attitude manoeuvres.

The STEP spacecraft provides an extra-
ordinarily quiet 'laboratory', which gives the
possibility of measuring the fundamental
gravitational constant G very precisely. G is
presently known only to about one part in
103, and therefore the masses of all celestial
bodies are known only to that accuracy
lf one mass in an outer accelerometer is
intentionally displaced, the spacecraft
compensates for the gravitational attraction
between it and the other mass by self-
accelerating (rotating) This rotation can be
observed by the spacecraft's star trackers
with arcsecond accuracy, corresponding to a
one part in 105 accuracy in the measurement
of G - ie, a two-orders-of-maonitude
rmprovemenl.

Figure 6. Three-axis-
stabilised STEP spacecraft
in low Earth orbit. A pail
ot test masses is indicated
in the centre of the space-
craft. The centre and lower
sketches are enlargements
of the spacecraft and the
dewar housing the STEP
experiment
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Tracking a drag-free satellite with high
precision (of the order of a few cm) allows

improvement of geopotential data, in
particular of the lower harmonics STEP

offers a geodesy experiment of extraordinary
interest because it combines relatively low

altitude (550 km), drag-free and gradiometer
measurements on a single satellite. The

STEP spacecraft is tracked using the Global
Positioning System (GPS) in differential mode
and by laser ranging

The thrust data from the dragJree controller
for STEP will provide valuable information to

the aeronomy community The thrust that
keeps the spacecraft in a purely gravitational

orbit is proportional to the drag force, which
in turn depends on the atmospheric density,

temperature, motion, and composition STEP

will provide data with high time resolution

which will be especially valuable for the

verification and further improvement of

thermospheric dynamic models

As a fundamental-physics mission, STEP

would be a 'first' for ESA. Io test the
Equivalence Principle is undoubtedly
of fundamental scientific interest. The

assessment study concluded that the STEP

experiment is feasible and that the desired
improvement of 106 over ground-based
measurements is achievable

In this joint ESA/NASA STEP mission, ESA

would provide the STEP spacecraft and the

European scientific community 500/o of the
instrument hardware, while NASA would
provide the launcher, the operations and the

other 500/o of the instrument hardware.

Selection of Phase-A studies
The six missions descrtbed above were
presented to the scientific community on

9 and 10 April 1991 in Paris. The Astronomy
Working Group (AWG) and the Solar System

Working Group (SSWG) met on the followtng
day to discuss the missions and formulate
their conclusions, which included ranking
the missions within their purview. The AWG

considered the INTEGRAL, IVS and PRISMA

missions, the SSWG the MARSNET and OPT

missions. As OPT would undoubtedly also be

of interest to the astronomy community, this

mission was also discussed during a joint

AWG/SSWG session. STEB being a fundam-
ental-physics mission, did not belong to the
ourview of either the AWG or the SSWG and
was therefore not included tn the ranking
made by the two working groups. The joint

session, however, provided an opportunity for
the working group members to discuss STEP

and to ask ouestions for clarification.

The selection of the four Phase-A studies
was made on 12 April by the Space Science
Advisory Committee (SSAC), taking into

account the recommendations by the two

working groups and, in the case of STEB the

recommendations of a Science Advocate.

The recommendations by the two working
groups and the selection by the SSAC are
given below.

Recommendations by the AstronomY
Working Group
Following presentation of the assessment-

study results for the six M2 candidate
missions, the AWG, at its 73 rd Meeting

held on 11 April 1991 at ESA Headquarters,
discussed the three projects falling within its

purview and came to the following conclu-
SIONS:

INTEGRAL
This is an observatory facility devoted to the

rapidly developing field of gamma-ray astro-
physics (15 keV-10 MeV). The experiment
combines two separate instruments: a high-

angular-resolution imager (having moderate
energy resolution), and a high-energy-
resolution spectrometer. The proposed model
payload is judged suitable for achieving the
stated scientific objectives lt will guarantee

an unambiguous identification of sources,

except perhaps in very crowded fields, along
with - for the first time - essential spectro-
scopic information on the nature of the
emission mechanisms in this energy range.
Particularly impressive is the ability to resolve

emission-line profiles, with the physical and
dynamical information this implies. The
inclusion of an X-ray monitor provides
spectral continuity with other existing and
future mrssions.

The combination of instruments is very well

suited to building on the discoveries that
have. and will be. made with instruments
such as SIGMA and the recently launched
GRO INTEGRAL offers substantial improve-
ments in sensitivity and resolving power over

oresent instruments.

INTEGRAL is a mature instrument, based
on well-tested technology, and the scientific
objectives are built on a large body of
theoretical work lt can address a great
variety of astrophysical problems ranging
from stars to quasars. lt will also provide
data of direct relevance to many problems
of basic physics. During the course of the
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mission, a variety of important scientific
objectives can be achieved and a large
number of sources (about 1000) can be
observed, most of them for the first time.

There is, therefore. no doubt that INTEGRAL
will make a first-class observatory mission,
very well suited to a quest-observer type
of operation similar to Exosat or lUE, and
serving a very large user community.

/ys
This mission promises major progress in
several fields of astronomy. Space VLBI is

the only technique available for obtaining
spatially resolved information on the scale
of micro-arcseconds. The proposed invest-
igations, aimed at the cosmological distance
scale, distribution of matter in the Universe,
distortions and fluctuations of the cosmic
microwave background, and very detailed
studies of the nature and cosmic evolution of
active nuclei and jets and star-forming
regions, are the outstanding ones. The
single-dish option opens up completely new
oossibilities related to star formation and
cosmology

Europe has pioneered and currently plays a
leading role in VLBI, which will be enhanced
by lVS. There is a very large European VLBI
community and a strong commitment from
the VLBI networks. With the addition of its

single-dish capabilities, IVS will be able to
serve a large community of guest observers
and will benefit from the well-established
data-reduction facilities of VLBI.

The technical feasibility of the payload
comolement is well demonstrated. An
antenna with a diameter as large as 20 m
is desirable for achieving many of the
astronomical goals of lVS. However, the
implications for the mission of the size and
accuracy of the antenna should be carefully
considered.

IVS is a natural and timely outgrowth of the
ground-based VLBI network, as well as
of the first dedicated space-borne VLBI
missions now being prepared for launch
(RADIOASTRON and VSOP).

PRISMA
This is a dedicated mission to explore stellar
oscillations and surface-activity phenomena,
an area of astrophysics that has so far barely
been touched upon.

The project opens up new ways of addres-
sing problems related to fine and important
details of stellar structure.

The payload is designed on the basis of
presenfday technology and appears
technically feasible The scientific return is

expected to be large and to stimulate
theoretical and exoerimental work in the field.

An important feature of PRISMA is its truly
European origin, with much of the expertise
available in Europe.

Conclusions
In view of the scientific excellence of the
above-mentioned missions, the AWG strongly
recommends that all three be subjected to a
Phase-A study, with the following order of
priority:
1. INTEGRAL
2. IVS

3 PRISMA

In addition, the AWG wishes to stress the
need and importance of clearly defining
the structure, role and responsibilities of the
Science Data Centres associated with these
mtsstons.

Recommendations by the Solar System
Working Group
The Solar System Working Group, at its
seventieth meeting held in Paris on 11 April
1991,

- having thoroughly discussed and
analysed the results of the MARSNET
and OPT Assessment Studies

- having ascertained the extremely high
scientific quality and the very large
involvement of the community addressed
by the two studies

- having considered the model payloads
suitable to achieve the identified scientific
objectives and as being technically
feasible

strongly recommends that both MARSNET
and OPT be considered for a Phase-A study.

In particular, the SSWG wishes to emphasise
the outstanding science that MARSNET can
provide in the study of the unknown interior
of the planet, its atmospheric processes
and its surface geochemistry. These studies
would be carried out in the context of an
international collaboration, to which
MARSNET would strongly contribute.

Observations carried out by OPT can provide
novel information on minor bodies, inter-
planetary matter, planetary oscillations and
time-variable phenomena. Moreover, a wealth
of astrophysical issues can be addressed
successf ully.
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The SSWG, recognising the necessity to rank
the two missions, considers that, if needed, a
slight priority should be given to MARSNET,
mainly on the basis of its timeliness due to
the present international conjuncture.

Selection by the Space Science Advisory
Committee
The SSAC, at its 59th meeting held in Paris

on 12 April 1991, having heard the recom-
mendations of the AWG and the SSWG and
the report of Prof. Hans Balsiger, who had

been appointed to advocate for the STEP
proposal, unanimously recommends the
following four missions for Phase-A studies
(alphabetical order):

- INTEGRAL

- N/ARSNET

- PRISMA

- STEP

The Phase-A studies will be carried out in

1992, aiming at a final selection in the 1993

time frame

The considerations that led to the above
selection are briefly summarised below for
each mission (alphabetical order).

INTEGRAL
The SSAC ranked INTEGRAL highly. They

f6lt that the spectroscopic capability in

particular rendered INTEGRAL a major step
forward compared with the current Granat
and GRO missions.

/vs
The SSAC was impressed by the science
proposed for lVS, but was of the opinion that
moving to Phase-A was not appropriate at

this time, in particular considering the as-yet

unproven design of the large antenna.
Proof of the scientific impact of the space-
based VLBI concept and technique would
emerge from the VSOP and RADIOASTRON
missions already under way. Results from

these missions could substantially influence
scientific and engineering priorities for any

subseouent mission Therefore the SSAC

ranked IVS lower than PRISMA, reluctantly
reversing the ordering recommended by the
AWG. The SSAC stressed the importance of
the Agency developing technical competence
in the flight of large radio antennas in the
long term.

MARSNET
The SSAC considered that MARSNET offered
a potential major European contribution to

the exploration of our neighbouring planet
and to the development of our understanding
of physical processes occurring there. The

SSAC felt that a unique and substantive
European role needed to be more clearly
identified in any future collaborative mission,

but was convinced of the existence of a
European scientific base from which this
could be drawn.

OPT
The SSAC did not rank the mission as highly
as the other missions proposed, despite
recognising its scientific usefulness for a
broad range of solar-system research.
The telescope's special importance lies in
its capability for panchromatic extended
observation of solar-system objects. The

SSAC did not feel that the use of the
telescope for astrophysical purposes could
have dramatically increased the impact of the
mtssron.

PRISMA
The SSAC were impressed with the potential

of'the mission and the opportunity that
it offered for Europe to make a unique
advance in space stellar astronomy. The

SSAC regretted that linl+s to solar seismology
had not been made as well as they might
be, and recommended that advice be sought
and expertise tapped from the large helio-

seismology community. Furthermore, the
specific advantages of doing the experiment
in space need to be firmly established.

SIEP
The SSAC were convinced of the importance
of the prime scientific aim of the mission,
the test of the equivalence principle, and
the subsidiary aims in geodesy and the
determination of the gravitational constant.
The SSAC believed that Eurooean involve-
ment could be developed further, but that
the European scientific and engineering
contribution was already an important
component of the proposed mission. G

3Z
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Some New European Developments
in Chemical Propulsion

H.F.R. Schiiyer
Chemical Propulsion Section, Propulsion and Aerothermodynamics Division,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Spacecraft propulsion encompasses all
propulsion-related systems such as liquid
or solid Apogee Boost Motors (ABMs),

tanks, valves, filters, mono- and bi-propellant
thrusters for attitude control and North-South

Station-Keeping (NSSK). Most satellites
nowadays employ such systems and as they
constitute a malor portion of the spacecraft's
initial mass, mass reductions and/or perform-
ance improvements are highly desirable.

ESA has been promoting new developments in chemical spacecraft
propulsion for several years now. The last six years in particular
have seen important developments such as 'dual-mode propulsion',
with which bipropellant engines using hydrazine as a fuel in
conjunction with catalytic thrusters become feasible, as well as
improvements in the classical bipropellant engines. New liquid-,
solid- and hybrid storable-propellant combinations have also been
identified, which not only produce 'more environment friendly'
combustion products, but also have markedly better performances
than the classical storable propellants. Gonsiderable, and in many
cases novel, work has also been done on motor, igniter, and
propellant gauging and storage technology which will improve the
performances of the spacecraft of the future.

Reliability of the propulsion system is also
extremely important because any mal-

functioning could jeopardise spacecraft
performance or operational life, or even the
mission itself. Part of the reliability is directly
related to a profound understanding of the
processes involved: combustion, cooling,
erosion, corrosion, precipitation of com-
pounds solved in liquid propellants, and so

on.

The availability of components and European
autonomy is another aspect of interest to the
Agency.

ESTEC is therefore involved in a number
of activities, together with its industrial
contractors in the Agency's Member States,

aimed at stimulating European autonomy and

raising the technology level in the propulsion
field This not only improves the European
capability in propulsion, but also results
in new components and systems being
designed and manufactured in Europe for
space propulsion

Dual-mode propulsion
Until now, most liquid apogee-boost engines
have used Mono-Methyl Hydrazine (MMH)
and Mixed Oxides of Nitrogen (MON) as
propellants, well-known examples being the
MBB 400 N and the American Marquardt
100 lbf engines. The availability of a biprop-
ellant apogee-boost engine leads to the use
of biorooellant thrusters for Attitude and Orbit
Control (AOC) (unified propulsion). Such
bipropellant engines, whilst yielding good
performance, require a propellant supply
system for oxidiser and fuel. Each satellite
needs a minimum of six such engines (two

opposing directions on each orthogonal
axis). For redundancy, every satellite carries
two sets of AOC engines, bringing the
minimum to 12. Moreover, the engines
cannot always be optimally sited for many
reasons, and so one often finds 16 or 18

small thrusters mounted on one satellite.

This implies a large amount of propellant
piping, valves and a complex regulating
system, as every engine is connected to
both fuel and oxidiser lines.

Because of some specific advantages, new
hydrazine-based AOC propulsion systems are
currently under development, the Power-

Augmented Catalytic Thruster (PACT) and
the Arcjet being of particular interest.
These thrusters, which use hydrazine as a
propellant, match or exceed a bipropellant
thruster in performance. By using mono-
propellant hydrazine, and PACTS or Arcjets
for orbit control, the feed system can be
simplified and only one propellant is
required. lt then becomes necessary,
however, to have an apogee boost motor
that operates on hydrazine and MON.
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Hydrazine/MON apogee boost engines in
combination with hydrazine PACTS or Arcjets
improve the overall performance of the
propulsion system, while at the same time
simplifying design and testing. To distinguish
the Hydrazine/MON engine from its classical
MMH/MON counterpart, it is also called a
'Dual-Mode Engine'.

The Leros I

Royal Ordnance in the UK, with a
combination of private, national and ESA
funding, has developed the first successful
dual-mode engine, known as the Leros I

(Fig. 1). lronically, the first satellite to use
dual-mode propulsion is not a European
one, but the American GE-Astro Astra-1B,
launched by Ariane V42.

The engine, which was flight-qualified last
summer, is manufactured from Niobium, one
of the refractory metals that has found wide
application in rocket technology. To prevent
rapid oxidation and corrosion, the Niobium is

treated with a disillicide coating. The injector,
which remains much cooler. is made of
Titanium.

The Power-Augmented Catalytic Thruster
The PACT is a hydrazine monopropellant
engine in which the hydrazine decomposition
products are heated electrically to boost
performance. The hydrazine from the tanks is
decomposed by feeding it over a catalyst
bed (Shell 405, CNESRO, KC 12GA, or a
similar catalyst), a process accompanied by
the release of a large amount of heat.

In the normal monopropellant thrusters
presently being produced and marketed,
the decomposition products are expanded in
a nozzle to yield a specific impulse of 230 s.

In the PACT, however, an approximately 300/o
performance improvement is obtained by
leading the decomposition products through,
or along, an electrical heater, which
increases their temperature to about 2200 K.

The Agency has already developed a
'breadboard' model of such a PACT in
conjunction with MBB-ERNO in Bremen
(Fig. 2). The electrical heater in this case is
a spirally-wound hollow resistive coil made of
Rhenium, through which the decomposition
products flow, thereby raising their temper-
ature to 22OO K.

In combination with a dual-mode apogee
engine, the PACT leads to both a reduction
in the dry mass of a satellite's propulsion
system, and a simplification of the layout
of propellant lines, filters, regulators, etc.
onboard the satellite. This in turn reduces

Characteristics of leros I

Thrust
Qnanifin lmnr rlco /l \

Mixture Ratio

MON/Hydrazine

Expansion Ratio (A"/A,)

lnlet Pressure

Chamber Pressure

InJector

Maximum Outside Temp

Dry Engine Mass

Length (total)

Diameter (max )

Figure 1. The leros I

engine undergoing
vacuum testing

Figure 2a. The ERNO PACT
engine (0.4 N)

500 N +25 N

314 s or 3090 m/s

OB

150

1 65 MPa

O7 MPa

Un ike doublets

+ film cooling

1640 K

42 kg

666 mm

288 mm

O,4 N - PACT
xl'l9-eda
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INSULATION SLEEVE

\ ooorr.*
+ POWER LEAD

(IVOLYBDENUIV WIRE)

(JOINING OUTSIDE
INSULATION)

FCV 50 OR 28 V DC

PYROLYTIC BORON NITRIDE

THERIVOCOUPLE INSULATOR
(TWO PTECES)

Figure 2b. Cross-section of
the ERNO PACT engine Characteristics of PACT

Performance (Steady State)

lnlet Thrust

Pressure

(MPa) (N)

Specific lmpulse

(s) or (m/s)

309 3030

306 3000

298 2925

286 2800

1100 W (2 heat exchangers)

28 V (DC)

30 A (2 heat exchangers)

1 Ohm (2 heat exchangers

in series)

055 to 2.2 MPa

035 to 13 MPa

mass and cost, and simplifies the ground
test procedures

In conclusion, one can say that dual-mode
propulsion can yield substantial benefits in

mass, performance and simplicity for satellite
propulsion systems. This is especially applic-
able for those missions that have large
station-keeping and attitude-control req u ire-

ments. A 1-2 kW hydrazine Arcjet, with its

high specific impulse of more than 500 s,

will increase the performance of satellite
propulsion systems still further, but this
development effort is not yet as far advanced
in Europe as the PACT

New bi-propellant engines
Despite the promise of dual-mode propul-
sion, classical bi-propellant engines will be
needed for a number of years to come
Many future satellite systems are already in

the conceptual design stage, and the choice
between unified or dual-mode orooulsion
also depends on mission requirements In

addition, many satellites, for cost reasons,
use existing satellite buses, where one
cannot easily change from a classical
bi-propel ant to a dual-mode system lt is
therefore likely that any switch to dual-mode
propulsion will be made for a completely
new generation of spacecraft, and hence that
the classical MN/H/NTO bi-propellant engines
will be used for some time to come.

It would be useful to have an inventory of
European apogee-boost engines available,
but the only engine currently available in

this class is the MBB 400 N (regeneratively
MMH-cooled). The Agency is therefore
presently involved in the development of two

2,2

to
11

055

Electrical Power

Power

Voltage

Current

Resistance

0,5

035

0,25

015

Thruster Characteristics

Thruster lnlet Pressure

Chamber Pressure

(aI nozzle entrance)

Nozzle Expansion Ratio
(A /A.) 53
'eI'

Dry Thruster Mass

(excl Power Control Unit) 0300 kg

Mass Power Control Unit

(for two thrusters) 490 kg

Tntel Thrr rqter I cnnth 165 mm

(incl valve)

Maximum Thruster Diameter 20 mm

Maximum Outside

Thruster Diameter

56

40 mm
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new apogee-boost engines: the Leros ll from
Royal Ordnance, and the 400 N Mark ll from
MBB

The Leros ll
Derived from the Leros I dual-mode engine,
the Leros ll uses the same technology in

terms of titanium injector and Niobium thrust
chamber and nozzle The injector. however,

has been modified to accommodate the
different propellant (N/MH) and mixture ratio
(Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of Leros ll

Thrust

Specific lmpulse (l"o)

Mixture Ratio

MON/Hydrazine

Expansion Ratio (A"/A)

lnlet Pressure

Chamber Pressure

Injector

Maximum Outside

Temperature

Dry Engine Mass

Length fiotal)
Diameter (Maximum)

500 N +25 N

310 s

t.oc

150
'1 65 MPa

07 MPa

Unlike doublets

+ film cooling

1640 K

4.2 kg

666 mm

2BB mm

Tha I arnc ll ic avnontorl tn ho raarlrr fnr

qualification during 1991.

The MBB 400 N Mark ll
The earlier version of this engine (Mark l)
has already flown successfully on a number
of European satellites: Symphonie, Amsat,
Galileo, TV-Sat, TDE Telex, DFS and
Eutelsat-2. lt rs a stainless-steel design, which
is regeneratively cooled to keep the wall
temperatures within acceptable limits. As a
higher combustion tempera{ure immediately
yields a better performance, this is of interest
to the satellite user and also to the engine
manufacturer. The American, and also Royal

Ordnance aooroach has been to use a
refractory metal in combination with a
coating to achieve sufficient oxidation and
corrosion resistance

The MBB 400 N Mark ll (Fig. 3), however,

employs a different technique. As regen-
erative cooling is impractical at higher
temperatures, MBB has opted to make
the 'hot' parts of the new engine from a
Platinum-Rhodium alloy, with which excellent
results have already been obtained with two
small 5 N and 10 N bi-orooellant thrusters
This alloy has the additional advantage of
being a catalyst for MMH decomposition,

thereby reducing both combustion time and
the amount of unburnt orooellant .

The upper part of the new engine (injector
and upper part of the chamber) will be made
of stainless steel; the lower part, and that
oart of the nozzle exoosed to the most
severe heat loads from Platinum-Rhodium,
The technology for joining the two materials
is being developed at MBB and does not
seem to pose too many difficulties

The new MBB 400 N engine yields a
significant improvement over the existing one
due to the increased chamber pressure (from
07 to 1 MPa) and higher expansion ratio
(from 150 Io 220). lt is expected to be ready
for qualification in 1992 at the latest

The Advanced Technology Engine
With the advent of Ariane-S, launch capacity
will increase substantially and it will be
possible to launch very large satellites, or

Characteristics of MBB 400 N Mark ll

Figure 3. The MBB 400 N

Mark-ll engine on the test
stand (development
version)

Thrust

Specific lmpulse (l"o)

Mixture Ratio (|I/ON/MN/H)

Expansion Ratio (A"/A,)

Inlet Pressure

Chamber Pressure

InJector

Dry Engine Mass

(incl, valve)

Length (total, with valve)

404 N

316 s

| .o4J

220

1,4 MPa

1 MPa

Swirl injector

(double cone)

3,35 kg

551 mm
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Figure 4. The ATE engine
pre-combustion cycle ATE engine characteristics

Thrust

Specific lmpulse ( l.o )

Mixture Ratio (MON/N/MH)

Expansion Ratio ( A"/A,)

Pump Inlet Pressure

MMH Pump Exit Pressure

NTO Pump Exrt Pressure

Chamber Pressure

InJector

Dry Engine Mass"

Length (Total)

Diameter (Maximum)

Turbopump Rotation Speed

even a stack of smaller satellites (18 000 kg

into Low Earth Orbit, or LEO, and 6004 kg

into a Geostationary Transfer Orbit, or GTO)

lf payloads are first placed in LEO, another
engine will have to inject the satellite(s) into
a geostationary orbit. This implies at least
two engine burns: one to reach GTO, and a

second at GTO apogee to circularise the
orbit

For Earth missions, significant velocity
increments (delta-V's) have to be provtded
by the satellite propulsion system. For a
GTO{o-GEO transfet the engine has to
provide a delta-V of 1502 m/s, while for a
LEOto-GEO transfer 3940 m/s is required.
Interplanetary missions require an even
laroer delta-V

Such mission demands translate into

significant mass penalties when the propul-
sion system has low performance Increasing
the specific impulse from the present 309 s

to 345 s by using an ATE increases the
useful mass for a GTO-GEO transfer by 208
kg, and for a LEO-GEO transfer by 615 kg.
This in turn translates into a substantially
longer spacecraft lifetime and hence into

dramatically increased revenue earning.

The ATE conceot
Four European contractors have been
working on detailed design and trade-off
studies for such an engine: FIAT Aviazione
(l), Royal Ordnance (UK) with British
Aerospace (UK) as subcontractor, SEP (F)

and Volvo (S). The engine that has emerged
is a high-performance turbopump{ed pre-
combustion cycle engine (Fig. a) lts thrust
chamber and part of the nozzle are cooled
with supercritical NTO.

The ATE s propellants are stored in light
weight tanks at 0.5 MPa. Part of the NTO

flows at supercritical pressure through small
channels to cool oart of the nozzle and the
combustion chamber. Part of the heated
NTO flows to the injector, but most goes to
the pre-combustor. The MMH is partly fed
to the precombustor. but the larger part is

injected into the combustion chamber. Some
MMH is used as a film coolant to keep the
combustion chamber and nozzle wall
temperatures sufficrently low. The pre-
combustor drives the turbine which, rotating
at 8000 radls and deliverrng 190 kW, directly
drives the two propellant pumps on either
side of it. The oxidiser-rich exhaust products
from the turbine are fed to the pintle or swirl
injector to be injected into the combustion
cnamoer.

The combustion chamber itself is made from
Narloy-Z or a similar copper alloy with a
high heat conductivity, into which 122 small
coolant channels have been milled The cool
outside of the combustion chamber lrner is
closed by an electro-deposited metal trans-
ition layer and a lightweight fibre overwrap
A variant studied by SEP simplifies the
design by using a ceramic combustion
chamber and nozzle, which only require film
coolrng

The present estimates are that it will take
about 8 to 10 years to develop the ATE up
to and including ground qualification,

Mission scenarios
Large spacecraft launched by Ariane-S would
benefit from having an ATE as a boost motor

20 kN

>3383 m/s (>345 s)

186
400

0.4 MPa

18.1 MPa

195 MPa

9 MPa

Central pintle or swirl

with annular fuel sheet

and fuel cooling

742 kg

1720 mm

760 mm

BO00 rad/s

. In the SEP variant, which uses a ceramic

combustion chamber and nozzle extension, the

engine mass reduces to 57.9 kg and moreover

cooling with supercritical NTO is then not

necessary
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for high delta-V missions The ATE s high
specific impulse (345 s compared to 309 s

for today s NTO/N/MH engines and 316 s for
the | 7\ leads tn a sinnificant increase in

useful payload In addition, the high thrust
level (20 kN versus 400-500 N for the
nroaon+ | AF\ radrr.aa ^,a,,ir,, ^^-^^ ^^..] ^t^^|\Jruourrr L^L/ ruuuuuo 9l4Vlty uJ)uJ dllu dlJU
simp ifies operations in that the number of
burns may be reduced from six to three or
less for a LEO-GEO mission

A more advantageous option is to inject a
stack of satellites by means of an Orbital
Propulsion Module (OPN/) In this case, two
or three spacecraft could be injected by a
single OPM with one ATE However, this
would require a major change in design
philosst6t for the spacecraft. as presently all
telecommunications satellites are designed
with a built-in liquid apogee engine

Table 2 compares the garns in uselul payroad
with the ATE with other possible candidates

The mass henefits mav be translated into:

- the simultaneous launch of more
spacecraft. thereby reducing the launch
nnct nor cnenonrrftuvsvvv, u, L

i^^.^^^^! 
-^^^ ^+- ilrureascu iltass ur revenue-earnlng

payload orboard the spacecraft

- increased mass of propel ant onboard the
cnanonra{t thorohri rrcreasrng mrssron

ifetime

fhe last ontion seems the most attractive
from a commercial point of view lf one

+L^+ +'^ ^^-^ecraft are auncheddDJUr ruJ il rdL tvvu JPdu

simultaneously, each may be 85 kg heavier.

lf one assumes that 60 kg were additional
control-system propellant (the other 25 kg
hoinn noodad far lnraar ienkc otn \ miccinn

life would be exterded by three to four years,
representing a large increase in revenue for
the satellite system owner. perhaps even
equating with the rep acement cost of the
satellite itself

Table 3. Useful mass in orbit using dilferent
upper stages.

Ariane-S + L7

Ariane-S + ATE

Titan lV + 2 Star 63F.t
Titan lV + ATE

Titan IV + 2 Star 75.-

GTO

6004

6796

4028

6456

5616

GEO

2735

3529

2788

* Based upon Ariane-S lifting 18 000 kg to LEO

'- Solid perigee stages fitteo direct'y to the

spacecraft in a dual-launch stack

Table 2. ATE performance gains for Ariane-S launches
(incl. effects of gravity loses)

Mission Fnnrno

tEO_GEO

GTO_GEO

ATE

3kN

ATE

3kN
400 N

ATE

3kN

Firing

Duration

(min)

29

187

5

35

260

21

Delivered-

Mass

(ks)

4797

4256

3335

3221

3157

7376

66sB

Mass benefil

for ATE

(kolo/o\

541t13

718t11

LEO-GTO

' Based upon Ariane-S lifting 15 000 rg to LEO

Another scerario has also been investigated
in which different Ariane-S and Titan lV
nnner st2ocs have heen considered The
results are summarised in Table 3, which
shows that using the ATE gives a useful
mass benefit of almost 800 kg most of
which may oe transated irto revenue-earring
payload and/or an increase in satellite
nnoraiinnel lifotimo

The future
No decision has yet been taken to develop
an ATE The ergine layout and concept has
haon and ic ciill hoinn ctr r.lio.l in dotail hrr

four of the major European propulsion
companies Technological difficulties that will
have to be solved have been identified and
there is strorn r:nnfidence that SUch an

engire could be developed within eight to
tcn ve2rs Sr rr:h an ATE would have to
compete on the World market with the
American XLR 132 engine, which is in a
more advanced state of development but
offers lower performance

The other. extreme y important advantage
of the ATE is that it would boost European
technology ir the rocket-propulsion area.
This in turn could have very important spin-
offs for other technology areas, including
future launcher deve opments and the overall
European technology domain

The Solid End-Burning Motor
Presently, BPD (l) is developing an improved
lRlS solid-rocket motor. Although calred an
'end-burning' motor, it is in fact spherical
(Fig 7) The HTPB/AI/AP solid propellant
dp'iverq : qner:ifir: imnrllgg Of 291 S The
epoxy-aramide fibre wound case. produced
by MAN (D), weighs approximately 47 kg,
and the nozzle is phenolic-resin oased. with
a carbon/carbon throat insert,
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Figure 5. The Royal
Ordnance (UK) version of
the ATE

Figure 6. The Fiat-
Aviazione (l) version of the
ATE

Figure 7. Cross-section of
the EBM solid-rocket
engine of BPD Difesa e

Spazio (l)

A particular feature of the solid motor is
its consumable igniter. Until now igniters for
rocket motors have been heavy as they have
had to remain integer during engine operat-
ion BPD has developed a 'consumable'

igniter based on carbon{ibre/epoxy. lt is
soherical in shaoe and the inside is covered
with a fasfburning propellant, which is

ignited by a pyrotechnic charge. After ignition
of the igniter, which is bonded to the head-
end of the propellant grain, holes on

the igniter's equator serve as nozzles and
spray hot combustion products onto the
propellant grain, thereby achieving rapid
ignition After burnout, all epoxy is

consumed, together with much of the carbon
fibre. The remainder of the soft fibre cloth is

exhausted through lhe nozzle.

This successful European development of
a consumable igniter is regarded as an
important technology breakthrough and

EBM Characteristics

Thrust

Specific lmpulse (l.o)

Propellant 1811:

Aluminium

Hydroxy Terminated

Poly Butadiene

Ammonium Perchlorate

57 kN

2B5B m/s (291 5 s)

lBo/o

110/o

710/o

Expansion Ratio (A"/A,) 60

Chamber Pressure (av) 4 MPa

Propellant Mass 1602 kg

Empty Motor Mass 127 kg

Maximum Diameter 1351 mm

Length 1736 mm

Payload Mass

for GTO-GEO

60

2195 kg
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Figure 8a. The EBM's
consumable igniter bonded
to dummy propellant

Figure 8b. Operation of the
EBM consumable igniter
(high-speed photo.)

the EBM that it fires could be used for the
launch of telecommunications satellites in
the 2000 kg class (ie 3800 kg incl EBM)

New storable propellants
The performance of storable propellants has
been limited in recent years to a specific
impulse of about 293 s for solid propellants,
and 310-320 s for liquid propellants at
lntnl nrpqqr rroq Ac iho ATtr dpcinn ctr rdioc

indicate, by increasing the chamber pressure
and nozzle expansion ratio, a maximum of
345-350 s is achievable with storable liquid
propellants. Some years ago. the Agency
placed a small study contract to investigate
whether, with the latest technology higher
performance propellant combinations might
be possible.

The contractor, the Prins Maurits
Laboratory/TNO in Rijswijk (NL) has in fact
identified a number of new propellant
combinations that look extremely promising,
in some cases offering dramatic performance
improvements: 11%o for liquid and 7o/o Ior
solid orooellants

The Agency is presently further investigating
the new liquid-propellant combination
(NTO/Pentaborane) via a contract with SEP
(F) and the new solid-propellant combination
(HNF/GAP/AI) via a contract with APP (NL).
The chemicals (Pentaborane, GAP and HNF)
involved in these new propellants are not
readily available commercially, and many of
their chemical and physical properties are
not very well known The procedures for
producing good-quality GAP are protected
by American patents

The Hydrazinium Nitro Formate (HNF) must
also be in a very pure state if it is to remain
stable. lt can be produced in various ways,
one of which requires very pure hydrazine
as a starting material. As it happens, the
Agency has already commissioned a plant in

Germany, together with MBB/ERNO (D) and

Table 4. New storable-propellant combinations

Mix Ratio

LIQUID PBOPELLANTS

Ra{aronno Prnnolla nict

NTO/IVlvtH 1 65

NTO/IVMH 1,86

New Liquid Propellants-.

NTO/BsHe 317
NTO/B5H9 344

SOLID PROPELLANTS

Reference Propellant-

760lo NH.CIO, 130/o Al 110/o HTPB

New Solid Propellant..

590/o Hydrazinium Nitro Formate

21o/o 41,20% Giycidyl Azide Polymer

New Hybrid Propellant--

550/o Hydrazinium Nitro Formate

100/o Glycidyl Azide Polymer

350/o BrHn

Pc

(|t/Pa)

07
9

1

10

Ae/Ar I

(m/s)

10

200

400

tz3

700

3030

3383

3372

3755

2946

J to I

3336

100

. Based on actual performance or detailed calculations
-- Only 92o/o oI theoretical performance (equilibrium flow) to account for BVo losses

Sulzer (CH), to produce purified anhydrous
hydrazine for other purposes

While the SEP work has concentrated until
now on establishing the physical properties
of BsHs in combination with NTO the work
on solid propellants is somewhat more
advanced Ingredients of good quality have
been produced on a laboratory scale (GAP
and HNF by PML-TNO (NL), and HNF by
Univ of Lyon (F)). The first combustion tests
with very small propellant samples have
confirmed the theoretical expectations

Apart from its higher performance, the new
solid propellant has another advantage that

ol
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Figure 9. New storable
propellants:
(a) Hydrazinium Nitro-

formate, which is
a crystalline material

(b) Glycidyl Azide Polymer
(GAP); small spheres
are a drying agent

may prove even more important. Some of
today's solid boosters for launchers produce
hydrochloric acid as a byproduct of the

combustion process The new propellant
combination would remove this polluting
element, thereby constituting a major
contribution from European technology to
'cleaner' spacef lig ht.

Hydrazine purification
Hydrazine is used for spacecraft propulsion,
in monoorooellant thrusters for attitude
and orbit control, as a fuel for dual-mode
engines, and may, as noted above, be the
precursor for the production of HNF in new

solid propellants. The hydrazine used in the

catalytic thrusters has to be of very high
purity and at present the only producer is

Olin in the USA. The Agency has therefore
initiated work with ERNO Raumfahrttechnik
GmbH (D) on a plant to produce purified
anhydrous hydrazine in Europe for
spacecraft-propulsion applications This
highly automated facility, based on a melt-

crystallisation system developed by Sulzer
(CH), which is a subcontractor to ERNO, can
process at least three different feed materials:

standard-grade hydrazine, monopropellant-
grade hydrazine, and 92o/o hydrazine
concentrate, the first two of which are readily
available from stock fhe 92o/o hydrazine
concentrate may be obtained using a
method developed by Univ. Claude Bernard-
Lyon | (F)

The European plant, commissioned in
February 1991, will produce up to 30 kg of

anhydrous hydrazine per day lt has already
produced purified hydrazine for the Craf-
Cassini project,

Liquid-gauging techniques (in space)
On Earth, it rs relatively simple to determine
the amount of liquid in a container, but this
simple task becomes highly problematic in a
zero-gravity environment. lt is mandatory to
know how much orooellant is left onboard a
spacecraft for several operational purposes
For example, geostationary spacecraft need
to be boosted into higher 'graveyard' orbits
at the ends of their lifetimes, to avoid over-
crowding in the geostationary orbit. Putting a
spacecraft into its graveyard orbit too early
results in a substantial loss of revenue; if it

runs out of propellant prematurely, however,

it must remain in the geostationary orbit,
posing a hazard to other spacecraft.

In orbit, in the absence of gravity, the liquid
may be distributed anywhere within the
container, and determining the amount
remaining is not an easy matter. The Agency
is presently exploring two methods that
promise high accuracy, both of which rely
on determining the volume of gas in the
container and subtractinq it from the tank
votume.

The first method, under development with
Techno System (l), uses a small auxiltary
volume (about 10lo of the total tank volume)
which can be varied periodically by a motor-
driven piston. By measuring the resulting
pressure fluctuations in the container, one

oz
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obtains a measure of the volume filled with
uqJ,

The second method, being developed by the
Technische Universitat Hamburg Harburg (D)
in cooperation with MBB/ERNO (D), uses
a slightly different approach. As propellant
tanks are pressurised by helium, stored in
high-pressure bottles, a precisely known
amount of helium can be admitted to the
propellant tank. resulting in a pressure
increase that depends directly on the volume
admitted to the tank and the gas volume in
the tank. The gas volume in the tank can
therefore be determined from the measured
increase in pressure.

Both methods have yielded good results in

laboratory testing, giving accuracies in the
order of 1olo of total tank volume. The second
method has also been tested under weight-
less conditions during parabolic flights,
confirming results obtained on ground.

Such accurate liquid-volume gauging in

space will not only allow the Agency to
achieve more reliable lifetime monitoring of
its spacecraft, but will also have important
applications for manned spaceflight, for the
Hermes spaceplane and the Columbus
Project The same method may also be used
to monitor critical life-support liquids.

NTO chemistry
Nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) is the main storable
oxidiser in use today lt is a liquid at room
temperature, has a high vapour pressure,
and is also extremely toxic lt is never used
in a chemically pure form; it usually contains
some water, and a small amount of nitrous
oxide (NO) is usually added to reduce
corrosivity, Onboard spacecraft, it is usually
stored in titanium-alloy tanks, because its
reactivity with titanium is low. However,
these tanks also contarn stainless-steel
components, and other propulsion-system
components are also being manufactured
from stainless steel

It has been found that steel can form
insoluable compounds with these Mixed
Oxides of Nitrogen, or 'MONs', which may
precipitate out in and block small passages,
especially the very small injector tubes. This
phenomenon, known as 'oxidiser flow decay',
may become a serious problem for space-
craft with long operating lifetimes and small
bipropellant RCS thrusters

The causes of the flow decay are still not
fully understood, and the Agency has
therefore initiated an in-deoth research

contract with Royal Ordnance (UK) to
investigate the various parameters and their
effects in detail lt is expected that the results
of this work will lead to clear guidelines on
how to handle MON/stainless-steel contact,
and how to avoid and/or prevent flow decay
due to precipitation. lt is intended to extend
this contract to aluminium and titanium allovs
in the near future.

Conclusions
We have examined some of the major
new developments in spacecraft chemical
propulsion during the last six years. The
many innovations reported reflect a growing
European competence and competitiveness
in spacecraft propulsion, with a logical and
continuous expansion of Europe's capabil-
ities Clearly, without the presence and
endeavours of an active and comoetitive
European propulsion industry, the Agency
could never have achieved as much as it

has. G

Figure 10. Hydrazine
purification plant. To the
left is the crystalliser and
to the right the five stage
vessels
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Two-Phase Heat-Transport Systems
for Spacecraft

W. Supper
Thermal Control and Heat Rejection Section, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
For satellites with rather low power levels,

thermal management can be performed by

using passive devices, such as radiators,

coatings, heaters and insulation. Early
manned missions such as the Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo programmes, made
use of pumped fluid loops to collect greater
amounts of waste heat from distributed
sources for relection by space radiators.

Even for higher power levels (e.g Space
Shuttle and Spacelab), these single-phase
fluid loops have still been sufficient for
successful thermal manaqement

Due to the increased power dissipations onboard many of today's
satellites, more and more two-phase heat-transfer devices such
as heat pipes are being employed to enhance heat transportation
and to increase radiator efficiency. For future large-scale space
applications, such as the International Space Station Freedom,
and possibly also Europe's Columbus and Polar Platform Proiects'
thermal-management systems employing two-phase heat-transfer
loops are currently being considered. Compared to today's single'
phase loops, they offer several worthwhile advantages, including
reduced overall mass, reduced pump power consumption, nearly
isothermal behaviour, adjustable working temperature, considerable
flexibility in terms of the siting of heat-dissipating components, and
high growth potential.

In a conventional closed, single-phase,
iquid cooling loop, a working fluid is cir-
culated from the heat-input section to the
heat-rejection section and back again by a
mechanical pump, as in a domestic heating

system. Within the heat-input section, the
temperature of the working fluid is increased
by absorbing the heat dissipated from the
spacecraft components. The warmer fluid is
pumped to the heat-rejection section, where
the sensible heat is removed and the fluid
temoerature reduced The colder fluid is then
pumped back again to the heat-input section
to close the cycle.

The amount of heat that can be transported

in such a loop is proportional to the mass
flow, the temperature difference between the
hot and cold sides, and the specific heat
capacity of the working fluid. As there is a
limit to the allowable temperature difference
in that most spacecraft components have a
rather narrow workingtemperature range,

control over the amount of heat to be trans-
ported has to be exerted by adjusting the
mass flow rate

Quite often the equipment to be cooled
undergoes a duty cycle ranging from high
power dissipation with all instruments on, to
low power dissipation when most instruments
are off. Consequently, the possible mass flow
in the fluid loop has to cover a wide range.
As the pipework and the pump have to be
designed for the maximum flow rate, such
single-phase liquid loops suffer from a large
mass penalty, together with a high demand
for electrical energy to drive the pump.

The situation is quite different in a two-phase
system (Fig. 1; schematic only). In this case,
the working fluid coexists as liquid and
vapour inside the hermetically sealed loop.
A mechanical pump transports the liquid
phase of the working fluid to the evaporator.
The heat coming from the spacecraft com-
ponent to be cooled partially or completely
evaporates the liquid entering the evaporator.
The two-phase mixture or pure vapour
exiting the evaporator then flows along the
vapour line to the condenser. Inside this
condenser, the latent heat of evaporation is

transferred to a radiator, thereby condensing
the fluid. The exiting liquid phase of the
working fluid flows back along the liquid line
to the pump.

The accumulator in the loop is used to adjust
the working temperature, by managing the
fluid content in the condenser and thereby its

thermal resistance. In this way, the operating
temperature of the two-phase loop can be
adjusted - within limits depending on the
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actual design and on the working fluid
chosen - to the prevailing requirements
of the spacecraft.

Because the two-phase loop makes use of
the latent heat of evaporation/condensation to
transfer heat from evaporator to condenser,
the mass flow rate necessary to transport a
given heat load is considerably less than in
a single-phase loop. To illustrate this effect,
Figure 2 shows the ammonia flow rate as a
function of the heat load to be transported in
the case of a single-phase loop for three
temperature differences, and with a two-
phase loop. Clearly, the flow rates required
foi a two-ohase looo are much lower than for
single-phase heat-transport systems For a
temperature difference between the hot and
cold sides of 20 K, the flow rate needed for
a single-phase loop is about twelve times
higher than for the two-phase loop. An
unrealistic temperature difference of 40 K
would still result in a flow rate about six times
larger than with a two-phase loop.

In a practical spacecraft design, such an
increase in flow rate results in larger pipe
diameters, and hence an increase in mass.
Moreove( to circulate this higher mass, a
larger pump is required and the power
needed to drive it is increased by at least
one order of magnitude.

As the mass of the necessary sensors,
valves, etc., is comparable for the two heat-
transport systems, and because in nearly all
spacecraft designs mass and available power
are both critical items, a large reduction in
mass flow rate, and thus a considerable
reduction in overall system mass, is a clear
advantage of two-phase loops.

Mechanically-pumped two-phase loop
The development of a European mechanic-
ally pumped two-phase heattransport system
was started in 1983 within the preparatory
support technology programme for Space
Station/Columbus. An initial study identified
the critical components and concluded by
recommending a system based on a parallel
arrangement of evaporator cold plates and
heat exchangers, parallel condenser units
and a conventional mechanical pump. The
following components were identified as
being critical, with a need to start develop-
ment work:

evaporator cold plate
evaporative heat exchanger
vapour-quality sensor
heaf rejection i nterface
accu m u lator/control reservoir

- control system

- mechanical pump.

During the course of work performed for
ESA by Dornier (D), Aeritalia (l), BAe (UK),
Fokker (NL), and NLR (NL), the various
components were designed, manufactured,
tested individually and integrated into a test
bed (Fig. 3), with the exception of the pump,
which was the subject of a separate study.
Within this test bed the comoonents were
submitted to a comprehensive checkout
and test programme to demonstrate their
performance characteristics and limits

The test bed provides all necessary sensing,
monitoring and,control equipment to allow
supervision and control of each of the critical
components, as well as of the overall system
performance. lt is designed for a maximum
heat load of 10 kW (two 5 kW evaporators)
and a cooling (heat-rejection) capability of up
to 12 kW. The working fluid is Freon R 114,

and the working temperature set-point 20oC.

Figure 1. Schematic of a
two-phase heat-transfer
loop

Figure 2. Ammonia flow
rates for single- and two-
phase loops
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Figure 4 shows the evaporator section of the
test bed with an evaporative cold plate and
an evaporative heat exchanger in parallel.

A separate technology programme was
initiated in 1990 with Reusser (CH) to
develop an engineering model of a
mechanical pump suitable for the two-
ohase looo

Evaporator cold plate
This unit's task is to cool heat-dissipating
devices like payloads, rnstruments or
subsystem units which are mounted on top
of its cover plate The liquid entering the
capillary-supported cold plate is distributed in

an internal reservoir and transported via a
porous structure to the internal evaporative
surface At this surface, the heat coming from

the attached payload evaporates the liquid.
To enhance this evaporation process, the
surface has a large number of small grooves.

The resulting vapour is collected in larger
channels before entering the vapour line

The cold plate, which has a payload
mounting area of 0.33 m2, has been
successfully tested and the maximum heat
load achieved was 5 kW.

Evaporative heat exchanger
An evaporative heat exchanger is required

VAPOUR LINE

DATA ACQUISITION
CONTROL UNIT

+-
LIOUID RETURN LINE (HLSM)

when a heat load has to be transferred from
one cooling loop to another, such as from
the water cooling loop inside a habitable
module to the external spacecraft cooling
loop using Freon. lts internal design provides
for a oarallel flow of Freon and water in
helicoidal ducts. Energy is exchanged
between the two media, causing the water
temoerature to decrease while the Freon
partially evaporates on its way through the
unit.

The heat exchanger is cylindrical in shape,
with an outside diameter of 350 mm and a
height of 540 mm Tests have shown that the
unit can transfer a heat load of uo to 6 kW
from the water to the Freon looo

Vapour quality sensor
The local vapour quality in a two-phase
system is defined as the relative local vapour
mass content of the flowing two-phase
mixture. A vapour quality of 0 corresponds to
pure liquid, while a value of 1 represents
saturated vapour. lf in a two-phase system
the mass flow rate through an evaporator is

constant, a change in heat load will result in

a change in vapour quality at the outlet In

order to control the mass flow rate through
the individual evaporators, a vapour quality
sensor is needed at the outlet of each.

ECP
EHX
HRI

CHX
ACR
FI

ul
PU
PH
CBV
ECV
LRV

Figure 3. Schematic of the
mechanically pumped two-
phase test bed
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A properly controlled two-phase system is

achieved if, for any working condition, the
vapour quality at the outlet of the evaporators
is kept as close as possible to 1, thereby
making maximum use of the latent heat of
evaporation of the working fluid However,

operation of cold plates at vapour qualities
above t has to be avoided to orevent
overheating and subsequent failure To

determine the vapour quality, the sensor
measures the void fraction (relative volu-
metric vapour content) in the flow cross-
section. The measurement itself is based on
the different dielectrical permittivities of the
vapour and liquid phases

Tests with two different types of vapour-
qualrty sensor have given satisfactory results,
proving that such sensors can indeed be
used to control a mechanically pumped
two-phase system

Heat-rejection interface
The heatrejection interface, or condenser,
is based on a multi-channel design. Iwo
parallel condenser branches, each with a
number of small parallel channels, connected
by a vapour inlet and a liquid outlet. were
chosen for improved thermo-hydraulic
performance The design is intended to allow
a coupling of this condenser to a radiator
panel via a number of heat pipes

These condensers, each of which is

designed for a heat-rejection capability of
I kW, have been successfullv tested and

have proved to be a promising basis for the
building of larger condenser arrays

Accu mu lator/control reservoir
The task of an accumulator in a two-phase
system is to control the system pressure and
corresponding system temperature by either
flooding the condenser or removing fluid
from it. lf, for given stable working conditions
in a two-phase heat-transport system, part of
the condenser is blocked by liquid coming
from the accumulator, the efficiency of the
condenser will decrease and the system will
react via an increase in system pressure and
temperature This effect can be used very
advantageously to change the temperature
set-point of this type of heat-transport loop,
allowing a given heat load to be removed
over a range of temperatures, depending on
the loop design and the properties of the
working fluid used.

The accumulator design is based on a
variable-volume reservoir through which
the liquid Freon R114 coming from the
condenser flows lt consists of a stainless-
steel vessel with an integrated metal bellows,
the volume of which can be varied mechan-
ically by an electro-motor drive unit Tests

have shown that this design is perfectly
capable of controlling the loop pressure set-
point and maintaining it to within 001 bar.

Control system
For a two-phase heat{ransport system to run
properly under varying heat-load and heat-

Figure 4. Evaporator
section of the two-phase
test bed

1 Liquid line
2 Evaporator cold plate
3 Evaporative heat

exchanger
4 Vapour quality sensor
5 Vapour line
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sink conditions, an appropriate control
system becomes necessary. The amount of
liquid flowing into each evaporator has to be
adjusted to keep the vapour quality at the
outlet at a defined value, the system vapour
pressure and hence the system temperature
has to be maintained at a oreset value, and
the temperature of the liquid entering the
oumo has to be controlled to avoid cavitation
inside the pump, for example.

For each of the above-mentioned controls, a
separate control loop was designed and
implemented in the test-bed computer. The
overall control philosophy worked quite well;

some instabilities were encountered, but they
were partially due to sensor inaccuracies. In

a future test series, a more advanced control
concept based on adaptive-predictive
control philosophy is also to be investigated.

Capillary-pumped two-phase loop
A second, very interesting two-phase heat-
transport system is the so-called 'capillary-
pumped two-phase loop'. In this case, the
mechanical pump in Figure 1 is replaced by
a capillary pump, i.e. by a special evaporator
capable of producing the pumping force
necessary to drive the fluid around the loop.

The working principle of such a loop has its
origins in the 'heat-pipe' principle. A simple
heat pipe consists of a hermetically sealed,
typically metallic tube (eg. aluminium,
stainless steel, copper) containing a certain
amount of working fluid (e.g ammonia,
methanol, water), coexisting as liquid and
vapour. The tube has a capillary structure
running along its entire length, often
consisting of simple axial grooves, as in most
heat pipes in use in current satellites, arteries
made of metallic screens or sintered powder

structures. lf heat is added to one end of this
heat pipe, the working fluid evaporates out of
this capillary structure and the resulting
vapour flows towards the colder end of the
pipe, where it is condensed. The working
fluid, now in a liquid phase, is transported
back to the evaporator by the capillary forces
in the capillary structure.

Because the liquid and vapour move in a
counter{low arrangement within the same
container, and because the capillary structure
must run the length of the liquid flow path,

the maximum length and transportable heat
load of conventional heat pipes is limited.
In addition to various attempts to overcome
these limitations whilst still retaining the basic
heat-pipe geometry, a very promising
development emerged in the form of the

capillary-pumped loop. The latter can be
considered as an advanced heat-pioe
concept, the main difference being that the
vapour and liquid lines are separated and
the porous or capillary structure is only
present within the evaporator, where it is
used to transport the liquid working fluid to
the evaporative surface while developing the
capillary pressure head to drive the fluid
around the loop.

One drawback of a capillary-pumped loop is

the limited pressure head available, which
means that the design of the loop and its

components have to minimise all pressure
drops. A major advantage, however, is the
lack of moving parts compared with a
conventional pump, which substantially
reduces noise and vibration levels and
makes this type of heat-transfer system
particularly suitable for applications where
undisturbed microgravity conditions are
required.

The development of a two-phase capillary-
pumped heat-transport system was started
at Sabca (B) and Dornier (D) in 1987 with
ESA funding. The system is designed to
achieve a heattransport capability of 5 to
10 kW over a distance of uo to 20 m within a
controllable temperature range of 0 to 20"C,
using ammonia as the working fluid. Further
requirements are long{erm operation in
space, compatibility with microgravity require-
ments, and minimum power consumption.
The development model, which has already
been tested, consists of two parallel evap-
orators each with a maximum heattransport
capability of 5 kW, parallel condenser arrays,

a subcooler, a thermal accumulator to control
loop system pressure and hence operating
temperature, and an additional re-priming
tank.

The evaporator itself is a square aluminium
box (510 mm sides and 42 mm thick) with
liquid inlet and vapour outlet tubes (Fig. 5;

schematic only). lt contains a wick structure
made of a porous plastic material (pore size

about 30 micron) with a number of liquid
distribution channels. The subcooled liquid
entering the evaporator is distributed in these
channels within the wick and transoorted
via capillary action to the evaporative metal
surface, which has a large number of very
fine grooves to enhance the heat transfer.

There the liquid is evaporated and the
resulting saturated vapour is fed via larger
vapour collecting ducts to the vapour outlet.
The pumping pressure head, required to
drive the fluid around the loop, is generated
at the interface between the evaoorative
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Figure 5. Schematic of
a capillary-pumped
evaporatorHEATER

GROOVED
EVAPORATION AREA

VAPOUR DUCT

WICK CONTAINMENT

surface grooves and the surface of the wick.
After flowing through the vapour line, the
vapour is condensed in the two parallel
condenser arrays. Downstream from the
main condensers, a special subcooler unit
reduces the liquid temperature to a few
degrees below the saturation temperature, to
avoid vapour generation inside the porous
structure instead of at the evaporative
surface. Such vapour generation would block
the evaporator and lead to interruption of the
liquid flow within the wick structure.

To start the evaporator, the capillary structure
must be primed by pushing cold, subcooled
liquid into the porous material. The loop is

therefore provided with a re-priming tank
containing sub-cooled liquid, which is

pushed into the evaporator. During normal
operation of the loop, this tank is slowly
refilled.

To control the looo oressure and hence the
temperature, a thermal accumulator which
contains liquid and vapour in equilibrium
is used. lf an increase in loop temperature
is requested, a heating element inside
the accumulator is activated to increase the
existing vapour bubble and thereby push
liquid into the loop. This additional liquid
blocks off part of the condenser, increasing
its thermal resistance. lf the aoolied heat load
on the looo and the heat-sink conditions
are not changed, this increase in thermal
resistance will result in an increase in loop
operating temperature. To reduce the loop
temperature, the heating element is switched
off, the volume of the vapour bubble
decreases, and liquid is drawn from the
condensers into the accumulator.

Initial tests using Freon, and the main tests
with ammonia as the workino fluid both

COVER PLATE

WICK SURFACE

PLANE WICK STRUCTURE

LIOUID CHANNEL

proved successful During these system tests,

the capillary-pumped loop proved to be a
viable tool for transporting up to 7.5 kW of
heat over a distance of more than 10 m,
with a range of 0 to 2O"C for the system
temperature. lt also provided very good
temperature control, and temperature stability
of the order of 1 K, for widely changing
heat-load and heat-sink conditions. Heat-load
sharing, ie transfer of heat from an active
evaporator to a non-active one acting as a
condenser, has also been successfully
demonstrated. This feature is extremely
useful in cases where a switched-off payload
attached to an evaporator has to be kept at
a certain temperature.

Two-phase-loop f I ight experiments
As two-phase flow and heat transfer differ in
their behaviour when subjected to a 1-g or
a low-gravity environment, the technology of
two-phase heattransport systems and their
components has to be demonstrated in orbit.
Development of a two-phase loop experiment
was therefore proposed last year by NLR
(NL) and Sabca (B) as part of ESA's In-Orbit
Technology Demonstration Programme. The
experiment is intended to be integrated into
a Get-Away Special (GAS) container, to be
flown aboard the US Soace Shuttle. The
experiment will be running autonomously,
providing its own power supply, data
handling and experiment control once the
switch-on command has been sent bv the
Shuttle's crew.

The experiment, which is a joint NLR (NL),
Sabca (B), Bradford Engineering (NL),
Fokker (NL) and Stork (NL) activity, consists
of a capillary-pumped two-phase ammonia
system, including two parallel evaporators, a
multi-channel condenser in two sections. two
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Figure 6. Mock-up of two-
phase experiment

vapour-quality sensors, a sub-cooler and an

accumulator. Figure 6 shows a mock-up of
the two-phase experiment

The main objectives of this in-orbit
demonstration are:

for the caprllary-pumped loop:

- to demonstrate its heat{ransfer potential

under different heat-load and heafsink
conditions

- to prime and start up under different
starting conditions

- to adjust and maintain the loop working
temperature under different (varying) heat-
load and condenser conditions

for the vapour-quality sensor:

- to prove concept feasibility under space
conditions

- to compare the performance of two
sensors in order to assess the influence
of location within a loop

- to perform calibration and to assess the
differences between low-gravity and 1-g

sensor performance

- to demonstrate the sensor's capability for
control tasks

for the condenser design:

- to demonstrate and verify the working
principle and to determine performance
limits in a low-gravity environment

The results expected from this in-orbit
demonstration, together with their compar-
ison with predictions and with ground-based
results, will provide extremely valuable
information for the design of two-phase heat-
transport systems for future spacecraft and
space vehicles G
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Laser-Based Remote Sensing from Space

H. Lrttz & E. Armandillo
Instrument Technology Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
Since the late 1970s, ESA has been engaged
in an R&D programme to apply lasers for
the remote sensing of the Earth's atmosphere
from space. Plans are also in place to
develop lidar instruments for flight on the
Agency's polar-orbit missions. Active laser
remote sensing from space is regarded as
an important step forward in our capability to
understand weather and climate processes,
and to assess threats and chanoes to the
Earth's environment.

At a time of increasing public awareness of the potential vulner-
ability of the Earth's climate to man's activities, ESA is stepping
up efforts to develop space-borne instrumentation for the efficient
monitoring of the Earth's atmosphere. New space techniques for
the provision of global data must be developed if further significant
advances are to be made in operational meteorology, climate
studies and environmental research. One of the most exciting of
the new approaches being considered is active sensing with laser
instruments, which use short light pulses to obtain depth-resolved
information on the composition and physical state of the atmos-
phere. Key atmospheric observables such as aerosol layers,
humidity profiles and winds can be observed with unprecedented
horizontal and vertical resolution, remedying many of the
deficiencies of current passive sensor systems.

Laser-based remote sensing is often referred
to as 'Lidar' (acronym from Light Detection
and Ranging). Lidars are based on the
principle of a laser-light pulse being sent
into the atmosphere to probe the distance,
physical state or chemical composition of the
backscattering layers The excellent vertical
resolution of Lidar measurements allows
accurate height assignments to be made for
atmospheric features, complementing the
data obtained from passive sounders and
imagers, which generally have poor height
resolution.

Since Lidars provide their own light source,
they can operate both in the dark side of a
satellite's orbit as well as in the sunlit oortion.

increasing the useful coverage of
observation. By viewing the atmosphere
from space, satellite-borne Lidars have the
advantage of being able to probe the upper
troposphere and the stratosphere without the
signal being masked by optically thick layers
in the lower atmosphere. The result is vast
data coverage, in terms of both areal extent
and depth of measurement.

The last few decades have seen significant
advances in laser technologies, to the point
where it now seems feasible to consider
the deployment of Lidars in space. Many
ground-based and airborne Lidar systems
have already been built and operated, clearly
demonstrating their measuring capabilities
and potential. A strong scientific, technolog-
ical and industrial base is now available in
Europe from which space Lidar systems can
be developed. There has also been a steady
evolution of the means by which active
instruments can be carried into orbit.

The planned launching into polar orbit rn the
late 1990s of a series of large platforms will
offer new possibilities for operating laser
remote-sensing systems in space. On these
large platforms, Lidar instruments could be
operated jointly with other advanced sensors,
producing a continuous stream of data that
could provide almost complete insight into
the prevailing state of the atmosphere.

The provision of such data will be one of
the most challenging tasks for the future, as
the continuous updating, completeness of
coverage and highest accuracy of meteor-
ological databases will be of greatest
importance in improving the power of
weather{orecasting and climate-pred iction
models in the coming decades.

Space Lidar concepts
Lidar is a generic term associated with a
wide variety of instruments that can differ
profoundly in type, complexity and power
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Figure 2. ESA Lidar study
group reports, including
'Laser Sounding from
Space' (ESA SP-1108),
'Backscatter Lidar' (ESA
SP-1121), and 'ALADIN -

Atmospheric Laser Doppler
Instrument' (ESA SP-1112)

Figure 3. Typical
Backscatter Lidar profile,
of cirrus layer measured in
this case from an aircrafl

r 2000

r r000

requirements, depending on the obser-
vational objectives addressed and the
technologies involved In general, Lidars
are quite demanding instruments, in terms
of both the developmental effort and space-
craft resources required For spaceborne
systems, clearly, a suitable balance between
development cost and operational utility
must be found.

The question of selecting the most appro-
priate Lidar systems for use in space has
been the subject of continuous debate in

the past few years. In this context, ESA has
set up a number of external consultancy
groups composed of users, scientists and
laser-instrumentation soecialists in order
to obtain advice on suitable instrument
concepts and development priorities in this
field. Three Lidar concepts emerged from
these discussions as being the most suitable
candidates for spaceborne use, namely the

Backscatter Lidar, the Differential Absorption
Lidar (Dial), and the Doppler Wind Lidar.

Backscatter Lidar
This is the least demanding of the possible
space Lidar concepts in terms of technol-
ogy risk and development effort, yet it can
provide very important atmospheric data
The Backscatter Lidar basically relies on a
strong, but not necessarily coherent, pulsed
light source illuminating the atmosphere,
combined with a receiving telescope serving
as a simole ohoton collector.

A spaceborne Backscatter Lidar can provide
global information on the scattering and
extinction coefficients of the various atmos-
pheric layers, e.g. on the extent, height
distribution and ootical thickness of aerosol
and cloud layers. Knowledge of these factors
could prove invaluable for climatic research,
given their vital role in the global radiation
balance. Weather forecasters could benefit
from Backscatter Lidar data either indirectly
to improve passive-sensor measurements
(e.9. by correcting remotely-sensed ocean-
surface temperatures, cloud radiative
properties, or vertical water and temperature
profiles), or directly to obtain information on
cloud drstribution and air mass discontin-
uities. Such data would be particularly useful
at night and over the oceans, where other
observations are scarce Measurements from
an orbiting Backscatter Lidar could also
prove useful for studying the long-range
transoort of natural aerosols and air
oollutants.
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Differential Absorption Lidar (Dial)
Dial can be seen as a possible evolution
of the Backscatter Lidar. Dial systems can
measure atmospheric parameters of high
meteorological interest by tuning the laser
wavelength to the specific absorption
features of atmospheric trace constituents
The method generally uses two adjacent
laser wavelengths, one centred on a
molecular absorption line, the other off any
absorption line, to obtain range-resolved
density profiles of a specific atmospheric
constituent. Using suitable oxygen and
water-vapour absorption lines, the technique
permits the measurement of such important
meteorological variables as temperature,
pressure and humidity profiles

Ground and aircraft experiments have
demonstrated the power of Dial systems in
obtaining unprecedented measurements of
atmospheric trace species and meteorol-
ogical parameters. The systems themselves,
however, are rather complex as they require
precisely tunable, multiple-wavelength laser
systems along with highly sensitive, wave-
length-selective detector devices.

Doppler Wind Lidar
This instrument can determine global wind
fields, thereby leading to a considerable
improvement in weather{orecasting skills. lt
is based on the principle of measuring the
Doppler shift of the light backscattered from
aerosol particles transported by the wind
Such an instrument generally needs a highly
coherent and powerful pulsed laser beam,
combined with a comolex receiver and
Doppler processor This instrument is

therefore considerably more complex and
demanding than the Backscatter Lidar in

terms of technology development and
platform resources, but it is certainly the
Lidar instrument that would make the largest
contribution to operational meteorology,
given the importance of global wind fields
in weather-prediction models.

Much experience has already been gained
from terrestrial and aircraft-borne Doooler
Wind Lidars, most of them based on the
carbon-dioxide (COr) gas laser. Many
systems are currently in operational use,

for example for wind-shear and local-
turbulence monitoring on airport-runway
approacnes.

Whereas the Backscatter Lidar clearly
appears to be a high-priority, first-generation
candidate for early space implementation,
given the limited technology risks involved,

the realisation of spaceborne Doppler Wind
Lidar and Dial systems constitute major
technological challenges Compared to
terrestrial systems, a whole range of
fundamental problems would have to be
solved. The stringent spectral emission
characteristics of the transmitter laser would
have to be achieved at a much higher output
power in order to obtain accurate measure-
ments over the large probing distances
involved from orbit. Similarly, detector devices
become very complex, as they have to
accommodate the dynamic frequency
variations and angular displacements caused
by the spacecraft's motion and Lidar beam
scannrno

Preparing the technology
Recognising the potential importance of
Lidars for Earth remote sensing, ESA has
carried out a number of develooment
activities within its basic Technology
Research Programme (TRP) in order to foster
the requisite technological advances. Critical
to the successful use of Lidars in space is

the achievement of efficient and oowerful
laser sources with the necessary levels of
beam quality, reliability and lifetime

Initially, ESA opted for the Alexandrite
(chromium-doped chrysoberyl, Cr*3:Al2 BeO4)
crystal laser as the prrme candidate for
space Lidar applications. This laser emits
in a spectral region where backscattering

Figure 4. Principle of
Differential Absorption
Lidar (Dial)
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Figure 5. Breadboard
model of flash-lamp-
pumped Nd-YAG laser,
showing the laser head
located inside the optical
resonator

Figure 6. Nd-YAG laser
crystal, optically pumped
by two diode-laser arrays
(red beam is a helium-neon
alignment laser)

efficiency from aerosols is very high. The

laser can be tuned to the absorption ltnes

of oxygen and water vapour, and it also
offers the potential to perform incoherent
Doppler wind measurements. Initial progress
with Alexandrite crystal quality, however,

levelled off rapidly. indicating potential

limitations for high power, long-life
aoolications. ESA therefore redirected
its develooment emohasis to the more
established and more reliable Nd-YAG

(neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminium
garnet, Nd3*: Y. Al. O,r) laser.

In solid-state crystal lasers, flash lamps are
normally used to excite (optically pump) the
active laser material. ESA has aoplied this
approach to develop a technology demon-
strator for a high-energy, flash-lamp-pumped
Nd-YAG laser for Backscatter Lidar apolic-
ations. Recent advances in GaAlAs semt-
conductor laser arrays, howeve( are pointing
to the opportunity for replacing the flash
lamps in the laser architecture by laser-diode
arrays to optically pump the active material.
The resulting all-solid-state laser source is
compact, rugged and highly power-efficient,

due to the good spectral overlap between
the laser-diode emission and laser-material
absorption. Following up this progress
in technology, ESA recently initiated a
programme to develop a diode-laser-
pumped Nd-YAG laser for use in space-
borne Backscatter Lidars.

For the Doppler Wind Lidar, the carbon-
dioxide (COr) laser appears at present to
be the best technological choice for a
spaceborne instrument, considering the
maturity of this laser and the worldwide
experience in the development and use of
coherent CO, laser-radar and Doppler wind
instruments ESA is currently funding the
development of a 10 J pulsed CO, laser
as part of its spaceborne Doppler wind
technology effort

At the same time, however, the Agency is
also looking into the possibility of using all-

solid-state laser sources in the mid-infrared
for Doppler wind applications. These new
types of crystal laser use certain long-lived
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metastable states of rare-earth ions such as
Erbium (Er), Holmium (Ho), and Thulium [m)
in conjunction with diode-laser pumping to
achieve laser emission in the eye-safe region
above 1.5 micron. The mid-infrared range of
the electromagnetic spectrum covered by
these lasers is extremely rich in infrared
absorption ilnes of atmospheric trace gases.
ESA is therefore also looking into these
lasers for potential Dial applications.

Apart from lasertransmitter technology,
ESA is also focussing its attention on other
critical Lidar technologies, such as beam-
scanning and receiver technologies. Space-
borne Lidars must include means to scan
the probing laser beam across the ground
track to achieve the desired areal coverage.

Beam scanning and spacecraft orbital motion
cause an angular offset between the transmit
and receive beams, which must be dynam-
ically compensated by special lag-angle
compensation devices. This problem is

further aggravated in coherent Doppler Wind
Lidar and Dial applications where spacecraft
motion and beam scanning also cause
dynamic Doppler shifts in the received
beam, which have to be taken care of in
the receiver systems

A considerable part of ESA's Lidar
technology effort is currently devoted to
finding technical solutions to these problems.

Development strategy
Given the cost and complexity associated
with Lidar instrumentation, it is considered
over-ambitious for Europe to undertake
development of all of the Lidar sensors
described above on its own. A balanced
and gradual implementation of the various
possible systems is indicated.

Presently, ESA is giving priority to the
Backscatter Lidar in view of the favourable
relation between scientific return and
development cost. Such a Backscatter Lidar,
the so-called 'Atmospheric Lidar' (Atlid), has
been put forward as the prime candidate to
be flown on Europe's polar-orbiting Earth-
observation missions. Atlid is complementary
to current US endeavours, which concentrate
on the definition of a Doppler Wind Lidar
(LAWS - Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder)
and Dial system (LASA - Lidar Atmospheric
Sounder and Altimeter) as part of NASA's
Earth-Observing System (EOS) effort.

For the Doppler Wind Lidar, the effort
required to develop a spaceborne instrument
currently exceeds the capabilities available

to ESA in this field. lt is more appropriate to
consider this instrument as part of a wider
international venture, e.g. in the context of
the US LAWS programme. Related ESA

technology-development activities are
therefore primarily intended to strengthen the
Agency's position in any future international
undertaking in this field. For Dial, the
Agency's effort will largely depend on the
further evolution of both the Atlid programme
and its true scientific/application utility, which
still needs to be further assessed.

Lidars for ESA's polar-orbiting missions
When the Agency started to prepare for the
Polar-Platform Earth-observation missions,
a number of Lidar instrument-definition
studies were carried out, assisted by an
external Lidar consultancy group. An initial,
pre-Phase-A study led to the Atlid being
conceived as a pre-operational core-
instrument for the Polar Platform. lt will be
operated during a three-year mission to
satisfy the needs of meteorologists and
climatologists, by measuring the heights,
strengths and depolarisation properties of
scattering layers (clouds and aerosols) in

the lower atmosphere.

The Atlid pre-Phase-A study investigated two
possible modes of operation, one primarily
for cloud and planetary boundary-layer
studies, requiring a high-repetition-rate/low-
energy (100 Hz, 100 mJ) laser, and a second
mode for stratospheric and tropospheric
aerosol studies, requiring a low-repetition-
rate, but high-energy laser (20 Hz, 500 mJ).
The former requirement could be fulfilled by
a diode-pumped Nd-YAG laser and the latter
by a flash-lamp-pumped Nd-YAG laser. The
study indicated, however, that the overall
power requirements of the high-energy mode
were well above the allocated power budget
of 400 W on the Polar Platform. lt was
therefore decided to drop the high-energy
mode of ooeration. i.e. to exclude the flash-
lamp-pumped Nd-YAG laser option.

Following the Atlid pre-Phase-A study, two
parallel Phase-A studies were performed,
by Matra and Battelle Europe. Both studies
confirmed the basic feasibility of Atlid, but
identified some critical technology areas
which require further development before it

can be employed on the Polar Platform. For
this reason, it was decided not to include
Atlid in the First Polar-Platform Mission, but
to assign it a high priority on the second one.

Atlid will have to operate from an orbital
height of 800 km, with a swath width of
+ 700 km, in order to provide global data
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Figure 7. Atlid instrument
concept proposed by Matra

Figure 8. Atlid instrument
concept proposed by
Battelle

coverage. This requires scanning of the
Lidar across the ground track over + 40o.

To achieve this wide scan, the Matra
instrument concept foresees a 45otilted,
elliptical mirror, rotating around the tele-
scope's optical axis The concept proposed
by Battelle, on the other hand, uses a
scanning receiver telescope assembly to
achieve the desired scan. To reduce the size
and moment of inertia of the scanning
assembly, a set of four small rectangular-
shaped telescopes is proposed instead of a
single large telescope. The collected optical

signal is then coupled by optical fibre to the
detection package mounted on the stationary
Atlid structure, thereby avoiding the need
for critical alignment tolerances between
telescopes and signal detectors.

During the course of this year, ESA will issue
a Call for Tender for a comorehensive
technology pre-development programme that
should lead to the realisation of a complete
demonstration model of the Atlid instrument
This pre-development effort is necessary both
to provide confidence in the space applic-
ability of the new technologies involved, and
to arrive at a sound design for the future
spaceborne instrument.

ESA plans to carry out this pre-development
effort in two stages: a first R&D-oriented
stage, addressing overall instrument design
and the breadboarding of critical technol-
ogies, and a second engineering stage
during which the various subsystems of the
Atlid demonstration model will be developed,
assembled and tested. The first stage is
intended to last two years; it will deal with the
critical areas identified in the two Atlid Phase-
A studies and investigate them further with a
view to refining the overall instrument design
by validating new technology concepts for
critical components. The second stage is
planned to last until 1995, at which time
Phase-C/D activities could start with a view
to a possible flight of Atlid on a Polar-Orbit
Mission in the vear 2000.
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Studies and campaigns
In parallel with the technical preparations for
Atlid, ESA is conducting a programme of
user-oriented studies to examine the imoact
of Atlid data on meteorology, climatology and
environmental research. There is a need to
develop algorithms to transform spaceborne
Backscatter Lidar data into meteorologically
meaningful information. These studies are
also playing a major role in the further
Atlid instrument definition, as they will help
to define optimal sampling strategies,
processing levels and data formats

A prime focus of these user-oriented studies
is to determine the extent of the imorove-
ment that can be achieved in atmosoheric-
parameter retrievals from passive sensor
observations using Backscatter Lidar data.
One of the major drawbacks of passive
vertical infrared and microwave sounders is
their poor vertical resolution of atmospheric
temperature and water-vapour profiles, and
the resulting inability to resolve small-scale
vertical features of meteorological interest.

Atlid would provide accurate global
information on the height, strength and
polarisation properties of scattering layers
in the lower atmosphere, features that are
poorly detected by passive infrared
techniques. The studies are examining how
active Lidar data can be introduced into the
retrieval process for better use of the passive
data, leading to quantifiable improvements
due to the synergistic exploitation of Atlid in
combination with passive soundings.

The studies of improvements in meteorology
and climatology due to spaceborne

Backscatter-Lidar measurements are also
hampered by a lack of experimental evid-
ence. To obtain representative samples of
Lidar signals produced in real meteorological
situations, an airborne campaign was carried
out in October 1990 - The European Lidar
Airborne Campaign 1990 (ELAC'90) Using
two airborne Lidar systems, provided by the
French National Space Centre (CNES) on
a Fokker F27 and the German DLR on a
Falcon aircraft, typical cloud and aerosol
distributions were monitored over selected
areas in Eurooe.

The airborne Lidar systems were combined
with infrared radiometers and supplementary
meteorological measurement equipment,
allowing realistic modelling of the sampling
problems of future Atlid data for climatologic-
ally relevant sets of atmospheric situations.

The data have been gathered and recorded
and are now in the process of being
evaluated. An important outcome of this
campaign will be the availability of a realistic
assessment of the achievable height accur-
acy for real cloud fields The results of
ELAC'90 will contribute to the design of an
optimal scan geometry for Atlid, because this
is closely related to the measured variability
of clouds and aerosols. The same is true for
the pulse-repetition frequency and the field of
view. Moreover, the strength of Lidar signals
measured during ELAC'90 will constitute an
excellent basis for achieving accurate signal-
to-noise-ratio simulations for Atlid. G

Figure 9, The European
Lidar Airborne Campaign
(ELAC'90). Backscattel
Lidar profile of strato-
cumulus measured over
the sea
(Photo. courtesy of DLR)
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Twenty Satellite Years of ECS Operations
at Redu

J.B. Mac Lauchlan, F. Absolonne, B. Demelenne & E. Tilmans
ESA Ground Station, Redu, Belgium

Background
It is surprising how many people believe
that, when a satellite has been successfully
launched, there is nothing more to be done
than to use it for meteological, telecommu-
nication or scientific purposes. However, as
those in the business of satellite operations
are only too aware, there remains the
responsibility and demanding workload of
ensuring the dayto-day continuity of the
mission. The satellite operations engineers,
working quietly and anonomously in the
depths of space technology, can very quickly
find themselves propelled into the spotlight
if European communications services or
international maritime teleohone calls are
interruoted!

By February 1991, the ECS Control Centre at Redu had accumulated
twenty years of in-orbit experience with the ECS satellites, which
it operates on behalf of Eutelsat. The start of this effort began in
June 1983 with the launch of ECS-1, and was greatly expanded with
the launches of ECS-2 in 1984, ECS-4 in 1987 and ECS-S in 1988
(ECS-3 was lost as a result of a launcher failure). The operational
support required of Redu for the ECS missions has been demand-
ing, with the need to maintain the satellites within a 0.1o station-
keeping box, continuing demands from Eutelsat to increase the
number of transponders used for communications, and several
in-orbit relocation operations.

Satellite missions vary in their complexity
with, of course, a corresponding impact on
the ground-support facilities and operations
staff needed In general, the more ground
intervention that is required, the higher is the
risk of something going wrong, particularly
where satellite dynamics are concerned The
ECS satellites, with their stringent station-
keeping requirements, are good examples
of such a demanding mission. Their good
availability record during the twenty satellite
years accumulated to date reflects favourably
on the efforts of the ECS project team,
the industrial consortium who constructed the
satellites, and the operations team who have
nursed them throughout their years in orbit.

The ground-support facilities for the ECS

mission, including the in-orbit test facilities,
were described in some detail in ESA

Bulletin No 54 As explained there, the
dedicated ECS Control Centre was installed
at Redu, in Belgium, together with the
telemetry, tracking, command and in-orbit
test facilities. Apart from the so-called
'Launch and Early-Operations Phase', or
LEOB for each satellite, which has been
supported from the Operations Control
Centre (OCC) at ESOC in Darmstadt (D),

and periodic ranging support from ESA's

Villafranca Station near Madrid (E), Redu
works autonomously in supporting the four
ECS missions on behalf of Eutelsat, including
routine orbit determination and orediction
and manoeuvre planning. Eutelsat itself is
responsible for the leasing of the commun-
ications payloads and the subsequent traffic
management. With Eutelsat's cooperative
participation, the dayto-day operational
interface with Redu has run verv smoothlv.

Table 1. Accumulated ECS operational lifetime

Years in orbit
(to end Feb. 91)

ECS-1

ECS-2

ECS-4

ECS-5

June 1983
August 1984 6.57
September 1987 3.45
July 19BB 2 61

770

Total years 20 33

Facilities and staffing
The Redu Control Centre
The first computer system installed at Redu
was designed to support three satellites
in orbit. lt was based on two Siemens
computers similar to those still in use at the
Meteosat Control Centre at ESOC. When the
decision was taken in 1986 to control four
satellites in orbit, the system was replaced by
a Multi-Satellite Support System configuration
based on Gould computers of the type used
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at ESOC for LEOP operations and the
routine Marecs and OTS operations Thus it

was goodbye to black and white screens,
multiplexers, strip-chart recorders, cabled
links and removable disks - in their olace
came colour screens, work stations, laser
writers, virtual circuits and dual-port-access
fixed disksl The system gained in both
flexibility and redundancy

A team of Operations Controllers works a
two-position 24 h shift to monitor and control
the four satellites and therr dedicated ground
facilities (antenna configuration and Control
Centre computers) The operations them-
selves are planned and supervised by a
small team of spacecraft engineers

Telemetry, tracking and command
The ECS mission continues to use the VHF
band (now obsolete) for telecommanding but
it has the advantage of being able to
transmit to all four spacecraft, regardless of
spacecraft attitude, with one fixed antenna

The TC1 antenna (Fig 1) is dedicated to
ECS, and TC2, which is part of the general
shared network facilities, acts as a backup
facility. The command antenna that used to
be dedicated to Geos at Redu was moved

to the Agency's Odenwald station to provide
cito rorlrrndannrr

The ECS telemetry also uses the VHF band
during the LEOP and special operatrons
such as orbit manoeuvres, but SHF is
normally used during the on-station phase
The number of SHF antennas has therefore
grown with the number of ECS satellites in

orbit, i e one 4.5 m telemetry antenna per
satellite plus one ranging antenna (which
can also act as a telemetry backup)

In-orbit testing
Iest and monitoring earth-station facilities
have been constructed at Redu to make
in-orbit performance measurements for both
the ECS and Olympus satellites There are
four fixed earth stations dedicated to ECS
and Olympus:

- TMS 1: a 13,5 m antenna system covering
the 14-11 GHz band, used for the ECS
hecolina narrlnarlysf ,vqv

- TMS-4: a 9 m antenna system covering
Ihe 14-12 GHz band, used for the ECS
and Olympus specialised services
payroaos

- TMS-5: a 9 m antenna system covering
the 18-12 GHz band, used for the
Olympus TV broadcast payload

Figure 1. Redu site
facilities
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- TMS-6: a 4 m antenna system covertng
the 30-20 GHz band, used for the

Olympus communications PaYload.

Three TMS-3 air{ransportable stations
dedicated to the measurement of coverage-
dependant parameters are used to establish

the performances of payloads operating in
Ihe 14-12111 GHz bands at the edge of the
beam contours

All of the above stations took part in the ECS

and Olympus in-orbit testing (and also that of
thc scr:nnd-oeneration Eutelsat-ll F1 and F2

satellites).

The Redu in-orbit test facilities are under the
responsibility of an ESA engineer, assisted by

two contract engineers and the maintenance
personnel. During the acceptance testing of

a satellite, however, comprehensive support
is provided by staff from ESA's lelecom-
munications Directorate at ESfEC (NL).

Representatives from Eutelsat and the

satellite prime contractor (BAe) are also
present at the station during such testing.

Spacecraft operations
Operating a satellite in orbit is a 24 h per
day task. Although many of the activities are

of a routine nature, they are all essential to
its continued well-being. Following the
demanding launch and early-orbit phase,

which is supported by a full mission control
team, the burden falls on the small team of

engineers and technicians who must attend
to: battery reconditioning, battery recharging
after eclipses, thermal control, inhibition of

the spacecraft's Earth sensors against Sun

and Moon blinding, payload reconfiguration,
periodic exercising of certain onboard units,

etc., as well as the more demanding
ooerations described below.

Table 2. ECS stationkeeping manoeuvres - status January 1991

ECS.1

Launch and early-orbit phase
The LEOP activities for each ECS satellite

- during which it was repointed in transfer

orbit prror to firing the apogee motor, and
then despun, its solar arrays deployed, the
Earth acquired, and the drift towards final

orbital location initiated - all took place
from the Main Ooerations Control Centre at
ESOC, supported by VHF stations at Malindi,
Carnarvon, lbaraki, Kourou and Redu. These

activities generally proceeded very smoothly,
helped by the experience acquired with
earlier missions of a similar type (OTS,

Marecs-A and B, and each subsequent
ECS), the high level of training of the

operations team, and good preparation of
the necessary operational documents. The
platform commissioning tests were also
conducted from ESOC.

Thereafter, however, operations were

transferred to Redu for the all-important
acceptance and commissioning tests on
the various payloads.

Stationkeeping
All of the spacecraft in the ECS series have

a desrgn lifetime of seven years. Within this,

5.9 years of north-south stationkeeping was
foreseen for ECS-1 , and 4.9 years on the
subsequent satellites. This reduced station-
keeping lifetime is due to the heavier
payloads and full eclipse capability of the
later spacecraft, which have two additional
channels and larger batteries.

The last inclination manoeuvres for ECS-1

and on ECS-2 were performed in August
1989 and October 1990, respectively, and
since then the remaining hydrazine has
been used solely for attitude and longitudal
control.

fable 2 orovides an indication of the
multitude of stationkeeping operations that
keep the Redu control team busy!

Orbital positions
The youngest take the place of the oldest

- a fact of life that applies equally well to
satellites as to humans! This replacement
scenario began with the launch of ECS-S,

which was placed at the position previously
occupied by ECS-4, which in turn replaced
ECS-1 - a chain of events known in
technical jargon as 'spacecraft re-location
and co-location'. lt continues with the
upcoming satellites of the Eutelsafll
generation. Extensive use is made of the
'Portable ESOC Package for Synchronous
Orbit Control' (PEPSOC) in planning the
multiple start, stop or avoidance burns

Number of East manoeuvres

Number of West manoeuvres

Number of North manoeuvres

Number of South manoeuvres

207

11

cl

tcJ

Y

51

24

8,1

B

17

12

53
A

1B

Total number of manoeuvres 118

Iotal speed increment (m/s) tJz190319

Hydrazine mass at launch (kg) 107 ||o117

Current hydrazine mass ctJ
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involved in executing this satellite ballet
in geostationary orbit, in cooperation with
ESOC s Flight Dynamics Division

Figure 2 shows the various relocations that
took place between 1988 and 1991

Number of transoonders in use
The communications payload of ECS-I has
12 channeis, nine of which are designed to
be operated simultaneously when the satellite
is in sunlight. and five during eclipse These
constraints were subsequently relaxed to
increase the channels available in eclipse to
six and finally to seven Subsequent ECS
satellites have a total of 14 channels, with the
addition of two specialised-service channels,
nrne of which are designed to be operated
during both the sunlit and eclipse phases
This was uprated later to a total of 10

channels operating simultaneously in both
sunlight and eclipse, and more recently as
many as 11 channels have been used
simultaneously in certain cases.

Originally, the ECS system was designed to
provide intra-European communications and
Eurovision television lt has rapidly become a
system not only for telephony traffic, but is

even more in demand from television, radio
and business companies (Fig 3).

Outages
It is rather difficult when writing about
operations not to mention those contin-
gencies that could disturb an otherwise
peaceful existencel Over the past years. the
Redu contol team has enloyed the dubious
pleasures of the effects of electrostatic
discharges, of unexpected automatic
reconfigurations occurring, of course, at night
and during the weekends, of bubbles in the
hydrazine, of thruster clogging, of spurious
channel switch-offs, ol an emergency Sun-

Figure 2. Chart showing
the various locations of
the ECS satellites between
1988 and 1991

Figure 3. A weekly status
report on ECS utilisation
(included by kind
permission of Eutelsat)
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reacquisition on ECS-1 in 1985, of a complete
payload switch-off and so on, not to mention
the more mundane troubles that can affect

the ground segment itself, such as transmitter
failures, disk crashes, power failures due to
lightning, etc

Table 3. Total transponder operating hours

ECS-1 ECS.2 ECS-4 ECS-5

Total no of hours of operating tubes 558 559 496 006 256 509 188 458

Number of spurious switch-off events

Figure 4. ECS-I channel
performance over a seven-
year period (Channel lY)

Despite all such events, however, the ECS

mission has been providing, and will continue
to provide, an extremely high degree of
reliability, to the obvious satisfaction of the
users! Table 3 summarises the transponder
operating history and the spurious switch-off
events (typically lasting some 3 to 6 min) that
have occurred over the vears.

In-orbit testing
The in-orbit testing of the ECS satellites is a
long process which begins with the release

of the satellite payload specification and
ceases at end of the satellite's lifetime

1lto I
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Five phases can be clearly identified:

- definition of test methods and
procurement of facilities

- commissioning and acceptance testing

- routine monitoring

- periodic testing

- anomaly investigation.

Definition of test methods and procurement
of facilities
The main objective of the in-orbit testing of a
telecommunications satellite is to verrfy that
the payload specifications are met in orbit.
It is therefore necessary to establish test
methods compatible with such a require-
ment. For each payload specification, a test
method is derived and the appropriate earth-
station equipment identified. Once the overall
test methods have been defined, the
procurement of the in-orbit test facilities is

initiated. This task is the responsibility of
ESA's Telecommunications Directorate, with
the collaboration of ESOC for the earth-
station inf rastructure i nterfaces.

Commissioning and acceptance testing
The in-orbit testing of the ECS communi-
cations satellites has been performed
according to procedures and a test plan
established and agreed with Eutelsat and
the ECS Prime Contractor (BAe) The in-orbit
testing activitres at Redu start as soon as
the launch is declared a success, with
intensive rehearsals being conducted whilst
the satellite is drifting to its final orbital
position. These rehearsals allow the Redu
staff and facilities to achieve a high degree of
operational readiness for the commencement
of the in-orbit tests Drooer.

The in-orbit testing of ECS-1 lasted three
months, that of ECS-2 tooks five weeks,
and that of ECS-4 and 5 three weeks each.
Olympus has so far been the most demand-
ing in terms of time and resources, with 2.5

months being required to complete the in-

orbit-test activities.

Routine monitoring and periodic testing
Once the satellite has been put into service,
daily routine monitoring of the active
reoeaters is oerformed from Redu. The
periodic testing consists of the rechecking
during the satellite's lifetime of the evolution
of key parameters on active repeaters and
redundant units in order to establish a trend
analysis for repeater performance (Fig a).

Anomaly investigations
Should anomalous behaviour occur in an
operational repeater, key parameters are
checked without delav to arrive at a first

analysis of the failure. A testing strategy is

then established by the ECS Project, industry
and IOT experts for conducting an in-depth
investigation using the Redu facilities

This testing is necessary to help the payload
engineers to understand and analyse the
mechanism of the failure.

Earth-station verification and acceptance
The Redu in-orbit testing facilities are also
used occasionally for Eutelsat ESVA tests to
ensure that new stations entering the Eutelsat
system comply with the specifications. So far,

fourteen earth stations have been checked
by Redu on behalf of Eutelsat.

Conclusion
With twenty satellite years of operations with
ECS now achieved, Redu is probably at
about two thirds of the orobable eventual
total of thirty The future projects that will
be controlled from Redu will not oermit an
accumulation of this magnitude, but the
advanced technology to be employed on
such missions as Artemis, the next ESA
prolect to call upon Redu's expertise, will
nonetheless place new and challenging
demands on the operations support team.
Redu looks forward to its involvement in the
satellite control, telemetry, tracking and
commanding operations, and in-orbit testing
and mission operations first for Artemis, and
later for the DRS mission. Both missrons will
allow the Redu team to build further on its
already long experience, and permit it to
continue to live up to its local name of
'Centre Spatial de Redu' G
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Powering the ESA Network

G. Servoz
Station and Communications Engineering Department, ESOC, Darmstadt,
Germanv

Introduction
The ground stations that provide the interface
between the satellites in orbit and the ground
house the equipment needed to perform the
critical tracking, telemetry, telecommand,
data processing and ground communication
tasks. This equipment and the ancillary
facilities must therefore be served by a highly
reliable electrical power supply, since any
perturbation in that supply can present a
serious hazard for spacecraft operations.

The ESA ground stations are often located
at isolated sites, chosen both to maximise
station coverage and minimise local radio-
frequency interference. Given these two

The quality and availability of power supply required by the
Agency's ground-station-network facilities cannot be provided
by public networks. Power plants have therefore been developed
specifically for that purpose by the Station and Communication
Engineering Department at ESOC in Darmstadt, and these have
been implemented at a number of ESA sites.

constraints, the power available locally to
the stations via the public network is often
of poor quality and unsuitable for meeting
satellite operational requirements. lt has
therefore become customary ground-station
practice to reinforce the local public network
with emergency backup power systems.

The high reliability required for ESA's

S/X-band communications network, and
the substantial increase in oower demand
compared to past implementations, have
prornoted a 'global' approach to ESA
grou nd-station-network power facilities.
The standard power plant configuration
developed by ESOC has therefore already
been installed at the Agency's Redu
(Belgium), Salmijaervi (Sweden) and
Maspalomas (Spain) stations.

User characteristics and requirements
ESA's satellite ground stations generally
include the following facilities:

- Main Equipment Room (MER), including
telemetry, telecommand, data-processing
and ground-communications equipment

- Antenna Equipment Room (AER),

including tracking, downlink/uplink
conversion equipment, and high-power
amplifiers

- antenna servo-system, including the
antenna driving equipment (thyristor
AC/DC converters, DC motors)

- the MER and AER air-conditioning
systems, including blowers and
compressors to maintain appropriate
temperature and humidity conditions
inside the electronic equipment

- ancillary facilities (lighting, sockets, etc.)

The electrical requirements of each of these
facilities must be considered differently,
depending on their level of involvement in

the operational tasks.

Power-supply continu ity
The electronic equipment performing the
data processing and the link with the satellite
need to be protected against electrical-
supply disturbances or interruptions, which
might seriously affect operations (i.e.

hardware or software failures)

The servo-system equipment ensuring the
antenna's motion during normal satellite
tracking can tolerate short interruptions
(max. 30 s) without jeopardising the mission.
For critical operations, however, guaranteed
continuity of supply may be required.

The power supply of the air-conditioning
equipment can tolerate short interruptions
(10 to 20 min), during which system inertia
alone will maintain a reasonable temoerature
and humidity inside the electronic equip-
ment.
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Power-supply cleanliness
Some ground-station facilities can generate
perturbations that have an adverse effect

on the station's power supply, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2

Heavy mechanical structures like the 15 m
S/X-band antennas moving at high speed
can also result in perturbations in the
electrical distribution During fast movements,
the power peak can reach 180 kVA in less

thanls(Fig 3)

Air-conditioning system compressors driven
by electrical motors based on an on/off
cycling procedure can also cause transient
perturbations in the electrical distribution

Power-supply tolerance
The role of the power plant is to maintain
the electrical-supply parameters of voltage,
frequency and harmonic content within
pre-set limits compatible with both the
operational requirements and station-
equipment manufacturer's specifications,
Typical limits for 'general' and 'sensitive'

users are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Sensitive users

Voltage:

Frequency:
Harmonic content:
Interruptron max :

General users

Voltage:

Frequency:
Harmonic contenls
Interruplion max .

+54/o

+2o/o

less than 3olo

0s

+10o/o

+4o/o

less than 570

30s

Supply configuration
To avoid any interaction between the so-

called 'sensitive' and general' users, it is
necessary to foresee a separate supply for
each To optimise the power-system config-
uration and minimise cost, it has been
decided to combine supply continuity and
cleanliness. The continuous/clean supply
orovides oower to the sensitive users
(electronic/safety equipment), and the
interruptible/dirty supply serves the general
users (thyristor loads, motors, heaters,
ancillary facilities)

Figure 4 shows the standard ESA ground-
station power-plant configuration with:

- two medium-voltage feeders

- two transformers

- two diesel generator sets

- two AC/DC-DC/AC converter sets.

Figure 1. Main Equipment Room nonlinear load

Figure 2. Main Equipment Room voltage distortion

\
'\

Figure 3. Typical perturbations caused by a 15 m-diameter antenna's servo-system
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Figure 4. Power-plant
configuration

Figure 5. Redu ground-
station power-plant
building

The medium-voltage feeders connect the
station to the 10-20 kV oublic network.
The medium/low-voltage transformers convert
the 10-20 kV supply Io a 3801220 V supply.
The diesel generator sets, which are the
so-called'short-break systems', are standard
diesel engines driving AC alternators,
providing 3801220 V of backup power to the
station. The AC/DC-DC/AC converter sets
with battery backup, known as 'no-break
systems', provide the 380/220 V clean and
continuous supply to the sensitive users
The redundant battery sets are designed
for 4 min of autonomy under full load.

To minimise interference, stations have been
provided in the past with dynamic no-break
systems. However, the low levels of inter-
ference recorded durrng recent radio-
frequency measurements on transistorised
no-break systems qualify them for future
implementation in this role.

The power equipment is housed in a
dedicated, sound-damped building with
a concrete anti-vibration base. Electrical
power is distributed to the users (antennas,
operations building, etc.) via cables routed
in conduits across the site. ln order to
accommodate future developments and
extensions as a result of the various projects
assigned to the ground stations, the power-
system configuration and related infra-
structure are both modular in concept.
The power is provided to the users on two
different buses:

- the first, called the 'short-break/dirty bus'
supplies the general users

- the second, called the 'no-break/clean
bus' supplying the sensitive users.

During normal operations, the public grid
supplies the short-break bus-bar and the
no-break systems, which supply continuous,
clean power to the no-break bus-bar. In the
event of a failure in the public grid:

- the redundant diesel generator sets start
automatically and take over from the
public supply with a delay of not more
than 30 s

- the redundant DC/AC no-break converters
continue to supply the no-break users
without interruption.

During the 30 s bridging time, the DC/AC
converters are supplied by the batteries

In the event of system overloading due to
engine failure or accidental extra loading,
priority is given to the no-break users. The
short-break users will be disconnected using
a management system that groups loads into
four different levels of priority according to
ooerational reouirements:

- Priority 1: antenna servo-system and air-
conditioning blowers

- Priority 2: air-conditioning compressors

- Priority 3: light, MER (short-break)

- Priority 4: ancillary facilities

During critical satellite operations, continuity
of the short-break supply can also be
required. ln this case, there is the possibility
to supply the station with the redundant
diesel generators using the public grid as a
backup. The changeover from the diesel
supply to the public grid can be made in
less than 1 s

Electronic remote monitoring
Due to the complexity of the power plants,
it is necessary to assist the operators with
their operation and maintenance tasks by
providing an electronic remote monitoring
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system This system, based on 'mimic
displays', shows power-plant status, operating
ranges, maintenance status and alarms,
together with first-level failure diagnosis

Power-plant working conditions are also
monitored automatically, including the
logging of system events (alarm, status)
and the recording of electrical parameters
(voltage, frequency, current, power).

System reliability and maintainability
The basic power-plant configuration is
designed with adequate redundancy to
ensure the necessary availability of supply

The general idea is ultimately to use identical
electrical equipment throughout the ESA
ground-station network, thereby keeping the
spare parts that have to be stocked to a
minimum and allowing exchanges of exper-
ience between sites. Global maintenance
support is planned, with a standardised
maintenance and system-performance
evaluation approach Remote electronic
diagnosis of power-plant problems from
the manufacturer's premises can then be
employed to reduce repair time and further
assist station staff in their dav{o-dav tasks

Current implementation
At this stage, three stations have been fitted
with the standard power-plant configuration:

- the Redu power plant, implemented in

1986. replacing the previous defective
emergency power system

- the Salmijaervi power plant, implemented
in 1989, combined with the new ground-
station imolementation

- the Maspalomas power plant, also
implemented in 1989, replacing the old
NASA power system installed for the
Apollo Project

A reduced configuration has also been
implemented, again in 1990 at the Kourou
station, replacing the old CNES power
system

Gonclusion
Contrary to the common view, support
facilities like the electrical power supply or
electronic equipment cooling are vital for
spacecraft operations and need to be
considered very carefully considered

The standard ESA ground-station power-plant
configuration that has been outlined here has
been achieved by taking a global approach

Figure 6. Power-plant remote-monitoring'mimic displays,

Figure 7. Power-plant control panel

to ESAs network power-supply facilities lt is
based on a modular concept capable both
of meeting current operational requirements
and of being adaptable to the various
constraints encountered in satellite oround-
station implementation,

Four years after the first system implemen-
tation, and with three such systems now in
operation around the World, a high degree
of success can be claimed for this endeav-
our in pursuit of power-system reliability and

Gstandardisation.
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The Eurostep Distance-Learning
Experiment with Olympus

Laying the Foundations for Success*

J. Chaplin
ESA Directorate for Telecommunications, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

1989 - A year of preparation
After the launch of Olympus on 12 July 1989,
the major objective of the Programme became
to demonstrate a range of new applications
for satellite communications. For the Eurostep
distance-learning experiment itself, there were
a number of important milestones in 1989.
In April in Vienna, during the Olympus
Utilisation Conference, came the unanimous
decision of the participants in the experiment
to set up a cooperative association. The
following month, the name Eurostep was
chosen for this body, which was subse-
quently given legal status under Dutch law.

The achievements of Eurostep up to the end of its first year of
openations have pleased both its members and its sponsors.
The challenge now is to develop it into a self-supporting
organisation that can continue to contribute to the development
of satellite distance-learning and satisfy the needs of its members.

(BNSC), who provided the direct funding for
the manning of the facility by BBC staff.
There was another link provided by 'London
University Livenet', which allowed live
transmissions to be made from a number of
university colleges and teaching hospitals.

Thus, 1989 was a year of busy preparations
during which the imminent and long-awaited
launch of Olympus drove all before it.

1990 - A year of achievement
Much as 1989 was the final year of prepar-
ation, so 1990 was the first year of achieve-
ment of the results of all of this preparation
The very first transmissions from Eurostep
and BBC Enterprises went out on 8 January.
During this first year of operations, there
were initially six hours of daily transmissions
by Eurostep, and this was increased to seven
hours daily after the summer-holiday period.
The total Eurostep transmission time up to
the end of 1990 was 1743 hours. Of these,
1065 hours were first transmissions of
programmes, and there were 678 hours
of reoeat transmissions.

Although there were 89 founder members
at the start of the venture, only about 46
transmitted programmes during 1990. A list
of these pioneers is given in Table 1. By the
end of 1990, there were about 120 members
of Eurostep.

The use of Olympus by Eurostep has not
all been limited to videotaped television
programmes In 1990, three projects
contributed 76 h of live programming, with
audience interaction via the teleohone. These
projects were the UK Training Agency Starnet
programmes, a series of English-language
learning programmes from Kings College
London, and Captive, also from London. The
proportion of live transmissions is expected
to increase in the future.

Aside from television, other projects have

. The origins of thls story
were described in ESA
Bulletins Nos. 56 and 60,
which covered the five years
from 1984 to 1989, when the
Agreement between ESA
and Eurostep on the use
of Olympus was drawn up
A brief report on the 1989
Eurostep Conference
appeared in Bulletin No 63,
and an article on the
overall Olympus Utilisation
Programme in Bulletin No
o4

In July, Olympus was launched by Ariane
flight V32 In September, Eurostep made
formal proposals to ESA to manage the
experiment, and guide the efforts of some
80 founder members. In November, Eurostep
hired an experienced Canadian to set up
and run the London operations. In the
December, ESA took the formal step of
signing the Agreement to give Eurostep right
of access to uo to nine hours of transmission
time on the Olympus European DBS channel
(ESA Bulletin 60 gave details of this Agree-
ment).

During 1989, the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) had agreed to support
Eurostep by providing tape play-out services
with the same facility that was to be used for
its own 'Enterprise Channel'. Eurostep would
transmit between 0900 and 1700 h CET
(Central European Time), and BBC
Enterorises itself from 1700 to 0100 h CET
daily. The BBC also organised a terrestrial
feeder link to the uolink earth station loaned
by ESA to the British National Space Centre



Table 1. Transmissions in 1990

been making use of the Olympus satellite for
the broadcasting of data associated with the
programmes, in particular text courseware.
The Oxford University language-learning
series was a pioneer in this respect. Euro-

step also provides a teletext programme
guide and news bulletin.

All in all, Eurostep has succeeded in provi-

ding an experimental framework in which

a variety of tests and demonstrations of

distance-learning services can be made,

with 80 different programme series going out
in 1990. This volume of programming has

attracted the attention of channel operators,

and it is hoped that programmes from
Eurosteo will soon be carried on other
channels besides the Olympus ltalian

channel, which already features four to
five hours of educational and training
programmes daily. This shows that at least

one public-service broadcaster (RAl) judges

the Eurostep programmes to be of sufficiently
high quality to be shown on its channel. lt is

hooed that further collaboration between
Eurostep and leading broadcasters will

develop.

Another way to view these developments is

to realise that distance-learning has not

featured previously in the European satellite-

broadcasting landscape Consequently, the
Eurostep experiment has played a major part
in the emergence of distance-learning as an

established element of broadcasting.

Eurostep has also created opportunities for
cooperation between different countries in
programme production and experimentation.
The British Olympus User Group (OSBUG)

held a seminar in December 1990 at which
ten projects were presented. Although all

were British-led, every one featured inter-
national collaboration in its planning and
execution, Internationalisation of the Eurostep

staff itself has also become established with

a Greek Acting Chief Executive working with

the Dutch Headquarters staff in Leiden, an

lrish Transmission Scheduling Centre in

Dublin, and an operations office in London

with Canadian, French and British staff.

Up to the end of 1990, Eurostep was also
served by member liaison offices in the UK,
France, Belgium, Spain, ltaly and lreland.
Sadly, the limited funding currently available
means that Eurostep has not been able to
maintain these national offices.

Eurostep has attracted attention in the USA

and Canada, where distance-learning by

satellite has become something routine.

Eurosteo has been keen to learn from thetr

experience, but the North Americans have

been equally interested in the novel
approach to the organisation of the Eurostep

exoeriment There is much more to do in

terms of this two-way transfer of distance-
learning knowhow across the Atlantic.

Eurostep as an experiment
Eurostep is both a framework for experiments
and an experiment in itself, seeing how it

lnstitution ctv Hrs/yr Programmes

Training Commission

Open University

Educational TV Assoc

SCET

University College

Fern Universiteit

Univ of Glasgow

Brighton Polytechnic

TVE.I Centre

Univ of East Anglia

Univ. of London

Rights and Humanity

Kings College

Captive

Gwynedd County Council

Oxford University

Coventry Lanch. Poly

Greensat

Post-Grad. Medic. School

European Parliament

Univ. Thessaloniki

IASPA

Aston University

Elec. Univ Norway

TV-lnter

Generalitat de Catalunya

Min. of Ed and Science

Tekel

Trans World Radio

University of Navarre

Nat lnst. Higher Educ

CNDP

VIDEOSCOP

CNED

Min Affaires Etrangeres

ENS

Univ de Nantes

UnivPet M Curie

CLEIVI

IFACE

Univ de Poitiers

cFl
Belgian Bldg Research

Escovision (ASLK CGER)

Europa Nostra

Sheffield

Milton Keynes

York

Glasgow

Dublin

Hagen

Glasgow

Brighton

Clwyd

Norwich

LOnOOn

LOnOOn

LOnOOn

LOnOOn

Gwynedd

Oxford

Coventry

LOnOOn

Exeter

LUXemOOUTg

Thessaloniki

Brussels

Birmingham

Stavanger

Stockholm

Barcelona

Madrid

Bilbao

Hilversum

Pamplona

Limerrck

Paris

Nancy

Rennes

Paris

St. Cloud

Nantes

Paris

Paris

Paris

Poitiers

France

Brussels

Brussels

Brussels

Adult Education

Tertiary Education

Group

Mixed

Group

Adult Education

Language Learning

Language Learning

Schools

Productrons

Tertiary/Adult Educ

Group

Sociology

Language Learning

Technology

Mixed

Language Learning

Mixed

Ecology

Medicine

Adult Education

Mixed

The Arts

Adult Education

Adult Education

Religion

Culture

Language Learning

Technology

Religious Educ

Culture

Umbrella

Cult. and Lang

Medicine

Secondary Educ.

Culture

Mixed

Training trainers

Maths

Culture

Management

Mixed

Training

Banking

Secondary Educ

83

60

84

76

60

106

lc

I
47

57

41

28

11

6

97
114

10

1B

26

48

106

50

58

3

35

65

tc

9

108

12

18

100

20

to

10

IJ

to

4

11

to

3

I
2

5

92

TOTAL TRANSIVISSION TIIVE (1990) = 1743 hours
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can find the means to develop, in terms of
the form in which it might best develop, how
it can be managed by the members (who
are educators) and the extent to which funds
can be found to make this possible.

Eurostep was conceived as a framework in
which to carry out a much wider range of
experimental projects than can be devised or
executed by any one person or organisation.
I and my colleagues at ESA have had the
privilege of playing a part in this venture,
being able to watch the progress of the
group, and sharing in the enthusrasm of its

members The word 'experiment' has been
used by the Agency to describe all Olympus
utilisation activities and is clearly appropriate
to the many technical tests carried out with
the satellite lt has aiso become an
appropriate term to describe Eurostep itself,
in two respects

Eurostep supports a large group of projects,
each 'experimenting' in its own particular
way Some are studying the effectiveness of
a new distance{eaching technique. Others
are using a long-established technique, but
need to know if there is an interest in their
material further afield, and hence a market
for their programmes What will people pay?
How many people? ls the material appro-
priate for learners in another country? Some
projects are working in the area of authoring,
investigating new ways of preparing
educational material. Others seek simply to
inform and hope that someone out there is

learning something by watching. The key to
success for all of these projects is to find _

funds to continue, either with more of
the same, or a development of earlier ideas,
perhaps simply to find learners who will pay
But commercial or government sponsorship
is just as effective. Some projects are seeking
to find out if money can be saved in existing
educational and training endeavours lf
the saving is something more than the
commercial satellite distribution cost, then
longerterm viability may be assured

The search for a development strategy
lf a continuing stream of prolects comes
forward, then Olympus could continue to be
used by Eurostep experiments in distance-
learning for the remainder of the satellite's
lifetime The ESA Agreement with Eurostep
demands that there be at least 20o/o annual
turnover in projects, to make room for new
members and new ideas In this model,
Eurostep is a test bed for experimentation,
and this is its original concept and the
minimum that ESA hoped was achievable
However, ESA is not able to fund Eurostep

indefinitely and the available Agency budget
will be adequate only until the end of 1992.
Thus Eurostep needs to find other sources of
funding to extend its life beyond the end of
the third year of Olympus operations Income
due direct from Eurostep members was less
than 150/o of all receipts in 1990/91, and so
some increases are likely to be proposed for
future years.

The need for alternative funding was evident
before the end of 1989 and has never been
doubted Eurostep commissioned studies
of the implications of this challenge and
identified some ideas for the development
of the organisation Besides remaining a

The Educotionol
Chonnel for Europe

'gatekeeper' of an experimental test bed,
there appeared to be two possibilities
Firstly, Eurostep could grow into a 'controlled
access channel' which provided more
elaborate services for members (or paying
users) to transmit programmes of their own
choice. Secondly, Eurostep could continue
to develop into a full 'educational channel',
choosing, commissioning and paying for a
supply of programmes Advice was received
that in any case, some degree of continuing
public funding was likely to be unavoidable.

Eurostep had olanned to hold its annual
conference in Barcelona (E) in April this year,

but concerns about security forced a post-
ponement until October. Such gatherings
offer a good opportunity for Eurostep to
present itself to outsiders and for debate
between its existing members regarding the
association's develooment. The six-month
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postponement has therefore been something
of an anticlimax.

Contrasts with Channel-e and Europace
There are two other European satellite
distance-learning projects that have come
into existance at about the same time as

Eurostep, and some comparisons maY

provide guidance as to how Eurostep should
proceed. They are examples of what
Eurostep might wish to become, but satellite

distribution of distance-learning material is

the only element that the three enterprises
nave tn common

Channel-e could be called an 'experimental

controlled-access channel'. With European
Commission funding as an experiment for a
year wrthin the Delta Programme, it invited
producers of programmes in five chosen
categories to pay for the services that are
provided. Some 200 h of programmes were

transmitted up to March 1991, aimed at a
mass audience. Up to forty thousand homes
were reportedly tuned to Channel-e on any
given day. Live transmissions with audience
interaction had not been made up to the end
of January 1991. The budget appears to be

about half that of Eurostep.

Table 2. Satellite distance-learning proiects in Europe

Eurostep Channel-e Europace

Europace is a fully-operational industrial

training channel which commissions program-
ming currently oriented to a few target
subject areas in advanced technology.
Initially, about twenty organisations were
subscribrng members of Europace, which
has some similarities to the National
Technological University in the USA. There
are more than 150 receiving sites. Programme
producers are organisations chosen because
of their expertise in the target fields.
Selections from these programme sources
are made by advisory boards in each area

of soecialisation. Much care is thus taken
with the selection of programme producers
who must have a proven track record. About
400 h of programmes are broadcast each
year and the budget is believed to be about
four times that of Eurostep.

Table 2 compares the features of the three
projects.

Summary of current status and some
conclusions
Eurostep has recently secured the services
of a permanent Chief Executive who can
lead the association steadily forward. The first
task of this person will be to tap a number of
funding sources, so that Eurostep can be
independent of the influence of any single
sponsor. An independent Eurostep will be
best able to maintain a steadv course in this
new field.

At present the membership includes large
British and French groups, and ESA would
like to see more participation by other
countries. ESA has long wished to establish
a second uplink near Brussels, and it is
intended that this should become the main
centre for, Eurostep transmissions. Further
uplinks in -other countries look feasible, and
this would improve the accessibility of
Olympus and encourage a more balanced
participation.

Meanwhile, operations with Olympus and
other satellites must continue meeting the
needs of its members and their individual
projects, thereby placing continuing
demands'on Eurostep's budget. The group
has already shown it can do pioneering work
of global interest, but collaboration with world
leaders in this field needs to continue.

There are some uncertainties concerning the
future of satellite broadcasting in Europe,
but Eurostep has certainly helped distance-
learning by satellite to become a part of the
Scene. 13
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The satellite communication equipment,
in addition to the antennas and the radio-
frequency fronfends, consists of a pair of
modems and a pair of Ethernet routers.
The function of a router is to link two or more
LANs by means of a long-distance line,
normally operating at a lower data rate than
the LAN itself In this case, the long-distance
line is the satellite link. The router rs able to
determine which computers are on the same
LAN as the router, and which are on a
remote LAN. Only the traffic to the remote
computers is transmitted over the satellite
link, at the data rate supported by this link
The speed of local traffic is not reduced by
the router.

This configuration has been realised
completely with commercially available
equipment. lt is, in fact, not very different
from conventional wide-area networks
established by connecting LANs by means
of land lines lhe main difference is in the
speed of the satellite link, namely 2 Mbit/s,
which is considerably greater than the rate
normally avarlable on long-distance lines
At this data rate, the propagation delay of
approximately 270 ms becomes significant
and may limit the throughput of some
aoolications.

The routers, in conjunction with the satellite
link, effectively establish a transparent bridge
between the two LANs, and any application
that can run between two comouters on a
single LAN can run across the satellite link,
though in most cases at a reduced speed

Accessing Prodat via the VSAT link
For the purpose of demonstrating the
feasibility of accessing Prodat via the VSAT
link, it was decided to use, as far as
possible, existing facilities and interfaces. This
has led to a very simple implementation of a
system that is both useful and very gasy to
use. The complete configuration is shown in
Figure 3

Since the VSAT hub station was located at
ESTEC, in The Netherlands, and the Prodat
NMS in Villafranca, near Madrid in Spain,
a method of interconnecting the two had to
be found. The existing inter-establishment
network of the Agency, Esanet, was found to
be suitable for this purpose. The NMS was
already connected to Esanet to carry out
remote testing from ESTEC. A connection
to Esanet was also available on a work
station at ESTEC which is accessible via
the LAN connected to the hub station of the
VSAT system Finally, a PC was connected
to a work station of the VSAT.

The reason for using a PC rather than the
work station itself was twofold:

- A software package for a PC was avail-
able which could easily be modified to
provide a reasonably good user interface
for Prodat access.

- The work station was already being used
for other demonstrations, and so it was
convenient to separate the Prodat user
interface from those other aoplications

Setting up the VSAT connection
Once the VSAT system is operational, the
user starts a Prodat-specific application

program on the PC. This application program
incorporates term i nal-emulator software
(i.e. a program that enables the PC to
behave like a computer terminal). Everything
the user types is sent to the work station,
and data from that work station is displayed
on the screen Further processing of the data
rs unnecessary

Using the terminal emulator, the user logs
into the local work station, which runs under
the Unix operating system. From there,
remote log-in to the Unix work station at the
hub is possible, passing through the routers
and the satellite link through Olympus. The
PC then appears to be linked directly to
the remote work station, with data passing

Figure 2. The Very Small
Apertu.e Terminal, or
'VSAT', communication
system
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Figure 3. Access to Prodat
via the VSAT system

transparently through the local work station.

Next, a Unix terminal-emulator program

called TIP is started on the work station at

the hub This program communicates with a
serial port on the work station connected to
the ESTEC general-purpose LAN, A trans-
parent connection has now been set up from

the PC to the ESTEC LAN

Finally, the necessary commands are tssued

to the LAN Network Control Centre computer
to establish the connection, via the LAN and
the Esanet wide-area network, to the Prodat
NMS at Vrllafranca, or later, at Fucino The

PC at the VSAT site is now transparently
connected to the NMS, passing through
two computers, three LANs, one wide-area
network, and one high-speed satellite link

via Olympus The PC now switches from
the terminal-emulation software mode to the

message transmission/reception mode.

Sending and receiving Prodat messages
Once the connection between the PC and
the Prodat NMS has been established,
Prodat is ready to use As previously stated,

Prodat is a messaging system supporting the

transmission of messages from fixed stations

to mobile{erminal users, and vlce versa.

Io send a message from the PC to a mobile,

the user composes his or her message by

means of a text editor, which forms part of

the messaging software on the PC. A mes-

sage header containing the identifications of

the sender and recipient of the message is

also constructed.

When the user is satisfied with the message,

the PC is instructed to send it. The message
is sent through the established link to the

NMS which, in turn, sends it to the mobile
terminal via the mobile satellite link Unless

the so-called 'delivery report option' has

been suppressed, the NMS returns a

message to the PC informing the user

whether the delivery of the message to

the mobile was successful.

Conversely, when a mobile{erminal user

sends a message addressed to the port

to which the VSAT link is connected, that
message is first sent via the mobile satellite

link to the NMS. The NMS then sends it via
the VSAT link to the PC, which displays and
optionally prints the message A delivery
report to the mobrle terminal is generated by

the NMS, but a shortcoming of the present

configuration is that the NMS cannot always

reliably determine whether the message
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was actually received by the PC

The Prodat system, in addition to handling
user-to-user messages, also provides a
facility for automatically accessing data which
may be available on the mobile terminal. For
example, a truck may be equipped with an
automatic position-determi nation device,
such as a GPS or Loran-C system. The data
output of such a device may be connected
to the Prodat mobile terminal, and may be
read out through the Prodat system at the
request of the fixedterminal user. The
position data can be displayed automatically
on a map by the PC software.

Experience to date
The system described above was first used
for demonstrations at the 4'1st International
Astronautical Congress (lAF), held in
Dresden (D), on 3-13 October 1990, and
later at the VSAT European Satellite User's
Conference in Luxembourg, on 13-14
November 1990. In both cases it functioned
very well.

Compared with access via a telephone line,
it showed a tremendous improvement in the
speed of access to Prodat, the response
time typically being reduced from several
minutes to a few seconds. The performance
of Prodat - as opposed to that of Prodat
plus a telephone line - was thereby
successf ully demonstrated.

Future developments
Further work is in progress on several fronts:

- Extension of the VSAT connection to
multiple VSAT stations connected to a
single hub is being studied, starting with
a simple system incorporating a few VSAT
stations, each with a reserved freouency
for the inbound link. Later, schemes for
the time-sharing of frequencies will be
studied.

- A connection between the Unix Electronic
Mail system and Prodat is being studied.
This would be more coherent than the
present solution, and would present many
other interconnection possibilities for
Prodat.

- The second generation of Prodat,
Prodat2, is currently under
development. This system will have a
more unified approach to the access for
a fixed{erminal user. The access network
will be based on the CCITT X.400 series

of recommendations, and will present
many interesting network options, such as
local access nodes, eg. for a country or
for a single large user. Connecting such
local nodes by means of VSAT links,
thereby providing direct access to VSAT
terminals at certain users' sites, is
undoubtedly an interesting possibility.

- The preparatory work for the European
Mobile System (EMS) payload has started.
One of the services foreseen as a result of
this work is direct access to the mobile
satellite link vra VSATs at the users' sites,
intended for private mobile satellite
business networks. G
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DFS Kopernikus-
The German Tel Gofilmunications
Satellite

N

Fz

DFS Kopernikus, the first Ger-
man telecommunications satel-
lite, has gone into orbit.The satel-
lite programme was designed
and manufactured by the ANT/
MBB consortium. The system
consists of two spacecraft and a
ground spare. ANT supplies the
entire telecommunications pay-
load.
Kopemikus is equippedwith elev
en transponders which can be
simultaneously operated for the
transmission of speech, text, data
and TV programmes in th e ll / 14,
12/14 and20/30 GHz frequency

ranges. Six further transponders
are mounted onto the satellite for
redundancy operation.
Furthermore, ANT supplied the
receiver systems for 32 small
DFS earth stations and was the
main contractor for the ll/14
GHz DFS earth station in Berlin
as well as for the conversion to
DFS operation of an earth station
in Usingen.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstrasse 3 3, 715 0 Backnang
Telephone + 49 (0) 7l9l/130
Telefax + 49 (0) 7l9l/133212
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development of space business

Dynamic Development of Space Business
A Study of German Space Industry

R-H. Kleb
Head of Space and Chemical Industries Divisions,
Kienbaum Unternehmensberatung GmbH, Germany*

'Per aspera ad astra' (through difficulties
to the stars) is probably an appropriate
description of past and future develop-
ments in the space business. With public
opinion alternating between euphoria and
disenchantment, the space business has
developed into an interesting field of
operation even for companies outside the
sector.

This article is a summary of an empirical study of the German
space industry, commissioned by the Federal Ministry for Reseach
and Technology (BMFT)/DFVLR and performed by the Kienbaum
Institute. lt is based on data from BMFT and ESA databases,
together with primary data collected from industry, i.e. BMFT and
ESA contractors in Germany and their suppliers.

.Managing Director of The
Wyatt Company GmbH,
Germany, since 1 October
1990

The difficulties involved in gainrng access
to space have always been underlined by
problems and accidents. Nevertheless, the
hightechnology projects in the civil space
industry have always had sensational
successes, giving prestige to those nations
and companies involved.

In the expectation of increasing industrial
utilisation of space, political decisions
concerning the continuation and expansion
of German space activities were taken at an
early stage and with the necessary foresight
Starting with transport systems, which have
been developed to a stage where they are
exploited in full-scale production, some areas
of satellite technology, such as communicat-
ions, are today being used on a commercial
basis as a matter of course In addition to
opening up further customer segments and
fields of application for satellites (e.9. earth
observation, navigatron), the still inadequate
levels of industnal involvement in exploiting
the reduced-gravity conditions available in
space need to be increased.

The European Ministers of Research and
Technology intend to achieve the objectives
that have been set, in cooperation with their
European partner nations, by adopting the

supply-oriented approach that has proved
so valuable in the past. In the hope that a
supply of research and production capacities
in space, tailored to surt all user require-
ments, will generate increased private
demand, the existing infrastructure is to be
considerably improved and expanded with
the aid of public funds.

In the period 1976-1985 the German
Ministry for Research and Technology made
the largest contribution, namely 800/0, to
public space funds As a result of the
capability achieved, both in industry and
research, the Federal Post Ministry (BMP)
was able to take advantage of existing
expertise in the field of satellite technology.
The BMP is the second largest national
contributor (approximately 17o/o of total funds)
within the soace business

Between 1976 and 1985, approximately 8000
million DM of public funds were provided
in Germany for setting up an adequate
structure for space activities (Fig. 1). Because
Germany's activitres are integrated into
European space policy, approximately 460/o
of the budget was initially directed towards
the European Space Agency (ESA) during
this ten-year period. ESA was then respons-
ible for redirecting funds to Germany by
allocating appropriate orders to German
space companies and institutes

Approximately 26o/o of the total German
public funds were allocated to space
companies and institutes by means of direct
project subsidy: 74o/o in the form of orders
and 26o/o in the form of grants. A further 110lo

of public space funds were used for the
institutional subsidy of the German
Aerospace Establishment, DLR (formerly
DFVLR).

It also became apparent from the Kienbaum
study that, during the ten-year period, the
space bustness was concentrated [n a
small number of companies and research
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Figure 1. Total public-
authority expenditure on
space activities between
1976 and 1985 (in millions
of DM)

institutes Public funds were initially directed
almost entirely to a total of only l7 com-
panies and 40 research institutes When
these figures are being assessed, it must be

borne in mind that the annual bustness
volume in the space sector, amounting on

average to DM 800 million and approx-
imately,1500 million in 1985 (Fig.2), is still

relatively low in comparison with the turnover
in other sectors Furthermore. the proportion

of space-related turnover amounted to only
7o/o ol overall corporate turnover in the

companies, and 22o/o in the institutes

It would appear that, in terms of business
volume, space activities have not yet

achieved major significance, etther in terms
of macro-economic or micro-economic con-
siderations. An analysis of the number of
people employed in this sector provides
a comparable image In 1985, the 17

companies employed approximately 5000
employees in their space divisions,
representing less than 4olo of their total

workforce The 40 research institutes

employed approximately 1000 people in the

space sector, representing only 110/o of the

total personnel employed. In the ten-year
period under review, the number of employ-
ees engaged in space activities rose by

approximately 70o/o in the compantes,
whereas a slight decline was recorded in

the research institutes.

In addition to the generation of more private

demand for space systems, the increase in

the level of technological expertise within

industry can itself contribute to further market

development. As a result of greater work-
sharing and specialisation, the importance of

sub-contracts has increased in recent years

In 1985 German space companies covered
only 600/o of their business volume by means

of direct funds from ESA,

the Federal Ministry o3%

for Research and Technology (BMFT) and
other Ministries A total of 40o/o of overall

business volume relied on sub-contracts,
marnly from abroad. Although these orders
could also have been publicly financed and
have originated as a result of geographical-
distribution factors, they are still an indicator
of the international capability of the German
space industry

ln-house work was responsible for 60%o of

the approximately 1500 million DM turnover
generated by German space companies in

1985, and 40o/o of the total turnover was
generated by sub-contracts. More than 500
of these sub-contracts remained within the

Federal Republic of Germany, and most of

them presumably still remained within the

same restricted circle of companies (mostly

prime or system contractors)

However, international cooperation between
space companies, as well as the assignment
of sub-contracts to suppliers, has led to
a gradual increase in the level of space
expertise Although the proportion of funds
received by suppliers is still relatively small
iri relation to the overall space budgets, the

number of small- and medium-size suppliers
has expanded from approximately 40 to
approximately 200 companies in the period
1974-1987

The approximately 200 suppliers surveyed by

Kienbaum achieved a space-related business
volume of approximately 100 million DM in

1987

The significance of the space business in

terms of total turnover generated for suppliers
is still relatively small In 1987, for 94 of the

200 suppliers, space activities generated less

than 50/o of total sales In 19 companies, this

figure was between 5 and 100/0, between 10

and 20o/o in 15 cases, between 20 and 500/o

in 12 cases, and between 50 and 1000/o only
for 6 very specialised suppliers

114 of the supplier companies employed less

than 50 employees in 1987, 26 companies
had between 50 and 100 employees, and
13 companies had between 100 and 200
employees. Only 42 of the suppliers employ-
ed more than 200 staff
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development of soace business

More than half of the
German suppliers supported

rne malor space compantes
with products in the fields of electronics,
mechanical engineering and machine
building. The other deliveries covered basic
materials, software and products in the fields
of electrical engineering, chemistry and
synthetic products Furthermore, work
was primarily performed in the fields of
consultancy, research and development, the
provision of equipment and contract labour.

In terms of regional concentration, the
Kienbaum study illustrated that deliveries
came mainly from a particular area, namely
Bavaria, Baden-Wurttemberg and Northrhine
Westphalia

The political scene has been set for the
strategic expansion of the civil space
business irrespective of the current low
economic significance of space activities.
The programmes and systems planned at
European level will lead to an increase in

major projects At the same time, competing
macro-economic problems, e.g in the
environmental sector, in conjunction with
limited public budgets, will lead to an
increasing need to justify space activities
Consequently, increasingly stringent
requirements will be placed on the efficiency
of space projects as well as the mechanisms
for reducing their costs Furthermore, greater
private involvement in the financing of the
planned orbital infrastructure is required.

Because the international space industry
is still characterised by relatively little
competition as a result of a reduction in the
number of competitive tenders, and in view
of marketrng agreements, mutual holdings
and mergers of competitors, political interest

in involving companies
outside that specific sector is growing.

It is still completely unclear how the struc-
tural change that is becoming apparent in

the space industry can be handled both
politically and industrially This shift away
from 'development and set-up projects'
towards the future tasks of 'operating the
orbital infrastructure' will requrre completely
new qualifications on the part of companies
involved in the market. The setting-up of a
European orbital infrastructure will initially
lead to growth particularly in the staffing
levels in space companies. However,
the personnel involved in the operating
phase will require significantly different
qualifications The problem will be to counter
the expected discontinuities by timely
strategic planning for the companies' own
development.

From the political point of view, it will not be
a matter of leaving market development in
the space industry completely to its own
devices, ie. abandoning such development
to internal market forces. In view of the still
insufficient private demand for industrial
activities in space, as well as the less
restricted distribution of public funds by
some European space nations, the German
path to the stars will certainly be somewhat
difficult in the foreseeable future

However, as one of the leading industrial
nations, Germany cannot afford not to tread
this path On the contrary, Germany will have
to assume leadership tasks on the way to the
stars and will have to foster more industrial
companies willing to participate in this
journey in order to be able to undertake
commercial operations in space at a later
date G

Figure 2. Allocation of
funds to space industry in
1985
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Speeding Payments to Industry
The ESA Solution

C.W. Pridgeon
Finance Department, ESA Directorate of Administration,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

S.G. Kahn
Contracts Department, ESA Directorate of Administration,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The problem
Apart from cases in which an invoice has

been disputed as not properly due, two
prime reasons have been identified for the

delays that have occurred in the past in
the transmission of payments to lower{ier
contractors in Industry:

a. The transmission and certification of an

invoice through each contractual tier,

even if done in a reasonable time (say

30 days), implies that a subcontractor with

five levels above him may only be paid
six months after the milestone has been

ESA payment conditions for prime contracts are designed to
provide a reasonable and contractually iustified cash flow to
Industry, Nevertheless, payments to lower-tier contractors have
often been very much delayed due to the many levels of invoice
approval required within the Industrial Consortia. Investigation of
complaints concerning these delays has shown that the Agency
almost invariably has paid within the due period, i.e. 30 days after
receipt of the invoice from Industry. By the time the invoice has
reached the Agency, however, a long period has generally elapsed
since it was originally raised by the lower-tier contractor.

achieved. This structural effect can be,

and is, to some extent, compensated for
by the payment of generous advances,
but this has its limitations.

b. Investigations show that delays can be
more than structural, resulting from
higher{ier contractors not handling
invoices with due expedition In many
cases the delays occur in the admin-
istrative departments within the company,
because a low order of priority is applied
to subcontractor invoices, sometimes to

the detriment of the project's progress.

The firms which are most subject to a poor
clash flow as a result of this situation are
those that, due to their size and financial
resources, suffer the most, and can in some

cases find difficulty in meeting their own
obligatrons. The Agency, which relies on the
participation of these smaller, often highly
skilled, firms in its projects, has no wish to
see them disadvantaged in this way, and
perhaps even discouraged from working in

the soace field at all. ESA has therefore been
actively seeking a solution.

The contractual framework
The Agency's current contractual rules for
making payments are as follows:

a. Payments can be made as advance
payments at the beginning of the work,
as progress payments in the course of
the work, and as final payments after
acceptance of the total result Each
contract specifies what payments are
due upon what events. In the case of
fixed-price contracts, progress payments
are made against successful completion
of milestones. For cost-reimbursement
contracts, progress payments are maoe
against cost reports of expenditure
incurred, and sometimes against a
development cost plan, with adjustments
as actual cost reoorts are recetved.
Procedures have been adopted to permit
the payment of cost escalations early
against provisional indices.

b. Where the contract is with a prime

contractor which itself has co- and/or
subcontractors, specific provisions are
made While the Agency only has a
contractual relationship with the prime,

payments are usually made directly to
the co- or subcontractors when due.
This is done to avoid the time involved in

money circulating through the banking
system before reaching the ultimate
payee, and to minimise currency
exchanges. Although the payment is

made directly to the ultimate recipient,
the proper legal construction is that it is
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in satisfaction of an obligation due from
the Agency to the prime contractor
(which has its own, separate, oblrgations
downwards). Invoices raised by the sub-
contractors are submitted through, and
certified as due by, higher{ier contractors,
and finally by the prime. This certification
should indicate that the work that is

the subject of the payment has been
satisfactorily performed, and that the
invoice is correct, both in form and
arithmetic.

The preferred solution
The late receipt of payments by the lower{ier
contractors is clearly a situation that should
not and cannot be ignored. lt is in nobody's
interest that firms should run into financial
difficulties for reasons unrelated to their
own technical or managerial competence
Moreover, as already noted, the firms which
suffer most are those that are least able to
bear the consequences.

At the same time, it must be recognised that
the system used for the making of payments,
the contractual obligations involved, and the
practical manner of disbursement, have a
profound effect on the way in which a project
is run The proper control of payments
against satisfactory performance remains a
significant management tool. Any solution
has to steer a well-defined course between
accelerating the receipt of money and the
long-established and proven procedures of
ESA Programmes.

The solution that the Agency has agreed
with Industry meets these requirements
satisfactorily In essence, it is that invoices
from lower{ier contractors will be submitted
simultaneously to the highertier partners and
to the Agenqy This replaces the current
procedure of linear invoice progression and
approvals lf the intermediate levels do not
object within a contractually specified time,
the Agency will effect the payment to the
subcontractor concerned.

In principle, this approach can be introduced
using existing paper communications
However, the amount of paper involved,
the potential problems of postal delays, and
the difficulty, in the case of a dispute, of
objectively confirming receipt of a document,
leads the Agency to base its proposals, and
the detailed rmplementing procedures, on the
electronic ESA Tele-lnvoicing System (EflS).
It has the facilities for the rapid transmission
of invoices, and comments thereon, to more
than one recipient in parallel, and provides

the necessary visibility to those concerned,
without outsiders havino access.

ETIS - The vehicle for improvement
ETIS is currently used for the transmission of
invoices from lndustry to ESA. As an integral
part of the Agency's strategy for using
electronic techniques for the speeding up of
admrnistrative tasks, it is adaptable, with a
change of philosophy, to encompass also
invoice transfer between contractors.

ETIS was introduced in 1987 with the aim of
linking Industry to ESA for the transmission
of invoices electronically After trials with
one of the Agency's prime contractors,
Dornier GmbH, the system was considered
proven and was introduced on a wider scale.
A brochure on ETIS (ESA BR-53) was sub-
sequently distributed throughout European
space-related industry and, in the course of
1990, 135 MAU had been paid to contractor,s
by the Agency against 2500 invoices
received electronically. The present system,
called 'ETIS Mark 1', is therefore clearlv
working very well.

At a seminar held on 26 and 27 April 1990
in Florence (l), the Agency proposed a new
procedure to Industry, and one that found
general favour with the major space com-
panies represented. This procedure is as
follows:

a. A subcontractor. having achieved a
milestone, raises an invoice using ETIS
This invoice is addressed to his next
highertier contractor and all intermediate
contractual parties up to the prime
contractor.

b. The Agency pays the invoice directly,
within a specified period, unless
objections have been raised by any
intermediate-tier party, and if it has itself
no reason to believe that the oavment
is not due.

c. Objections to payments by intermediate
parties must be made, with reasons,
via ETIS, so that the subcontractor
concerned, all intermediate parties, and
the Agency have visibility ETIS will ensure
that such objections will not be visible to
those who have no legitimate interest,
eg. subcontractors below the level of
the firm raising the challenged invoice
lf objections are raised, payment will not
be made until the matter is resolved
through the normal contractual/project
cnanners.
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U The period allowed for objections must
give the firms adequate time to consider
the invoice and the work covered, but at
the same time not induce undue delay in

the receipt of payment. Given the speed
of information transmission oossible with
ETIS, the Agency considers one month
from the date on which the invoice is

registered in ETIS to be suitable.

Payment by the Agency will be regarded
as a provisional payment, and does not
imply any formal acceptance or certi-
fication of the work performed. Equally,
lack of objection by any intermediate tier
does not constitute formal acceptance of
the work. The existing provisions for
testing, verifying, and accepting the work
formally remain applicable. Delays and
costs due to failure to carry this out in

good time will not be allowable against
the Agency.

Most subcontractors are under fixed-price
contract For those cases where a
subcontractor is on cost-reimbursement,
and as means do not exist for submitting
cost reports within the same time scale as
invoices via ETIS, the Agency is prepared
to agree, on a case-by-case basis, a
payments scheme whereby a significant
portion of the foreseen costs, according
to a development cost plan, rs paid so as
to assure a reasonable cash flow.

The agreement of advance payments will
take account of the expedited cash flow
made possible by the above procedures

ETIS Mark 2 - The technical
requirements
The change in philosophy from ETIS Mark 1,

which encompasses electronic invoicing from
Industry to the Agency, to Mark 2, which
will also enable invoices to be transmitted
between companies as well as to and from
ESA, requires changes in the technical
approach. The present system is based on
the transmission of invoices from an Industry-
based personal computer, or PC, via either
General Electric's Ouik-Comm Network
(PCto-PC via General Electric's mainframe
computer in Amsterdarn) or ESANET
(PC{o-company mainframe and thence
to the ESA mainframe with downloading
to ESA Finance Department PCs). The
introduction of several hundred more
contractors into ETIS necessitates a more
standard approach. ETIS Mark 2 must be
able to:

- facilitate the creation, modification and
management of standard invoices on
remote stations

- manage the electronic transfer of invoices
to ESA and status messages from ESA by
means of the public data network (X.25)

- allow monitoring by contractors involved
in the approval chain of the reception,
blocking or deblocking of their invoices

- allow intermediate contractual approval
levels to introduce blockings and
comments on invoices within a given
time frame

- transfer the accepted invoices to EFSY

the Agency's financial system, after control.

This new approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

f.

v

Figure 1. ETIS Mark 2
multi-addressee invoicing

tuo
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ETIS Mark 2 - The main concepts
Supplier
Suppliers working as contractors on ESA
obligations (contracts) can join the ETIS
system. For each obligation a 'route' defines
the relationship between the contractors
working together on that contract:

- Prime contractor (Level 1)

- Co-contractor (Level 2)

- Subcontractor (Level 3)

- Sub-subcontractor (Level 4), etc.

ETIS Local Station (ETIS-L)
ETIS suppliers work with the ETIS Local
Station. The latter is a remote terminal that
allows management of the suppliers'
invoices and their related data. The invoices
can then be sent to the ETIS Central Svstem
(ETrS-C).

The ETIS-L also allows reception of the
messages concerning the contractor sent by
the Central System or the other contractors.
Those messages can be invoices, invoice
status messages, error messages, or fixed
uatd.

A Local Station is physically located at the
supplier's premises. lt communicates with the
ETIS-C by means of the public X.25 services.
lf a suoplier works at several different loca-
tions, each location will be defined by a
different suoolier code and have its own
EflS-L station.

ETIS Central System (ETIS-C)
The Central System controls the invoices
and loads them into the relevant contractors'
mailboxes. After a certain time interval (the
so-called 'X interval'), currently defined as
30 days from the invoice's inception, those
invoices implicitly accepted by Industry, ie.
those that have not been explicitly blocked,
will be transferred to EFSY the Agency's
Financial System, for further processing
within ESA and eventual payment.

Each supplier working with the ETIS system
will have a mailbox allocated at ETIS-C in
which messages will be temporarily stored
before transfer to and from the database.

Route
Suppliers can work on any number of
obligations. For a specific obligation, the
contractor can appear a number of times on
the same or on different levels. Within each
obligation, the supplier is defined by a route
number, which is a key to trace the supplier's
level and that of the organisation above him
to whom he is contractuallv linked.

All invoices emanating from the contractor
are 'mailed' to the contractors above him in
the route Within the defined 'X rnterval', they
can control this invoice. lf necessary, they
can send a blocking message to ETIS-C.
This will stop the 'X interval' countdown, as
long as the invoice is not unblocked by the
blocking contractor after settlement of the
problem.

All messages concerning invoice status
evolution are mailed to the ETIS-L stations
concerned (i.e those higher in the route).

Fixed data
A set of data is shared by all participants to
the system:

- Currencies

- Countries

- System Messages

- Suppliers

- Suoolier's Bank

- Route.

This data is kept up to date by ETIS-C.
Upgrades are loaded into the mailboxes of
the ETIS-L stations. For suppliers' banks and
route, only a data subset specific to the
ETIS-L supplier is loaded. Only ETIS-C has
a complete set of all data.

Invoices
Invoices are created on the EflS-L stations
by the suppliers These will be in a fixed,
standard format One ETIS-L can enter
invoices for all obligations it is working with
(and for which a route number has been
downloaded onto its system by ETIS-C).
It can also enter invoices for non-ETIS
suppliers (without a route) under its own
route number.

The ETIS-L stations can also enter invoices
for ETIS suppliers which do not have an
ETIS-L station, but which are defined in the
route. In this case, the ETIS-L enters the
invoice for the subroute number.

Status of ETIS Mark 2
Current planning foresees an operational
system being available by the middle of
1991. Figure 2 gives an overview of the
elements that will then be in olace.

Changes to contract terms
Some changes will be made to the terms of
tender and of contract to accommodate the
new procedure. As payments made under
the scheme are to be treated contractually as
advances, the changes to the terms need be
neither extensive nor dramatic.
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The Conditions of Tender lay down the
principles against which payment is made,

and ask the bidder to submit proposed

payment plans for the individual price
elements that meet these requirements.
The principle will stay the same, but the
payments plans themselves, which after
negotiation become part of the contract,
may drffer somewhat from previous ones

The payment clauses of lhe General
Terms and Conditions for ESA Contracts
(C/auses 20 to 22) remain unchanged.

The implementing clauses in the specific
contract text will require some additional
ICXT:

- incorporating the ETIS procedure (this

already applies in some contracts), whtle

the requirement for five paper copies can

be eradicated

- stating the principles given above

- indicating that payments made thus
are advance payments in the case of
fixed-price contracts, and partial progress
payments (actually also advances) in the
case of cost-reimbursement contracts

- stating the contractual effect of a
payment objection made within the
specified period

- providing, in the case of both'price
types, a mechanism for periodic formal
approval by the prime contractor of work
done by lower{ier contractors, and thus
enabling the advance payments to be
converted to final payments for that
element In the case of fixed orices, this
would occur for soecified milestones. For

cosfplus contracts, reports will of course
still be required and will, as at present, be
used for periodic settlement at regular
intervals (eg yearly) with adjustment and
audit orovisions.

It is normal practice for major projects to
include the basic formal rules for payment
in the contract and then to describe the
detailed implementation in a financial
appendix and perhaps in the management
plan. Specific text for the operation of ETIS

and the means for raising objections to

payments and for clearing them will be
generated.

ETIS Mark 2 - Part of a strategy
The development of electronic invoicing by
the Agency is not a 'stand-alone' project. lt is
part of a strategy, conceived by the Agency's
Administration, to use electronic commun-
ications right across the board, with the
subsequent elimination of paper and its

inherent postal delays, queries arising from
unclear information, and so on The obvious
benefits of instant communication have been
linked to other, less visible but more tangible
improvements such as automatic transfer
between systems by using standard formats;
the elimination of queries by installing
validation checks at points of entry; the use
of electronic signatures for internal approvals;
and many more.

The ETIS Tele-lnvoicing System should
therefore be seen as part of a chain, which
starts with Industry receiving Invitations to
Tender via EMITS (ESA Electronic Mailing
of Invitations to Tender), submitting cost
proposals utilising ECOS (ESA Costing
Software), and then sending its bills via
ETIS. The Agency then obtains all internal
technical, contractual and financial approvals
via electronic signatures. The final act is to
transfer the associated payment instructions
to the Agency's banks via Telebanking,
thereby making the electronic circuit
complete @

Figure 2. ETIS Mark 2
system overview

ETIS LOCAL
STATION
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Recent Developments in
ESA's Information and Data Policy

M. Drabbe
ESA Contracts Department, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

As the Agency's role developed over the last two decades, it
became apparent that the detailed provisions of its original
information and data policy would require a combination of
modernisation and expansion. A major step forward in this
respect was made with the Council's approval of a new ESA
document entitled 'Rules Concerning Information and Data'.

Introduction
In December 1989, after considerable
preparation and discussion by a special
Working Group of the Agency's Admin-
istrative and Finance Committee (AFC),

the ESA Council aooroved a document
(ESA/C(89)95, Rev. 1) entitled 'Rules

Concerning Information and Data'.

The objectives of the document are:

'to describe in a comprehensive way the
policy and practice of the European Space
Agency with respect to information and data
and to give guidelines for negotiations with
third parties'

and

'to enlarge on the basic principles
contained in the Convention'.

Article lll of the ESA Convention, where it

states that the Agency shall:

' facilitate the exchange of scientific
and technical information pertaining to the
fields of space research and technology and
their space applications... ;

'...... ensure that any scientific resu/ts sha//
be published or otherwise made widely
available after prior use by the scientlsts
responsible for the experiments .....'

ano

'...... with regard to the resulting inventions
and technical data, secure such nErhts as
may be appropriate for the protection of its
lnferesfs ........'

These lofty statements have, in the past,

been elaborated into more detailed and
practical provisions, in particular the
Guidelines ESAIC(77)47 and the Rules
ESRO/76. Hardly surprisingly, however,

these detailed provisions have not always
kept pace with the role and position of the
Agency as it has developed over the last

two decades. In the very significant field of
information and data generated by industry,
the 'General Clauses and Conditions for ESA

Contracts' provide the detailed interpretation
of Article lll of the Convention. Also here
there was felt to be a need to have a fresh
look at certain contractual orovisions in the
light of recent developments in the law, or
changes in contractual practice.

It was, therefore, the need to modernise and
expand the existing policy, coupled with the
desire to express in a single document all

aspects of this policy, that has resulted finally
in the formulation of the 'Rules on Informat-
ion and Data', hereinafter referred to as 'The
Rules'.

The Rules have a total of five chaoters:

Information and data is not a legal
expression. For the purposes of the said
'Rules', it should be understood as com-
prising any recorded results directly or
indirectly generated by ESA in the execution
of its tasks. Information and data, in this
sense, would cover such widely varying
items as a Contract Study Report, an
invention or a software programme devel-
oped under contract to ESA, a scientific
publication by an ESA staff member, or a
stream of data relayed back to Earth from
an experimental payload aboard an ESA-
provided spacecraft.

The basic principles in respect of information
and data are summarised in olobal terms in
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In-House-Develooed Information and Data
Contractor-Developed Information and
Data
Information and Data Relating to Payloads
Flown on Soace Vehicles

lV Transfer of Information and Data or Other
Assets Outsrde the Member States

V Protection Covering information and Data
Held by the Agency.

It should be noted that the Rules do not
apply directly to Contractors or Third Parties
in general. The Rules establish guidelines
for the policy of the Agency on the subject
of information and data. Insofar as these
guidelines deviate from the current policy as
defined for example in the 'General Clauses
and Conditions for ESA Contracts', or in the
'ESA Staff Rules', the latter documents will
have to be brought in line with the Rules in
order for the new policy to become effective.

It is not the intention of this article to present
a comolete resumd of the contents of the
Rules, but rather to draw attention to some
new and interesting developments, partic-
ularly those relating to Chapters ll, lll and lV.

Chapters I and V deal with in-house aspects
of ESA data policy and will not be further
addressed here

Contractor-developed information
and data
Contracts placed by ESA are normally
governed by the ESA 'General Clauses and
Conditions', a standard document designed
to cover all types of procurement from small
studies to complete satellite systems. Part ll

of the General Conditions contains 'Special

Conditions concerning Intellectual Property
Rights, Disclosure of Information and Rights
of Reproduction'.

Although Part ll has seen a number of
revisions during the past twenty years -
the current terms are included in document
ESA/C/290/Rev. 4 - the underlying principle
of a 'licence policy' has always remained
unchanged. This policy entitles a Contractor
to retain rights on all Contractor-developed
information, inventions and technical data,
whereas the Agency and the Member States
(or, in the case of optional programmes, the
Participating States) will acquire a non-
exclusive, free-of-charge, right to use such
inventions and proprietary information for
their own requirements in the field of space
research and technology and their space
aoolications.

There are, with one exception, no fund-

amental restrictions on the Contractor's
freedom to exoloit the results of the contract.
The exception concerns sales or licence-
agreements for non-space applications or
outside Member States; these, in principle,
are subject to royalty.

In the Chapter'Contractor-Developed
Information and Data', the Rules confirm the
principle of the licence policy and add a
number of new clauses.

In order to maintain the consistency between
the General Conditions and the Rules, it
has been necessary to modify Part ll. This
exercise, which has been done in close
consultation with representatives from
industry participating in 'Eurospace', has
recently been completed. The resulting
Revision 5 of ESA/C/290 is expected to be
approved by the ESA Council shortly The
main modifications with resDect to Revision 4
are outlined below.

Revision 5 makes a general distinction
between:

- forms of legal protection for which
application is required (ie patents and
other industrial property rights), and

- protection of information other than
through patent: this, in turn, is subdivided
into sections dealing with copyright,
protection of background information,
and protection of computer software.

The latter provision, which is the equivalent
of the clause on Technical Data in Revision 4,

no longer uses the definition of proprietary
technical data as data 'giving a lead over the
competition' (all other data being non-
proprietary). Under this scheme, the Agency
could freely disseminate the non-proprietary
information, whereas the distribution of the
more interesting results of a contract was
limited to either the purpose of the contract
itself or for the exercise of the reoroduction
right.

In practice, these definitions have been
causing difficulty. ln the new Clause 38,
the degree of protection allowed to the
Contractor and, conversely, the rights of the
Agency, are determined by the answer to
the question: 'Has the information been
develooed under the contract ?'. lf the
answer rs 'No', the information is protectable
through the new provisions introduced for
'background information' lf the answer is
'Yes', the information produced by the
Contractor will be protected by copyright.
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However, notwithstanding the Contractor's
copyright, the Agency and the Member
Staies (or Participating States) are entitled
IOa

'free-of-charge, non-exclusive, irrevocable
right to use, copy and disseminate the
information for their own reouirements in the
field of space resea rch and technology and
their space applications'

It is realised that there are limitations inherent
in copyright protection of high{echnology
products. There may, furthermore, be good
grounds to afford additional protection to
competitive positions which do not rely
entirely on Agency funding. The new clause
allows for such protection on a case-by-case
basis and restricts the dissemination if it

is established that 'justified interests' of a
Contractor would otherwise be oreiudiced

A new clause introducing the concept of
'background information' emphasises the
requirement for the tenderer to identrfy such
non-ESA-funded information at an early stage
in the procurement process. lf, in the course
of the contract, a Contractor claims to have
provided'additional' background information,
the burden of proof is with him to demon-
strate that the information is not a oroduct
of the contract. The protection afforded to
background information is identical to that
provided by the copyright clause in the case
of 'justified interests', described above.

The definition in Revision 4 of software as
'technical data ... not being capable of
protection other than by secrecy or
contractual undertakings' is incompatible
with legal developments in the field of
software protection. Although it would have
sufficed to refer to the provisions on
copyright protection, the principles of which
apply equally to software, a specific clause
was nevertheless introduced in order to avoid
ambiguity. Having confirmed the Contractor's
'right to apply for and enjoy protection in
accordance with applicable laws' and the
Agency's (and the Member States') right to
use and copy the software for their own
requirements ......., the new clause
proceeds to identify a specific type of
software referred to as 'operational software'.
The definition of 'operational software' given
IS:

'Software required for essential spacecraft
check-out or space operation purposes and
which has been develooed with a funda-
mental intellectual contribution by the
Agency's staff (the development, operation

and maintenance of this software will
normally be performed under contract to the
Agency at its facilities and under its technical
supervision and responsibility)'

This is clearly not the standard type of
software developed under contract to ESA,
but rather the exceptional case of large and
complex software programmes. Typically,
these are developed over long periods of
time, involving different Contractors as well as
in-house efforts, and are designed lor use by
several projects In order to avoid inextricably
entangled situations of ownership and rights
of use, the new clause foresees that for this
particular software the Agency may reserve
to itself ownership of intellectual property
rights; the Contractor shall, in such a case,
be entitled to a right of use of this software.

The present clause on 'Modifications and
lmprovements' will give way to a wholly new
provision entitled'Evaluation of Technology'.
This clause aims at promoting cross-fertil-
isation between space and non-space
industry. lt is in the interests of ESA to
stimulate the widest possible transfer of
technology for peaceful purposes, thereby
increasing the return on capital invested in

soace efforts. The clause reads:

'On request by the Agency and on
conditions to be agreed with the Contractor
including the reimbursement of reasonable
costs, fhe Contractor sha// assrst the Agency,

or a third party nominated by the Agency, in
assessrng the commercial applications for
space and non-space purposes of the results
of his work performed under contract to
the Agency. Such assessment shall be
performed with due regard to the intellectual
property rights owned by the Contractor and
his intended use of the results of the work'.

Finally, a new clause will be inserted in the
General Conditions in order to define the
procedures to be followed in the case of
exoort of contract results outside the Member
States. This question, which is the subject of
Chapter lV of the Rules, will be addressed
later in this article.

Information and data relating to payloads
flown on space vehicles
As mentioned above, the need for a fresh
approach in particular in the area of
information and data relating to payload
data, was one of the reasons for the drafting
of the 1989 Rules. The policy followed by
ESA in this respect had been laid down
as early as 1965 in the so-called 'Rules
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ESRO/76'. In those early days, all ESA

Programmes were mandatory, and most
were Scientific Programmes. Today, Scientific
Programmes are still mandatory, but there
are also a multitude of non-mandatory or
'Optional Programmes', which cover a wide
range of technology applications or demon-
strations, as well as serving (pre-)operational
purposes.

The basic principles guiding the data policy
in respect of the mandatory Scientific
Programme can be summarised as follows:

- After a relatively brief period during which
access to the experiment data is reserved
exclusively to the experimenter, the data
become available to ESA and. via ESA,

to the general scientific community.

- During this period of 'prior access',
the experimenter is entitled to protect the
scientific results of his experiment by
whatever legal means are available to
him. orovided he reserves to ESA a free-

of-charge licence to use any inventions or
data for purposes of space research and
technology and their space applications.

- The experimenter is obliged to publish
the results of his experiment within a
reasonably short period; failing this, the
Agency shall have the right to do so.

This approach, having worked satisfactorily
for previous scientific missions, has been
preserved in Chapter lllA of the Rules,

entitled 'lnformation and data relating to
payloads flown free of charge to an exper-
imenter as part of an Agency Programme'.
This type of flight opportunity can, however,

also include ESAJunded flight opportunities
of commercialtype payloads provided by a
Third Party. In such a case, a more conser-
vative approach towards the distribution of
the flight results could be appropriate. lt is,

accordingly, stipulated that:

'The conditions on which Third Parties may
be given access to the data resulting from
the intlight operation of the payload, shall be
determined by the relevant delegate body,
taking into account any views expressed by
the experimenter. Unless there are specific
reasons of commercial interest, acceptable to
the relevant delegate body, such conditions
should normally provide for unrestricted
access by Third Parties;

Chapter lllB is concerned with (information
and data resulting from) 'payloads .... flown
on board a space vehicle provided by the

Agency at the request of a customer who
reimburses the flight charge, or his appor-
tioned share thereof, in accordance with the
Agency's charging policy'.

In exchange for his reimbursement of the
flight cost, the user of the flight opportunity
(who is, appropriately, called the 'customer')
is guaranteed full confidentiality of the flight
data Insofar as the rights in data resulting
from the payload are concerned, the Rules
state unambiguously that:

'all rights in inventions or proprietary
technical data, directly or indirectly resulting
from a payload flown onboard a space
vehicle, shall be vested in the customer ...'.

Chapter lllC is an umbrella provision, giving
guidelines for all those cases which do not
fall under Chapters lllA or B above. The
following cases are mentioned as examples:

1. A payload developed under contract to
the Agency, the flight and operation of
which is also financed by an Agency
programme.

2. A payload developed with, or without,
Agency involvement, the flight of which is
jointly funded by the Agency and another
pany.

3. A payload developed with Agency
involvement, the flight of which is funded
solely by another party

Typical examples of case 1 are the Olympus
payload and the ESA funded elements of the
ERS-1 payload.

Given the funding conditions of Case 1, it
appears equitable that:

'any data, inventions, or proprietary
technical data resulting from the in-flight
operation of the payload shall belong to the
Agency on behalf of the Participatrng Sfates'.

Concerning the exploitation of the data
transmitted by the payload, the Rules
recognise the commercial opportunities
offered by the Optional Programmes and
stioulate that:

'(the exploitation of the data) ..... may be
allocated by the Agency to Third Parties, on
conditions to be approved by the relevant
Programme Board'.

Some guidance is given to Programme
Boards by providing that such conditions
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shall take account of any investments by the
Third Party and must protect intellectual
property rights created by the Third Party at
its own exDense.

Examples 2 and 3 describe more complex
forms of cooperation for flight opportunities
where the funding for the flight is provided
either jointly by ESA and its partner(s) or
supplied entirely by the partner(s).

The Rules do not attempt to provide
solutions for ajl possible situations that can
arise. They merely provide the boundaries
within which the partners will have to
negotiate fair arrangements doing justice to
the circumstances of the case. Insofar as the
rights of ESA are concerned, the possibilities
offered by the Rules include a general waiver
of rights for the benefit of the partner funding
the flight cost, or a licence providing limited
rights of use to ESA without the right to give
sublicences, as well as ESA ownership of
rights combined with licence rights acquired
by the partner. The criterion to be applied in
all cases remains the actual contribution of
each party 'to the development, or the
development cost, of the payload and to the
cost of the flight and operation thereof'

It is obvious that the approach given by
the Rules is still rather rudimentary and will
have to elaborated in more detail based on
the experience to be gained in future prog-
rammes. The Rules recognise this in that it is
foreseen to review their application after a
period of three years.

Transfer of information, data or other
assets outside the Member States
The inclusion of this Chapter reflects the
growing and justified concern that the results
of activities conducted by ESA and its Con-
tractors should not be misused for purposes
other than those sanctioned bv the
Convention.

Exports to non-Member States can be
undesirable on two counts:

- non-peaceful uses of the results of ESA
Programmes are in violation of the
Agency's Convention

- the Convention expects ESA to protect the
competitivity of European space industry:
a contrario, actions which can jeopardise
Europe's position in this respect must be
prevented.

We have seen in the discussion relating to
Chapter 2 above that it is a fundamental

characteristic of ESA policy to leave the
ownership of intellectual property rights and
their exploitation to Industry. ESA Contractors
are, in principle, free to dispose of the inform-
ation, data and other assets generated under
contract to ESA

In the deliberations on the question of how to
control the export of ESA products, it was felt
that the principle of the licence policy should
be preserved and that duplication of national
rules should be avoided. Firms wishing to
export technology must abide by national
rules and procedures, as well as multilateral
arrangements controlling the export of
sensitive technology. The Agency itself
cannot be party to such multilateral agree-
ments and is not governed by national rules.
The solution that emerged, in the end, from
these considerations is one of trustful
consultation rather than coercion

It is clear that, for such a policy to work
successfully, a number of conditions must be
fulfilled:

- The common interest of the Member
States to abide by the Convention must
prevail over the individual interests of any
State or its subjects.

- The procedure must guarantee the
absolute confidentiality of the information
being supplied: it must also be fast.

- lt requires the willingness of all parties to
cooperate in good faith.

In this spirit, the Rules foresee that the
delegate meetings convened from time to
time to consider intended transfers:

'....... shall be governed by extraordinary
rules of procedure guaranteeing strict
confidentiality of documents and deliber-
ations. These rules shall be approved by
Council'.

Without going into the detail of the Rules or
the procedures, which will be presented to
Council shortly, the main features of the
scheme, insofar as applicable to industry,
can be summarised as follows:

- Subject to the review procedure are
information, technical data or other assets
belonging to an ESA Contractor by virtue
of a contract with ESA, which are
intended for exoort to a non-member
State, persons under the jurisdiction of
such States or to other international
organisations.
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- The request for transfer takes the form of

a standard document to be completed
by the Contractor containing, inter alia,
particulars on the customer, the final

destination, the intended use of the

subject of the transfer, the programme

under which it was developed, the nature

of the benefit to be obtained in exchange
for the transfer (i.e. financial, cross-licence
arrangement, etc.).

- The Agency transmits the request to
'Points of Contact', appointed by Member
States (or Participating States in the case

of Optional Programmes) for receiving
the information under conditions of

confidentiality.

- lf no reouest for the case to be examined
by a delegate meeting has been received
by the Agency within six weeks from the

notification by the Agency, the latter will

inform the Contractor that there are no

objections to the transfer.

- lf a request for examination by a delegate
meeting has been received within the

six-week time frame, the Agency will

convene a meeting within eight weeks

from the original date of notification of the

orooosed transfer.

- The criteria to be applied for arriving at

a recommendation on the transfer, shall
include the potential effect on the

objectives of the Convention, in particular
the exclusively peaceful purposes of the
Agency and the interests of the Member
States as a whole, including the protection
of their competitive position.

- lf more than one third of the Member
States are not in favour of the proposed

transaction, this shall be considered as a
negative position having been taken. The
Contractor and the State under whose
jurisdiction the Contractor is placed, shall

be informed of the results of the meeting.

- The Contractor shall not enter into a
binding commitment with respect to the
transfer without having received the
meeting's opinion and the agreement of

the State under the jurisdiction of which
he is olaced. The Contractor shall use

best endeavours to meet comments or
objections raised by the meeting.

Revision 5 of the General Conditions will

contain those provisions, derived from
Chapter lV of the Rules, which are directly
relevant to ESA Contractors.

It is foreseen that fhe above scheme will

become operational as soon as the Council
has approved the detailed procedures
governing the conduct of the delegate
meetings.

Conclusion
By grouping together and in some instances

reformulating the main aspects of ESA's

policy in respect of information and data, the
Rules will hopefully contribute to a greater
clarity and cohesion of application in this

complex field. Obviously, only the test of time
will prove if certain new procedures as

outlined above will meet with expectations.
The Rules themselves foresee a trtal period

of three years, after which they will be
reviewed. Ultimately, it is only in discussion
and negotiation with the 'users' that
shortcomings can be identified and, where
necessary, new approaches developed. t3
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'Hyperline': The Information Browser

P. G. Marchetti & G. MUhlhauser
ESA Information Retrieval Service (lRS), ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
Scientists, engineers, managers and
administrators are especially in need of
information at the beginning of a new
project, task or responsibility. This thirst for
information is usually satisfied by going
to the library, discussing with the librarian,
and scanning journals, books or conference
proceedings. Another method, and one that
is being used more and more, is to enlist the
help to an on-line information-retrieval system,
like ESA's lRS. Alas, even after acquiring a
password and gaining access to the system,
there often remains one more hurdle: the
command language necessary to formulate
reouests and searches for information.

State of the art information is vital to managers and engineers
involved in complex proiects. The already large and ever-growing
volume of that information and the complexity of the computer
query languages has made the accessing and retrieval process
a cumbersome task. One of the natural ways in which humans
acquire information is by 'browsing' - 'Hyperline' is a new
information-retrieval tool that allows both 'concept' and 'reference'
browsing, as well as providing the all-important semantic
association between the users' concepts and those contained in
the information-retrieval system itself .

To make access easier, IRS has developed
Hyperline, a facility whose use does not
require any formal training and via which the
retrieval and browsing of informationrcan be
conducted within a userjriendlv menu-driven
envtronment.

Hyperline integrates two basic information-
retrieval elements under a single unique user
interface: 'document browsing' and 'navig-

ation through concepts'. lt has been
developed in the framework of a model
able to unify classical information-retrieval
searching and the latest hypertext browsing
approaches to information processing. lt
adapts the computer interfacing to the
pattern of browsing and concept-to-concept

association that seems particularly suited to
the workings of the human mind.

Information to be browsed
On the ESA-IRS database, close to fifty-
million bibliographic references are grouped
into more than eighty 'collections', covering
an immense range of scientific and tech-
nical information topics, including: Aerospace,
Astronautics, Astrophysics, Agriculture,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Engineering,
Geology, Mathematics, Medicine, Building
and Construction, Materials Sciences,
Information Sciences, Meteorology, etc.
The individual collections can each contain
millions of bibliographic references. Several
of the largest collections have auxiliary data
structures that classify the references
according to topic and subject, i.e
'conceptually'.

Concept association has been widely
accepted in psychology as the most basic
unit of thinking. Moreover, the intrinsic inter-
disciplinary nature of information itself elicits
concept association. This is particularly
true of aerospace information. Until now,
computerised information systems have relied
on scarcely interactive modes of working that
have made this task very cumbersome. With
Hyperline, such associations are immediate
and clear. Hyperline shows easily, for
example, that the concept of 'zero-gravity
experiments' can be associated with 'crystal
growth', and that 'locust monitoring' can be
conducted via 'satellite remote-sensino' and
'geographical inform-
ation systems'.

Current IRS users
The user population is rather heterogeneous
in its interests and level of knowledge of the
IRS system and its query language lt is
spread across several tens of countries, and
there are large differences in the types of
equipment being used to connect to the
ESA-lRS computer in Frascati (l) and perform
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Figure 1. Architecture
of the basic model of
Hyperline

the on-line searching (ranging from teletypes
to personal computers and mainframes).

In order to make Hyperline available to all

existing ESA-IRS users, the first implemenf
ation has been designed with a character-
oriented interface to orovide access to
the service even from 'dumb' terminals.
A second implementation, with a window
interface, for access via PC is being
oreoared.

Hyperline is specifically aimed at users who
are not familiar with the ESA-IRS query
language and have perhaps never even
used an information-retrieval system before.
It has been designed to support those
managers, engineers and scientists who

classify the documents by identifying topics,
subject areas and even individual concepts.
In parallel with the classification of single
documents, a knowledge base is built up
from the concepts involved and their inter-
relationships. This knowledge base is then
loaded into the computer together with the
bibliographic references, thereby providing
an enormous store of knowledge.

This knowledge can now be used and
explored via the Hyperline facility, permitting
'navigation' through the concepts in the
thesaurus, as well as the browsing and
reading of references at any point in the
navigatron.

The implementation of the new facility
has required the development of a new
information-retrieval model to overcome the
limitations of current information-system
architectures The database managed by an
operational information-retrieval system is

usually made up of two elements:

- the collection of bibliographic references

- the auxiliary data.

As mentioned above, the auxiliary data can
be associated with each reference in order
to represent its semantic content, and is also
used to select and retrieve the references
from the database in response to the user's
queries. The new model is based on a two-
level architecture. At the first level lies the
collection of references of interest. The
second level can be identified as that of
concepts, i.e the conceptual space in which
semantically related concepts are placed.

The first level of the architecture, the plane of
the collection of references, is managed by
the information-retrieval system. The second
level has been designed and implemented
as a conceptual interface between the user
and that collection. Hyperline implements
the interactive use of the auxiliary data
conceptual structure and the relationships
between the level of documents and that of
concepts, and vice versa At the first level,
the Hyperline interface makes the underlying
handling of Boolean logic completely
transparent to the user.

The architecture of the basic model is shown
in Figure 1, while Figure 2 sketches the
relationship between Hyperline and the more
traditional ESA-Quest environment. lt is
important to note that Hyperline is domain-
independent and therefore works for a wide
variety of topics, ranging from aerospace
to engineering and materials science. At

know the 'concepts' of their interest, but who
wish to be relieved of the burden of learning
the intricate details of a specialist query
language.

The browse capability
The facility
Computerised information for retrieval
systems consists mainly of 'bibliographic
references', usually with a title, an abstract,
author name(s), pubilcation medium and
date The information 'references' to journal

articles, reports, books, dissertations,
conference oaoers and the like. The
references are usually prepared for the
computer by information specialists, who
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present, it can be used with ten different,
large bibliographic collections.

The results of a study on human/computer
interaction with hypertext information-retrreval
systems show that, for efficient information
transfer and support and effective user/
system interaction, the following functions
have to be included in the interface (Fig. 3):

- semantic association

- concept navigation and back-navigation

- sequential and associative reading of
references

- history

- support to query formulation

Semantic association
The aim of the semantic-association function
is to provide the user with the appropriate
entry point into the concept network (know-
ledge base) stored in the system. ln this way,

the user does not have to have advance
knowledge of the concepts in the knowledge
base, because Hyperline suggests them. The
user can formulate the concept of interest in
normal words (natural language). The user-
expressed concept is then mapped by the
system into a list of semantically related
concepts that form part of the knowledge-
base managed by the system This system-
generated list of semantically related
concepts serves as an entry point for the
user to the auxiliary data structure. Via this
entry point, the user can then start to interact
with the system in order to acquire the
information being sought via concept-to-
concept navigation and document
browsing

In the example shown in Figure 4, the user is

interested in the meaning of, and information
about, the acronym 'SGML (Standard Gener-
alized Markup Language). SGML is not a
stored concept in the knowledge base (the
bibliographic file used in this example is

INSPEC), which means that the user could
not know which concepts are associated with
SGML without having an in-depth knowledge
of the query language. What Hyperline does
is to provide the user with a list of suggested
concepts that are semantically related to
'SGMf, like'Standards' and'Electronic
Publishing'. This semantic association is

made using the knowledge stored in the
auxiliary data of the bibliographic file An
inference mechanism, based on statistical
analysis, has been implemented to perform
the association between the user terms that
appear in the bibliographic file and the
concepts stored in the knowledge base

Navigation
The navigation function then gives the user
the possibility to browse through the structure
of the semantic concepts representing the
information content of the collection of
bibliographic references In the example of
Figure 4, the user can navigate the concept
network by choosing, for example, the
term 'Electronic Data Exchange' to get the
semantic structure around this term, as
shown in Figure 5.

Reference reading
At any time during the auxiliary-data-
structure navigation, the user can choose
the the option of showing bibliographic
references This ootion allows the references

Figure 2. Hyperline
relationships with the
ESA-Ouest environment

Figure 3. Functional
schematic of Hyperline
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Figure 4. Example of
semantic association

Figure 5. Example of
navigation

Figure 6. Example of
reference reading for
the 'Electronic Data
lnterchange' concept

containing the actual term or concept in the
network (see Fig. 6) to be read Again, with
the application of the inference mechanism,
it is possible to jump to semantically related
references also.

The history function
The history function keeps track of the user/
system interaction during any Hyperline
session, displaying all functions executed
during the navigation process Because
Hyperline's semantic-association feature
allows the user to jump from concept to
concept, and even from topic to topic,
the history function has been designed to
support the users if they should begin
to lose their sense of context

Support to query formulation
At any time during concept browsing,
concepts can be selected and put aside
for subsequent use rn Boolean query
formulation The support to query formulatior
has been implemented with the idea of
preparing the way for a hybrid information-
retrieval system In such a system the two
elements of classical Boolean searching and
hypertext browsing should be more intimatelS

inter-connected. From a functional point of
view, hypertext and retrieval functions should
always be available at the same time. The
use of menus makes the coexistence of
hypertext and search functions difficult,
and a new graphical interface will therefore
be required to integrate hypertext and
i nformation-retrieval capabilities

Gonclusions
Hyperline, the new ESA-lRS hypertext
environment, supports the browsing of and
concept navigation through large collections
of bibliographic informatron. lt has been
specifically designed to support access to
large amounts of multi-disciplinary information
for engineers and managers. The design
supports, suggests and elicits concept
associations The ensuing computer/human
interaction evolves according to patterns that
emulate the workings of the human mind. G
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Focus Earth
Combining Optical/lnfrared and SAR lmages for lmproved
Remote-Sensing Interpretation

J. Lichtenegger ESA/Earthnet, ESR//V, Frascati, ltaly

A series of satellite images is presented to

demonstrate the potential, and in some
cases the limitations, of different types of
spaceborne-sensor data - optical/infrared
data from Landsat's Thematic Mapper (TM),

and microwave data from Seasat's Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) - specifically for land-

use and coastal-mapping applications.

The area considered js the northeastern
part of the lsle of Anglesey in the lrish Sea,
connected to the UK mainland by two
bridges (lower right corner) over the Menai
Strait. The area consists largely of arable
land and some woods. Bangor, the largest
town in the area, lies at the entrance to the

Strait.

Traditionally, good candidates for this type of

application are TM channels 4,3 and 2
(false-colour infrared) or 3, 2 and 1 (natural

colour) images. The latter combination is

especially valuable for coastal areas,
because of the water-penetration capabilities
in the visible part of the spectrum (Fig. 1).

It was found. however. that channel 5 also

shows detailed features in the tidal flats. The
best channel combination was judged to be
5:3:1 for red, green, blue colours assigned in
the displayed image (Fig. 2).

Figure 3 shows a Seasat L-band SAR image
of the same area. Being a single-band
image, the strength of backscatter towards
the active microwave sensor is displayed in

grey levels. Over the land, strong returns can
be observed from woods and fields with high
vegetation cover. Settlements also appear
bright because of the many vertical and
horizontal planes (houses, etc.) acting as

corner reflectors. The peculiar appearance of

the bridges in the lower left corner of Figure
3 stems from the type of construction used
(material, structure and pillar arrangement).
In the water, tidal flats and areas sheltered
from the wind are black because of their
smooth surfaces, whilst wind-swept areas

produce greater backscatter and hence
appear brighter.

The combined optical/microwave image is
shown in Figure 4. The superpositioning was
done using common Jeatures along the
coastline. Making full use of previous
experience, a linear combination of the TM
channels was computed. The best visual
results are obtained for: red, SAR data;
green, mean value of channels 1,2 and 3;

and blue, channel 5.

In Figure 4, over the land visually bright
objects are shown in yellow if the surface is
rough (settlements) and cyan (bare soil) if

it is smooth. Vegetated areas vary from red
(fields) and magenta to blue (woods)

because of the higher surJace roughness. lt
is worth noting that using SAR dala allows
some otherwise cloud-hidden information to
be retrieved: this is also true for cloud-
shadowed areas (lower left corner).

Over the sea, additional information about
water depth is obtained from such an image
combination, red areas being deeper than
yellow ones because of penetration of the
optical wavelengths and rough-water surface
detection by the SAR.

The superpositioning of the images was

achieved in this case via a global geometric
transformation, which clearly has limitations.
Whilst the fit seems to be perfect along the
coast, mismatches can be observed at
higher elevations due to the foreshortening
effects of the SAR data. Although elevations
in the western (left) part do not exceed
150 m, a rigorous further correction is

needed. To-day's established techniques use
high-resolution cartographic elevation
information to correct SAR data. For the
forthcoming ERS-1 data, such geocoding will

be done at the ERS Processing and
Archiving Facilities (PAFs) in the UK,
Germany and ltaly on an operational basis.



lmage Data:

- Landsat-S Thematic-Mapper Frame
205123 ot 22 June 1988, acquired by
Earthnet's Kiruna Station in Sweden.

- Seasat/SAR Orbit 633 of 10 August
1978, acquired by Earthnet's
Oakhanger Station in the UK, and
processed by Earthnet in Frascati,
Italy.

lmage Processing:

- Earthnet, ESRIN, Frascati (l).
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In Brief

Mr J-M Luton, ESA's Director General,
addresses the assembled dtgnitaries: seated
in the first row, from nght to left, are:
Monsrynor Matarrese (Bishop of Frascali),
Signor Romani (Mayor of Frascati),
Prof. Carassa (Charrman of ESA Council),
Prof. Guerriero (Prestdent of the ltalian Space
Agency), lng Pucci (Chtef Executive of Alenia
Spazio). and lng Mazzuca (Director of the
Office for Space Affarrs at the ltalian Ministry
ol Sclence and Technology)
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New Earthnet
ERS Central Facility
Inaugurated in ltaly

On 12 April, Mr Jean-Marie Luton, the
Agency's Director General, and Senator

Learco Saporito, Undersecretary of State

at the ltalian Ministry for University and
Scientific and Techpological Research,

inaugurated the new Earthnet ERS

Central Facility (EECF) at the Agency's
ESRIN Establishment in Frascati, near
Rome. The EECF is the first element of
the Payload Data Coordination Centre
planned for the coming years

Prof Francesco Carassa, Chairman
of the ESA Council, Prof Luciano
Guerriero, President of the ltalian Space
Agency, and many other high-ranking
officials from both Government and
industry attended the inauguration

The Agency's ERS-1 satellite, with its
unioue microwave radar instrumentation
able to 'see' through clouds and
darkness, is designed to gather vast

amounts of data of the Earth and its

environment. ERS-2, and the Polar-Orbit
Earth Observation Missions (POEMs) thal
will follow in the late 1990s will provide

the necessary long{erm continuity of

data flow, and will thereby help to give

us a better understanding of evolution
patterns and statistics, complementing
available data from non-radar missions.

The ground segment that receives and
orocesses this information and makes it

available to the user communities will be

of oaramount imoortance to the success
of both the ERS and the subsequent
Earth-observation missions. Earthnet's
experience In acqunng, processing,

archiving and distributing remote-sensing
data from non-ESA missions since 1978
has provided the basis for the setting-up
of the EECF, ready to ensure efficient
exploitation of ERS-1 payload data

The EECF has round{he-clock tele-

communications links: with the Mission

Management and Control Centre at

ESOC, in Darmstadt (D), which executes
the mission operation plan prepared by
the EECF; with the ERS ground stations,

for the scheduling of near-real{ime dist-

ribution of FasfDelivery (FD) products;

with the Processing and Archiving
Facilities for data-product orders; and
with the users themselves, in order to
provide access to the online worldwide
catalogue of ERS data and to exchange
messages.

The EECF will therefore be ESA s prime

interface not only with the established
Earth-observation user communities
around the World - meteorological
services, research centres, geophysical

and oceanographic institutes, universities,

national space agencies, etc, - but also
with the many commercial entities that
are now beginning to exploit remote-

sensing satellite data for better manage-
ment of their activities. G
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Additional Test Facility
to be built at ESTEC
During its meeting on 12 and 13 March,
ESA's lndustrial Policy Committee
approved the procurement proposal for
Phase 1 of the Hydraulic-Shaker Test
Facility to be constructed at ESTEC,

in Noordwilk (NL)

This Hydraulic Shaker will be an
essential element for the testing of large
Ariane-4 and Ariane-S payloads, such as

XMM, the Polar Platform, Hermes, etc.
and must therefore be operational not
later than 1996, according to present
programme schedules.

During this first phase, the mechanical
and hydraulic configuration and the
electronic hardware and software layout
will be defined, and it will be possible
to adapt the facility's performance to

evolvrng programme requrrements,
without major cost impact This result
will be a detailed specification based
on the relevant design reports and
associated drawings, which should allow
the subseouent orocurement and
installation of the hydraulic test facility in
Phase-2 to proceed as efficiently and as
cost-effectively as possible. G

mr!'-4

ENVISAG

ESA's Director General, Mr J-M Luton,
presenting Senator Saporito with a 1:30 scale
model of ERSI during the Press Conference
following the ERS EECF lnauguratron
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MOP-2 Launched
by Ariane
With yet another successful Arrane

launch (V42) on the night of 2 March,

lveteosat MOP 2 was placed into an

elliptical transfer orbit. Early telemetry
received at the European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt
(D) showed the spacecraft to be in

excellent condition

On Monday 4 March, at 13.34 h UT,

the spacecraft's Apogee Boost Motor
was fired to place it into geostationary

orbit. This manoeuvre was also

completed successfully and the motor
ejected, as foreseen, shortly after burn-
out at 13 39 h

The spacecraft then drifted towards its

intended geostationary position at 0o,

where, as 'Meteosat-S', it will replace
Meteosat-4, which will then become
the in-orbit back-up spacecraft
(See next item for further details).

MOP 2's comoanion soacecraft on the
dual launch was the Astra-1 B direct-
broadcast satellite owned by Societe

Europ6enne des Satellites After three
firings of its bi-propellant Apogee Boost
Motor, on 3, 6 and B March, this satellite

was also placed safely into geostationary

orbit lts solar panels and commun-
ications antenna were then deployed
successfully and the satellite began
drifting slowly towards its final operating
oosition at 19.2oE. which it should reach
by 23 March 1991 G

First lmages Aquired
by MOP-2 Satellite
ESA resumed its commissioning
of MOP-2 (second Meteosat Operational
Programme satellite) on 3 April 1991 ,

at the end of a period of eclipses in

orbit On the same day, the spacecraft,
launched on 2 March by an Ariane 44LP
vehicle, acquired its first image.

The sequence of commissioning events,

controlled from the Eurooean Soace
Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt,

Germany, started with the removal, using
pyrotechnics, of all instrument protection
items: election of the radiometer baffle
cover, release of the radiometer bearings
to allow scanning, and ejection of the
radiometer cooler cover MOP-2 was
then ready to acquire its first image in
the 'visible' part of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

On 4 April, the spacecraft's other
imaging channels were activated and the
first images in the thermal-infrared and
water-vapour regions of the spectrum
acourreo

This very important milestone having
been successfully passed, the space-
craft is now being prepared for entry into

operational service, currently scheduled
for 2 May MOP-2 will later be officially
handed over to its new owner, the
European Meteorological Satellite

Organisation (Eumetsat), and will be
re-designated 'Meteosat-S' G

First image acquired by MOP-2/Meteosat5, in
the visible part of the spectrum, at 11 55 GMT
on 3 April 1991
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US Aerospace Award
Goes to ESOC

Kurt Heftman, Director of the European
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) and
David Wilkins, Flight Operations Director
at ESOC for many ESA missions, were
honoured by the American magazine
Aviation Week & Space Technology at
ceremonies in Washington in April this
year,

The magazine's annual Aerospace
Laureate awards are presented to
individuals and teams who have made
significant contributions in the global field
of aerospace in the past year or during
a lifetime of service Honourees are
selected from nominations by Aviation
Week's editors in six categories:
Commercial Air Transport, Operations,
Electronics, Space/(lVissiles, Aero-
nautics/Propulsion and Government/
Military

The distinction in the Space/Missiles
category 1990 was awarded to Kurt
Heftman and David Wilkins for leader-

ship that enabled the European Space
Agency to successfully launch, and in a
number of cases salvage, a series of

deep space probes and Earth orbital
missrons throughout the 1980s and in

1990 G

From left to right, Mr Kurt Heftman, Mr Donald
Fink, Editor in Chief, Aviation Week and Space
Technology, and Mr David Wilkins

ESA and the Canadian
Space Agency Sign
Five New Agreements

At the ESA Council Meeting in Paris on
20 and 21 March 1991 , the Agency's
Director General, lVr Jean-Marie Luton,
and Dr Larkin Kerwin, Director General
of the Canadian Space Agency, signed

tn:

five Agreements covering Canada s

participation in future ESA Programmes

As a result, Canada will be taking part

the Hermes Development Programme
the development and exploitation
phases of the ERS-2 Programme
(Canada already participates in the
ERS-1 Programme)

the first Polar-Orbit Earth-observation
Mission (POEM 1) using the

Columbus Polar Platform

- Phase-4 of the Agency s Advanced
Systems and Technology Programme
(ASTP 4), and

- the Data Relay and Technology
lVission (DRTNi) Programme

Canada's links with ESA date back to
the mid-1970s, when it was first granted
'Observer Status' Since 1979 it has
maintained even closer ties with ESA,

under the terms of three successive
Cooperation Agreements Canada is
also a long-standing contributor to
ESA's Telecommunications Programme
and has been heavily involved in the
large Olympus communications satellite
programme,

With these new Agreements, almost
twenty years of close cooperation
between Canada and ESA and its

It/ember States will be strengthened
still further G

Dr. Larkin Kerwtn (seated left) and
Mr Jean-Marie Luton
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ESA Signs Cooperation
Agreement with Hungary

On 10 April 1991, in Venice (ltaly),

Mr Philip Goldsmith, the Agency's Director
for Earth Observation and Microgravity,
acting on behalf of ESA's Director
General, signed an Agreement covering
coooeration in the exoloration and use of

outer space for peaceful purposes with the

Hungarian Minister for Research and
Technology, Mr Erno P0ngor

This Agreement - the first of its kind

to be signed by ESA with an Eastern

European Country - is a result of

a visit to the Agency by a Hungarian
Delegation in May last year, and a

reciprocal visit by an ESA Delegation
to Hungary two months later.

It is a first step towards cooperation
between ESA and Hungary in the areas

of: space science: Earth observation.
and environmental protection in
particular; and fundamental research
in the fields of microgravity and
telecommunications. Joint projects in
these sectors should follow, as well as

fellowships and exchanges of experts,
training courses or joint symposia and
conferences, and access by Hungary
to the Agency's European Space
Information System (ESIS). G

Mr Erno Pungor (ight) and Mr Philip Goldsmith signing the cooperatton Agreement

Rumanian Delegation
Visits ESA

On Wednesday 13 March 1991 , the
Agency received a Delegation from
Rumania led by Prof Stefan lspas,

Rector of the Bucharest Academy of

Iechnology The aim of the talks was

to establish formal contacts and to

discuss the orosoects for future
cooperation in the space-science,
remote-sensing, microgravity, and
telecommunications domains.

During the meeting, ESA was invited to
send a Delegation of its own to Rumania
to visit the various bodies and institutes

there involved in space activities.

Bucharest was recently the venue for
'Satelcomm '91', a pan-European

satellitetelecom mun ications conference
and exhibition (24-26 April 1991)

organised by ESA in conjunction with the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU) and
Eutelsat

Finland Signs Four
Agreements with ESA
On 19 January 1991 , in Paris,

Mr M Hakkanen, Finland's Ambas-
sador to France, and Mr J-M, Luton,

ESA's Director General, signed four
Agreements relating to the Finnish

Government's participation in:

(i) the ERS-2 Programme (Phase-E),

in the remote-sensing domain
(ii) the Polar-Orbit Earth-Observation

Mission (POEM-1) Preparatory
Programme, also a remote-sensing
enoeavour

(iii) the Data Relay and Technology Mission
(DRTM), a telecommunications
^.^^"^**^ ^^iPrvgrqr rilrrv, qrru

(iv) Phase 4 of the Agency's Advanced
Systems and Technology Programme
(ASTP 4)

These signings further enhance the
involvement of Finland, an Associate
Member of ESA, in the European space
scene G

G

Mr M Hdkkdnen (left), Finland s Ambassador to France, and Mr J.-M Luton, Director General ol
ESA, at the signing ceremony
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Programmes under Development and Operations /
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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Hipparcos
Hipparcos continue de r6pertorier les
posltions et les mouvemenls propres des
6toiles. Ce satellite, dont la mrbslon a
commencd il y a dix-huit mois, a ddjd
acquis un volume de donndes suffisant
pour que /es dqurpes chargdes de la
rdduction des donn6es pulssenl en
extraire la position exacte, les parallaxes
(distance) et les mouvements propres de
chacune des 120 000 1toiles rnscrltes au
programme d' observation Ces 6qurpes,
responsab/es du traitement des donndes
d'Hipparcos sont parvenues fin 1990 au
slade de la toute premidre 'solution de la
sphdre' ce qui a conduit aux premidres
estimations de la position et de la

distance d'une petite partie des ltoiles
obserydes par Hipparcos

Ces r6su/fats ddmontrent d6jd que la
qualitd des donndes du satellite est
exceptionnelle et qu'elles peuvent 6tre
r6duites de la manidre dont on I'avait
prdvu pendant Ia phase de prdparation
de la mission A partir des rdductions de
donndes, on obtient une grande quantitd
de donnees photometriques de haute
prdcision ainsi que des informations sur
des 6toiles doubles dont on ionorait
jusq u' ici l' existe nce.

Ulysse

Aprds Ia disparition, d la mi-d6cembre,
de I'effet de nutation qui avait perturbd
le v6hicule spatial d Ia suite du
d1ploiement de son mAt axial de 7,5 m,

l'ensemble du fonctionnement d'Ulysse a
6t6 normal, d I'exception d'une anomalie
de commande temporaire Des donn6es
scientifiques sont recueillies de fagon
presque continue ef on esl parvenu
jusqu'ici d une couverture de 98o/o en
moyenne. Un essai du systdme de
radioscience de bord et au sol a 6td
ex6cutd lors de la premidre periode
d'opposition, au ddbut de I'annde.

Jusqu'ici, I'evaluation des donndes s'est
fondee dans la plupart des cas sur /es

fichiers dits 'de visualisation rapide'
fournis par le systdme d'enregistrement
de donndes du JPL. Ces moyens de
visualisation rapide ont et6 mis en place
pour permettre aux 1quipes
d' expdrimentateurs de transmettre aux
instifuts auxquels ils appartiennent, via le
r1seau SPAN/VSI des sdrles de donn1es
relativement limitdes, acqulses durant les
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s6quences de poursuite en temps r6el
Malgrd quelques difficult1s de mise en
route, la production de bandes de
donn1es expdrimentales a maintenant
commenc1 et l'arrErd actuel devrait €tre
liquidd sous peu.

Le potentiel scientifique de la mission a
6td clairement ddmontrd lors de la

recente r1union du groupe de travail
scientifique Ulysse qui s'esf lenue au

JPL d la mi-janvier. Lors de cette
r1union, les repr6sentants de chacune
des exp6riences onf 6t6 invit1s d
prdsenter leurs premiers rdsu/lafs Les

donndes des deux magndtomdtres
confirment le trds faible champ parasite
cr66 par le vdhicule spatial (moins de 0,1
nanotesla), ce qui t1moigne du succds
du programme de propret1 magndtique
Les chercheurs responsab/es de
I'experience sur /es ondes radio et les
ondes de plasma, qui fait appel aux
antennes du vdhicule spatial d monture
axiale et sur bras filaire, ont rapport1
I'observation de toute une vari6t6 de
phdnomdnes dans ce domaine, y
compris des sursauls radio solaires de
type lll, des sursauts d'ondes
kilomdtriques de type auroral et des
sursaufs radro en provenance de Jupiter.
L'exp1rience sur Ia composition du vent
solaire, la premidre de son espdce d

mesurer en continu la charge ionique du
vent solaire, est compl1mentaire des
instruments d'6tude des lons et 1lectrons
du vent so/alre Les exp1riences sur le

rayonnement cosmique et les particules
charg6es d haute 1nergie ont enregistrd
de nombreux cas dans /esque/s

l'augmentation du nombre des particules
6tait associ6e d des €ruptions so/aires ou
d d'aures ph1nomdnes 1nergetiques
so/alres Bien que seule une analyse
pr1liminaire en ait 6td faite d ce jour, les
donndes de I'instrument sur le
rayonnement cosmique de haute 1nergie
d6montrent ddjd I'excellente r6solution
isotopique offerte.

Embarqu1e dans I'espace pour la
premidre fors dans le cadre de la mission
d'Ulysse, I'expdrience sur le gaz neutre
interstellaire a assu16 ayec succds /a
d1tection directe d' atomes d' helium
neutre. L'activit1 solaire 6tant proche de
son maximum, I'instrument d'6tude des
sursaufs gamma et du rayonnement X
solaire a enregistr1 de nombreuses
6ruptions so/arres dans le rayonnement X
dont la corrdlation peut 6tre 1tablie avec
les observations d'6ruptions so/alres de
plusieurs autres experiences d'Ulysse.

Une caractdilstique de base de
l'ensemble des donndes d'Ulysse qui se
ddgage d6jd des resultats limit1s
obtenus d ce jour r6side dans la nature
compl1mentaire d'un grand nombre de
recherches C'est alnsl par exemple que
les paramdtres fondamentaux du vent
solaire peuvent 6tre d6ilvds de p/usleurs
instruments d ifflrents assu rant une
redondance poussde. ll en va de m€me
pour les diff€rentes expdriences sur /es
particules chargdes dont les gammes
d'energie se recouvrent en partie. Les
spectres cornposiles d'1nergie
protonique des 1ruptions solaires par
exemple, qui utilisent des donndes
d' i nstru m e nts d iff6 rents, p rdsente nt u ne
bonne cohdrence. En bref, la haute
qualit1 des rdsultats scientifiques
prdliminaires obfenus d ce jour laisse
bien augurer du succds de la mission

dans son ensemble.

Marecs

Peu avant Nodl, Marecs-A en poste d
178o Est au-dessus du Pacifique, est
entr1 dans sa dixidme annee en orbite.
Au paravant, son excellente condition
avait permis de pousser la puissance de
sortie de |amplificateur en bande L pour

Marecs-A ready for launch

Lancement de Marecs-A
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Hipparcos
The Hipparcos satellite continues its
mapping of star positions and motions.
15 years into its mission, the satellite
has already acquired sufficient data for
the data-reduction teams to be able to

extract positions, parallaxes (distances)

and oroper motions for all of the 120 000
stars in the observing programme. The
first, very preliminary, 'sphere solution'
was completed at the end of 1990 by the
data-reduction teams in charge of
Hipparcos data processing This has
led to the first position and distance
estimates for a small fraction of the
HioDarcos stars

The results already demonstrate that the
quality of the satellite data is outstanding,
and that the data can be reduced in the
manner foreseen throughout the mission-
preparation phase. A very substantial
quantity of high-precision photometric
data, as well as information on previously

unknown double stars, is also being
oenerated from the data reductions

Ulysses

Following the disappearance in mid-
December of the nutation-like motion

that had disturbed the soacecraft after
deployment of the 7.5 m axial boom, all

Ulysses operations, with the exception of
a temporary commanding anomaly, have
been nominal Scientific data are being
collected on a nearly-continuous basis
and 980/o coverage has been achieved
on average so far. A test of the onboard
and ground radio-science systems was
conducted during the first opposition
period early this year.

So far, the majority of the data evaluation
has been based on so-called 'quick-look'
files provided by the JPL Data Records
System. This quick-look facility has been
established to enable experiment teams
to transfer relatively small blocks of data
acquired during real{ime tracking passes

to their home institutes via the SPAN/NSl
network. Despite initial teething troubles,
the production of experiment data tapes
has now commenced and it is expected
that the current backlog will be removed
in the near future

The scientific potential of the mission
was clearly demonstrated at the recent
Ulysses Science Working Ieam lVeeting,

held at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

in mid-January At this meeting, represen-

tatives from each exDeriment were invited

to present their initial results.

Data from the two magnetometers
confirm the very low (less than 0.1 nT)

background field due to the spacecraft,
testifying to the success of the magnetic-
cleanliness programme. Investigators

from the Radio and Plasma Wave

Experiment that utilises the wire boom
and axial spacecraft antennas reported
the observation of a wide variety of wave
phenomena, including Type-lll solar radio
bursts, auroral kilometric bursts and radio
bursts of Jovian origin The Solar-Wind

Comoosition Exoeriment is the first of its

kind to make continuous ion charge-state
measurements in the solar wind, and is

complementary to the Solar-Wind lon

and Electron instruments. The energetic
charged-particle and cosmic-ray
experiments have recorded a large
number of particle increases associated
with solar flares and other energetic
events on the Sun Even though only a
preliminary analysis has been carried
out, data from the high-energy cosmic-
ray instrument already demonstrate the
excellent isotooic resolution available,

Flown in space for the first time on the
Ulysses mission, the Interstellar Neutral

Gas experiment has successfully
accomplished the direct detection of
neutral helium atoms With the Sun at
close to maximum activity, the Gamma
Burst and Solar X-ray Instrument has

recorded a large number of solar{lare
X-ray events that can be correlated with

solarjlare observations from a number of

other Ulysses experiments

A key feature of the overall Ulysses

data set that is already apparent from the
limited results obtained so far is the
complementary nature of many of the

investigations For example, fundamental
solar-wind parameters can be derived
from a number of different instruments,
providing a high degree of redundancy
A similar situation exists with the varrous

charged-particle experiments, which have
partially overlapping energy ranges.

Composite solar{lare proton energy
spectra, for example, taking data from
different sensors, show good

intercalibration

In summary, the high quality of the
oreliminarv scientific results obtained to

date bodes well for the overall success ol
the mission

Marecs

Marecs-A, stationed above the Pacific

at 178oE, started its tenth year in orbit
shortly before Christmas. Due to the
spacecraft's continuing good health,

it was possible at that time to switch
the L-band power amplifier to a higher
output level, thus significantly increasing
the traffic capacity for the busy holiday
season. At the end of January, a reduc-
tion in available power, resulting from
an anomaly on the solar array, meant
a return to the specified capacity.

Marecs-A is now experiencing its

nineteenth eclipse season.

Marecs-B2, stationed above the Atlantic
Ocean at 55.5oW since the beginning
of November, has continued to function
in an enhanced-power (high capacity)
mode. Operations have been uneventful
and the spacecraft has functioned
completely nominally.

ors
OTS-2 switched off
OTS-2, launched on 11 May 1978, was

ESA's first geostationary telecommuni-
cations satellite and was developed
to provide in-orbit verification of the
proposed technology for a future
European commu nications-satellite

system lt was experimental in nature,

being primarily intended to demonstrate
telecommunication techniques, but it

also provided a pre-operational service
for the Eutelsat organisation OTS-2's
predecessor, OTS-1, had been lost due to
failure of its Thor-Delta launch vehicle

The OTS-2 mission was originally planned
to last three years, although sufficient
propellant was loaded for five years, and
all equipment had a design life of seven
years The satellite was used by Eutelsat

until the end of 1983, when the ECS

series came into operation Since then,
OTS-2 has continued to be used by ESA

for further experimental work

Throughout its long life, OTS-2 was
impeccably controlled and monitored by a
dedicated team at ESOC in Darmstadt (D).
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rdpondre d la demande en trafic, en

nette augmentation pendant la pdriode

des vacances Fin janvier, un incident de
fonctionnement des panneaux solaires a

provoqu1 une rdduction de la puissance

disponible qul est revenue a sa valeur

nominale Actuellement et pour la dix-

neuvieme fois, Marecs-A, esl en periode

d'6clipse.

Marecs-92, en posfe au-dessus de
l'Atlantique d 55" Ouesf depuis ddbut
novembre, continue d bien fonctionner d.

pulssance augment1e. Son exploitation
se poursuil sans aucun incident el foules
ses lonctlons sont normales.

OTS

Fin de service pour OTS-2
OTS-2, premier satellite g1ostationnaire

de t1l1communications de I'ESA, a 6t6

r6alisd pour vdrifier en orbite des

technologies qui seront utilis5es dans /es

futurs sysfdmes europ6ens de
tdl6comm u nications par satellite Satellite

exp1rimental, sa premidre mission fut de
faire la d€monstratron de techniques de
tdl1communications; il assura 1galement
un service pr1opdrationnel d Eutelsat.

OIS-7, son prdddcesseur, avait 6t6
perdu par suite du mauvais
fonctionnement de son lanceur, une
fusde Thor-Delta. OTS-2 fut lanc6 le 11

mai 1978

A l'origine, la mission devait durer 3 ans

bien que suffisamment d'ergols aient 6td

embarquds pour 5 ans et que tous /es

1quipements aient une durde de vie
th6nrintn da 7 anq

Eutelsat a utilisd ce satellite jusqu'en
1983. Depuis, alors que la sdrie ECS

etait mise en service, I'ESA a continud d

utiliser OTS-2 d d'autres fins
exp6rimentales.

Tout au cours de sa longue vie, OTS-2 a

6td commandd et suivi de manidre
remarquable par une 6quipe de /'ESOC

d Darmstadt (Allemagne) spdcialement
affect5e e cefte fdche. Les

renseignemenls alnsi obtenus sur la
conception des safe//ites g1ostationnaires

d stabilisation triaxiale sonl trds pr1cieux

tant du point de vue de la charge utile
que de celui de la plate-forme. En outre,

on a bien entendu acquis une
exp1rience utile en matidre d'exploitation
de ce type de satellite.
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Le dernier des huit ATOP a cessd de
fonctionner fin 1990, soit p/us de douze
ans aprds le lancement du satellite.

OTS-2 ne dr'sposaif donc plus de
capacitd de charge utile et il ne lui restait
qu'une quantitd limitde d'ergols
utilisables. Fiddle d son principe de
reduire d un minimum /es risques de
col/irslons sur I' orbite g1ostationnaire,

I'Agence a d6cide de placer OTS-2 sur
une autre orbite

Le 2 janvier 1991 , aprds une premidre

sdrle d'essars de fin de vie (EOL), la
premidre de quatre impulsions a 6td

d6clenchde pour amener le satellite sur

son orbite de d1gagement. La

manoeuvre a reussi et OTS-2, qui gravite

d1sormais d 320 km au dessus de
|orbite des safe//ltes g1ostattonnaires, a

ete soumis d de nouveaux essais EOL
qui ont donn6 jusqu'd la fin des
renseignements pr5cieux.

C'est finalement le 10 janvier qu'OTS-2 a

6te mis en spin d plat; on a ensuite
procdd6 aux derniers contr6les pour
s'assurer que le satellite ne prdsentait

aucun danger Le 17 janvier, l'1metteur
VHF a etd definitivement coupd alors
qu'OTS 2 continue de ddriver de 4" par
jour, d 52,3" Ouest, sur une orbite
inclinde a 6,9".

ECS

Voild prds de huit ans que I'Europe a

lanc1 ECS-1 , son deuxidme satellite

opdrationnel de tdl5communications.
L'Agence avait entrepis ce programme

en s'appuyant directement sur /es

rdsultats convaincants de la mission du
satellite pr6op6ration nel OTS-2

Cinq satellites de la s6rie ECS ont 6td

lancds

- ECS-7, juin 1983

- ECS-2, ao]t 1984

- ECS-3, septembre 1985

- ECS-4, septembre 1987

- ECS-S, juillet 1988.

ECS-3 a 6t6 perdu par suite d'une
d6faillance du lanceur mais les quatre

autres ont 6t6 correctement mis d posfe
su r orb ite g5ostati on n ai re.

Ious /es sate//i/es de la s6rie ont 6tE

fournis par I'ESA pour le compte
d'Eutelsat, leur propri1taire et exploitant

actuel. Ils sont command1s et suivis par
la station so/ de /'ESA d Redu (Belgique).

Leurs positions acluel/es sont /es

sulvanles

- ECS-1 , 16"E - ECS.4, 7"E

- ECS-2, 4"E - ECS-', 1O"E

La durde de vie th6orique de ces

sale//i/es esl de sept ans. Les rdservoirs

d' ECS-1 contenaient suffisamment
d'ergols pour qu'il soit maintenu d poste

Nord-Sud pendant 5,9 ans; la quantitd

d'ergols pour ECS-2, ECS-4 et ECS-5

avait 6t6 calcul1e pour un maintien e

oosfe de 4,9 ans. Les manoeuvres Nord-
Sud d'ECS-7 et ECS-2 ont maintenant
cessd mals e//es se sont poursuivies bien
au-deld des dates prdvues d l'origine

Les charges uflles des satellites de la
s6rle ECS ont aujourd'hui accumul1 prds

d'un million et demi d'heures canaux de
fonctionnement et ld encore les objectifs
devraient 6tre ddpassds. Sur /es 54

amplificateurs d tubes d ondes
progressives (ATOP) mont1s sur
I' ensemble des sale//ites g1ostationnaires

ECS, 43 sont encore en service.

Eutelsat devrait cesser d'exploiter ECS-1

au cours du premier semestre 1991 bien
que, Ie cas 6ch6ant, /es rdserves en

ergols et I'eht de la charge utile
pourraient autoriser une utilisation
beaucoup plus longue. Il en est de
m€me aour ECS-2 oui devrait €tre

exploitd bien au-deld de sa durde de vie

th1orique. Les capacit1s de charge utile
d'ECS-4 et ECS-5 sont actuellement
nettement supdrieures d ce//es que visait

la conception initiale et continueront d

l'€tre dans un avenir pr1visible.

Olympus
Les quatre charges utiles du satellite

Olympus-1 continuent de bien
fonctionner. En revanche, le 28 janvier d

22 40 h GMT, un incident de
fonctionnement du systdme
d'alimentation a fait brusquement chuter
la puissance electrique et a oblig1 les

charges utiles d passer automatiquement
en mode d'attente. Aprds soixante
secondes, la puissance normale a 6t6

rdtablie et les charges ulrTes remlses en

servlce ont fonctionn1 normalement. A la
fin de cette p6riode, le panneau solaire
sud a cessd d'6tre point6 sur le Soleil et
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The satellite provided valuable
information about the design of a three-

axis-stabilised satellite in geostationary

orbit, both from a payload and a platform
viewpoint In addition, of course. a great

deal of useful experience was obtained in

the operaton of this type of satellite.

lVlore than 12 years after OTS-2's launch,

the last of the eight Travelling-Wave-Tube

Amplifiers (TWTAS) failed at the end of
1990 OTS 2 then no longer had any
payload capacity and also had only a
limited amount of usable propellant
remaining Consequently, in keeping with

the Agency's policy of minimising the risk

of collisions in the geostationary ring, the

decision was taken to re-orbit OTS-2.

A series o' initial end-of-life (EOL) tests
were performed, followed on 2 January
by the first of four burns to place OTS-2

into a higher 'graveyard' orbit This re-

orbiting was successfully completed with

the resulting altitude 320 km higher than
that for the geostationary orbit Further

EOL tests were performed in this new

orbit, the satellite still yielding valuable
ovnorionna in iho onrl

The satellite was eventually put into a

flat spin on 1O January and final checks
made to ensure that the system was safe,

With the satellite drifting at 4olday, its

Tha tr(-4,, c^.^a^raft

V1hicule spatial ECS-2

inclination at 69o and longitude at

523oW, the VHF transmitter was finally

switched off on 17 January

ECS

It has been almost eight years since the

launch of Europe's second operational
communications satellite ECS 1 The

Agency's embarkation on this successful
programme was a direct result of the

convincing perlormance o[ its pre-oper-

ational predecessor OTS-2, launched in

N/ay 1978.

Five spacecraft have been launched in

the ECS series:

- ECS-1 June 1983

- ECS 2, August 1984

- 
trCS-3 Roniomhor 1Q$$Lvv v, vvvrv

- FCS-4 Sentemher 1987

- ECS-S, July 19BB

ECS-3 unfortunately suffered a launch

failure, but the other four were success-
fully placed into geostationary orbit

All spacecraft in the series were procured

by ESA on behall of their present owner
and operato6 namely Eutelsat The

satellites are controlled and monitored
from the Agency's Redu ground station
in Belgium

The present spacecraft locations are:

- ECS 2, 4OE
- ECS-4, 7OE

The design lifetime for each spacecraft
is seven years, and sufficient propellant
was loaded for North-South Station-
Keeping (NSSK) for 59 yr for ECS-1 and
49 yr Ior each of ECS 2, 4 and 5 NSSK

manoeuvres have now ceased on ECS-1

and ECS-2. but both spacecraft were

able to support such manoeuvres for far

longer than the original target

The ECS series has now amassed close
to 1 5 million channel-hours of payload

operation and is on course for further
exceeding its original design expect-
ations in this respect A total of 54

liavelling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTAS)

were carried into geostationary orbit by

the ECS satellites, of which 43 are still

fully usable,

It is expected that Eutelsat will terminate
operations with ECS 1 in the first half

of 1991 , although the propellant and
payload status would permit considerably
longer operation if required ECS 2 is
also expected to continue operation
beyond its original design life ECS-4 and
ECS-S are presently delivering a payload

capacity markedly in excess of the

original design target and will continue
to do so for the foreseeable future

Olympus
The four payloads of the Olympus-1

satellite have continued to operate cor-
rectly, A spacecraft anomaly occurred,
however, aI 22:40 h GN/T on 28 January
1991 when a sudden drop in power

resulted in the payloads being auto-

matically configured to their standby
modes Power returned to normal within

60 s and the payloads also functioned
normally when they were brought back
into operation, At the end of this activity,

however. the south solar array ceased to

track the Sun and it has subsequently
been found to have only a limited angle
of travel The payload configurations have

been revised to match the power

available, but service is still being
provided to all users, with only small
power reductions in a few cases An

Agency Board of Enquiry has been set

up to investigate the anomaly

The Direct-Broadcast Payload has

continued to carry the RAISAT channel to
an extensive audience in Europe, while
the RAI has also conducted regular
digital High Definition Television (HDTV)
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on a decouvert ultdrieurement que son

angle de d4placement 6tait restreint. Les

configurations des charges utiles ont 6t6

r6vrsdes en fonction de la puissance
disponible mais le service continue d'€tre
assurd aux utilisateurs avec, seulement,

dans quelques cas, une faible r6duction
de pulssance. L'Agence a constitud une

commission d'enqu€te qui est charg1e
de rechercher /es causes de cette
anomalrc.

La charge utile de radiodiffusion directe
a continud de diffuser le programme
RAISAT d un vaste public en Europe

tandis que la RAI proc1dait
r5gulidremenf d des essais de
transmission de t1levrsion d haute
d1finition (HDTV). La BBC intensifie sa
prdsence sur le faisceau europden pour
devenir BBC TV Europe d partir de mars

19W; e partir d'avril, Eurostep 1mettra
fous /es Tburs sans interruption. European
Data Management Servtces a ddbutd
une p1riode d'essai de radiodiffusion de
donn6es de trois mois

Les slatlons terriennes en bande Ku
ayant 6td mlses en service, la charge
utile des Servlces spdcralrsds a vu le
lancement r6ussi de quatre nouvelles
exp1riences italiennes. Le colldge
Polytechnic Soufh West (GB) poursuit la
diffusion de ses programmes de tel6-

enseignement Un accord a 6tO conclu
pour qu'en mai 1991, des chercheurs en

microgravit1 puisse ulilLser Ia capacitd de
cette charge utile pour observer et
conduire leurs exp1riences embarqudes
sur des fusdes-sondes tirdes de Kiruna
(Sudde,) pour des vols de t6l6science de
courte dur6e.

On continue d'utiliser la charge utile de
tdl1communications 20/30 GHz pour les

experiences DICE (Visio-confdrence) et
CODE (Transmission de donndes). La
premidre implantation industildle DICE
est en place chez Marconi d Portsmouth
(GB). Des terminaux V-Sat pour
I'exp1rience CODE sont en cours
d'installation au Royaume-Uni et en

Autriche. Cette charge utile sera utilisde

a / ESIEC en mars dans le cadre de
l'atelier T6l6science pour une
d6monstration de t6l6com mande
d'exp1riences de t6l6science au moyen
du systdme CODE en bande Ka

Les charges utiles d'Olympus ont servi d

la transmission d'autres 6v6nements dont
u ne co nfdrence sov i6to-can ad ie n ne
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tenue en fdvrier d I'Universit1 d'York d

Toronto; les ddbats ont 6td transmis d

Moscou puis rediffusds en URSS par une
liaison d deux satellites avec /es charges
utiles Services spdcialisds et
Tdl1communrcattons 20/30 GHz. A
I'occasion de I'exposition Telecom 90 d
Harare au Zimbabwe, Olympus a

6galement 6t6 utilis1 pour une

d1monstration de tdl1-enseig nement et
d'accds d des bases de donndes qui a

6td transmise par I'Universitd du Surrey
(GB). Cette opdration s'inscrivait dans un
programme de ddmonstrations de
I'expdrience CODE en Afrique australe
au moyen d'une station V-Sat.

Soho
La proposition industrielle relative d la
phase principale de rdalisation de SOHO
(phase C/D), comprenant et prenant en

compte /es proposltions relatives aux

sous-sysfdmes, a 6t6 remise dans /es

delais par Matra. Son 6valuation qui a

commenc1 ddbut d1cembre devrait €tre

achev1e d6but avril.

La conception au niveau systdme el
sous-sysfdme a avancd conformdment
aux pr1visions durant la phase I sans

qu'aucun probldme technique risquant
de compromettre la mse en oeuvre de
la mission ait 6td identifi1. Une attention
particulidre est apportee au mdcanisme
de pointage d'antenne (APM) et d
certains aspects de la validation du
logiciel en raison de leur caractdre
cnttque

La revue de conception systeme doit
avoir lieu /es 76 et 17 avril pour le

v6hicule spatial et les 7 et 8 mai 1991

pour la mission. Ious /es 6l6ments
constitutlfs de la mission vdhicule spatial,
charge utile, secteur sol et lanceur seront
examtnds

Les travaux ont bien avanc1 pour la

charge utile et la d1finition des interfaces
avec les exp1riences a considdrablement
progress6. Des revues interm1diaires de
la conception des expdriences ont 6td

mendes d bien, en Europe et aux Etats-

Unis, avec la participation de fous /es

chercheurs principaux

Filling of the cryostat tank of ISO payload
module with helium at IABG, Munich

Remplissage du cryostat A helium liquide du
module de charge utile d'lSO e I'ABG, Munich
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test transmissions On the European
beam, the BBC are extending their
channel ooeration to become BBC TV

Europe from March 1991 , while Eurostep
will have uninterrupted daily transmission
times from April onwards. European Data
Management Services have started a
three-month data-broadcast test.

The Specialised-Services Payload has

seen the successful launch of four new
Italian experiments, following the com-
missioning of Ku-band earth stations.
Polytechnic South West (UK) has

continued its educational programme
Agreement has been reached for the
payload to provide capacity in May 1991

for microgravity scientists to observe and
control their onboard experiments during
short flights of 'telescience' sounding
rockets from Kiruna, in Sweden

The 20130 GHz Communications Pay-

load has continued to be used for DICE
video-conferencing and CODE data-
transmission experiments. The first
industrial DICE site has been completed
at Marconi in Portsmouth (UK), while
V-Sat terminals for CODE are being
installed in the United Kingdom and in

Austria. The payload was used at a
Telescience Workshop at ESTEC in March
to demonstrate the remote control of
telescience experiments using the CODE
(Ka-band) system

Other special events for which Olympus
payloads have been used have included
a Soviet-Canadian Conference at York

University, Ioronto in February. Sessions
were transmitted to Moscow for re-broad-
casting in the USSR using the Olympus
Specialised-Services and 20130 GHz
Communications Payloads in a double-
hop link Another event covered was a
demonstration of distance learning and
database accessing by means of
transmissions from Surrey University (UK)

to Telecom 90 at Harare, in Zimbabwe
This was part of a series of demon-
strations in Southern Africa usino a
CODE V-Sat terminal

Soho
The industrial orooosal for Soho's main

development phase (Phase C/D),
including and reflecting the subsystem
proposals, was submitted on schedule by
Matra lts evaluation started earlv

in December and is exoected to be

completed by early April.

System- and subsystem-level design has
been progressing as expected during
Phase-B, and no technical problems that
could jeopardise mission implementation
have been identified The Antenna
Pointing Mechanism (APM) and certain
asoects of the software validation are

receiving increased attention due to their
criticality.

The System Design Review at spacecraft
level will be held on 16117 April and the
Mission System Design Review on 7/8

May 1991 . All the constituent elements
of the mission, including spacecraft,
payload, ground segment and launch
vehicle, will be addressed

The Soho payload is well advanced and
experiment-interface definition has
progressed considerably. Experiment
Intermediate Design Reviews have been
successfully held, both in Europe and the
USA, involving all Principal Investigators.

Detailed interface meetings between
ESA and NASA, and their respective
Contractors, have been taking place and
more are planned, in order to adequately
control the integrity of the various
interfaces The scientific investigations,

launcher, operations and the provision of
soacecraft hardware are all covered

rso
The flight models of all four scientific
instruments are currently being
acceptance{ested. They will then be

subjected to an extensive programme

of performance characterisation and
calibration prior to delivery to the Agency
In June

The qualification-model telescope has

been delivered for integration into the
payload-module cryostat Payload-module
testing will continue until June, when it

will be delivered to the prime contractor
for system-level testing with the service-
module structural/thermal module, Some
problems were encountered with the
flight-model liquid tank, which both
leaked and was found to be too flexible
The leak has since been corrected and
reinforcement of the tank is now under
wav All electrical-subsvstem units are in

qualification testing and flight-model
manufacture is proceeding well

The overall project test planning is under
revieq the aim being to recover delays
incurred with the payload module and
the attitude-control subsystem. The
project schedule is geared to a May
1993 launch date.

The ground-segment detailed design
review has been completed and showed
good status for the overall design. Efforts
made to simpllfy spacecraft operations
have had good results.

Huygens
At its meeting on 21 November, the
Agency's Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC) endorsed selection of Aerospatiale
(Cannes, F) as leader of the consortium
to perform the Phase-B detailed definition
and design activities for the Huygens
probe, ESA's contribution to the joint

ESA/NASA (JPL) Cassini/Craf deep-space
exploratory mission.

The Phase-B1 activities were formally
inaugurated with a contract kick-off
meeting at the premises of the prime
contractor on 16117 January as planned,
during which significant changes to the
original technical baseline on which the
contractor's proposal had been based
were announced. The most important of
these is a complete revision of the overall
mission scenario, occasioned by the
need to increase power and mass
availability for the spacecraft, a scenario
that adds a VenusJlyby gravity-assist leg
to the already planned Earth and Jupiter
g ravity-assists.

The new mission profile has brought the
launch date forward by six months to
November 1995 To meet this new date,
the Huygens probe must be delivered
earlier, and the planned Huygens/Cassini
combined testing significantly reduced
The new mission will increase the flight
time by more than 2 years, with Saturn
arrival delayed to May 2OO4 and
Huygens probe touchdown on Titan's
surface delayed until 25 September
2004

Intense study and trade-off activities have
been performed to evaluate the impact of
all changes and to arrive at a clear
technical and managerial definition for
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Des rdunions d'tnterface detaiilee ont eu

lieu entre I'ESA et la NASA et leurs

contractants respectlfs et d'autres sont
pr1vues afin de vdrifier comme il
convient si les diff1renfes lnlerlaces sont
bien compldtes Les 6l6menls couverfs
englobent les recherches scientiftques, le

lanceur, les op1rations et la fourniture du
mat1ilel du vdhicule spatial.

ISO

Les quatre moddles de vol des quatre

instru ments scientifiques subrSsent

actuellement /es essals de recette lls

seront ensuite soumis d un vaste
programme de d6finition des
caract6ristiques de fonctionnement et
d'6talonnage, avant d'€tre livr1s d

I'Agence en juin

Le moddle de qualification du tdlescope
a 6te livrd en vue de son int1gration
dans le cryostat du module de charge
utile. Les essars de ce module se
poursuivront jusqu'en juin, date d

laquelle il sera livr6 au maitre d'oeuvre
pour les essals du niveau systdme avec
le moddle structurel/thermique du
module de servitude. Le moddle de vol
du r1servoir d helium liquide a pos6 des
probldmes d'6tancheit6 et de soup/esse
excessive ll a 6td rem6di6 depuis lors

au ddfaut d'1tanchdite, et Ie
renforcement du rdservoir est maintenant
en cours. Ious /es el1ments du sous-

sysfdme 1lectrique sublssenl
actuellement /es essals de qualification et
leur fabrication aux normes de vol
progresse de fagon satisfaisante.

Le planning d'ensemble des essals esf
actuellement revu dans le souci de
rattraper /es retards qui ont affect1 le

module de charge utile et /e sous-

systdme de commande d'orientation. Le

calendrier du projet vise un lancement
en mai 1993.

La revue ddtaill1e de la conception du
secteur sol a 6t6 men6e d bien,

concluant d un bon 6tat d' avancement
de la conception d'ensemble. Les efforts

de simpfifbation des opdrations du
v1hicule spatial ont portd leurs fruits

Huygens
A sa r1union du 21 novembre, le Comit1
de la poltique industrielle de l'Agence a
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approuvd le choix de I'Aerospatiale
(Cannes) d titre de chef de file du
consortium charge de conduire les

activit1s de conception et de ddfinition
detaillee (phase B) de la sonde Huygens,
contribution de l'ESA d la mission

Cassini/Craf d' exploration de I'espace
lointain organisde conjotntement par
I'ESA et la NASA (JPL)

Les activitds de phase Bl ont
officiellement commencd avec la r6union
de mise en route du contrat gui s'est
tenue comme pr6vu les 16 et 17 janvier,

dans /es locaux du contractant principal.

Pendant cette r1union ont 6t6 annonc4s
des changements non ndgligeables par
rapport d /a base de r6f6rence technique
initiale sur laquelle etait fond6e la
proposition du contractant. Le plus

important consisle en une r1vision

compldte du scdnario d'ensemble de la
mission imposde par la n6cessit6
d'augmenter la puissance du v1hicule
spatial ef /a masse qui lui est alloude Ce

scdnario pr6voit une etape
suppl1mentaire afin de mettre d profit
I'effet de fronde gravitationnelle de
Venus en sus de celui de la Terre et de
Jupiter comme le prdvoyait le scdnario
initial

Ce nouveau profil de mr.ssion contraint
d'avancer de six moix le lancement du
v1hicule spatial qui doit donc avoir lieu

en novembre 1995 Compte tenu de
cette nouvelle date de lancement, la

sonde Huygens devra 6tre ilvr1e plus t6t
ef /es essals du composite
Huygens/Cassini notablement raccourcis
Le nouveau sc1nario allongera la dur6e
du vol de plus de deux ans, l'arriv1e
dans le domatne saturnien 6tant reportde
d mai 2004 et la descente de Ia sonde
Huygens sur Titan au 25 septembre
2004.

D'intenses activitds d'6tude et d'arbitrage
ont 6t6 men6es afin d'1valuer I'incidence
de l'ensemble de ces changements et
de parvenir d une ddfinition technique et
gestionnelle clarre du resle de la phase

d'etude d'ici d la revue des impdratifs du
systdme fixee d la mi-avil 1991

ERS

ERS-1
A l'issue d'un essai complet du systdme
int6gre, le moddle de vol du satellite

ERS-7 a 6td soumis d un essal de

validation du systdme en circuit ferm1

avec le Centre de contrOle de gestion de
la mission Cet essal a d1montrd le bon
fonctionnement du logiciel de contr6le
du satellite install1 e /'ESOC (Darmstadt,

RFA) et a permis de vdifier /es mesures
d prendre en cas d'anomalie de
fonctionement d bord

La revue d'aptitude au vol men6e d bien
en ddcembre donne le feu vert pour le

Iancement du satellite

L'int6gration et I'alignement ddfinitifs des
antennes 6tant termin6s, le satellite a 6t6

transport1 d Kourou ddbut mars en vue

de la campagne de lancement.

Les activit1s relatives au secteur sol ont
porte pour /'essentle/ sur /es essais

d'int6gration finale et de vdification
avant lancement. La revue de recette du
secteur sol a eu lieu en mars 1991 .

ERS.2
En paralldle d la poursuite des
ndgociations contractuelles, Ies activit4s
industrielles relatives au satellite ont 6td

mlses en route. Plus de 600/o des
contrats sonl conclus

Les activitds de phase B de I'expdrience
de surveillance de l'ozone d l'5chdle du
globe ne sont pas encore terminees
marc /es contrats d'approvisionnement
du PRARE-2 et du Radiomdtre d

hyperfrdquence/ATSR ont 6td sign6s en

ddcembre 1990 et fdvrier 1991

respectivement

EOPP

Aristoteles
L'6tude exploratoire au niveau sysfeme
que les firmes Aeritalia (aujourd'hui
Alenia, Tuiln) et Matra ont exdcutde en

vue d'optimiser le profil de la mission

Aristoteles sur Ie solide terrestre et la
configu ration du satellite correspondant
pour un lancement qui lui sera
entierement rdservd a et6 prdsent6e a

I'ESTEC en d1cembre Elle a ddmontr6 Ia
faisabilitd du concept r6vis6, qui permet
de conduire des recherches amdliordes
sur le champ gravitationnel de la Terre

pendant slx mors, sulvies de trois anndes
de fonctionnement d plus haute altitude
essentiellement consacrdes d la poursuite

des mesures du champ magndtique
rcrreste.
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the remainder of the study phase by the
time of the System Requirements Review

scheduled for mid-April 1991 ,

ERS

ERS-1

The ERS 1 flight-model satellite. having
successfully passed a full Integrated

System Test, was subjected to a System
Validation Test in closed loop with the
Mission lVanagement Control Centre
This test demonstrated the correctness
of the satellite control software at ESOC
in Darmstadt (D) and verifted the contin-
gency measures to be taken in the evenl

of onboard irregularities

The Flight Acceptance Review was
completed in December, giving the
'green-light' for the satellite to be
launched

Following completion of the final
integration and alignment of antennas,
the satellite is awarting transportation to
Kourou in early March for the launch
campargn

Ground-segment activities have

concentrated on final integration and
verification testing before launch The

Ground Segment Readiness Review is
scheduled for March .1991 

.

ERS-2
A full startup of industrial actrvities for the

satellite has been achieved in parallel

with pursuing contractual negotiations
More than 600/o of the contracts have

been concluded.

The Phase-B activities for the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment are not
yet completed, but contracts for the
procurement of PRARE 2 and the
ATSR/M icrowave Radiometer were

concluded in December 1990 and
February 1991 , respectively

EOPP

Aristoteles
The exploratory system study by Aeritalia
(now Alenia, Turin) and lVatra to optimise
the Aristoteles solid-Earth mission profile

and the satellite's configuration for a
dedicated launch was completed and
nrescnted et FSTFC in December. lt

has demonstrated the feasibility of the
revised concept, which allows enhanced
gravity research over a six-month period,
followed by three years of higher altitude
operation, mostly to continue measure-
ments of the Earth's magnetic field

Pre-development of the gravity-
gradiometer accelerometer at Onera (F)

has resulted in a new laboratory model
that is now ready to be tested Magnetic
testing of an important invar alloy comp-
onent o[ the accelerometer has been
carried out by Dornier and the University
of Braunschweig lt has confirmed
compatibility of the gradiometer
instrument with high-sensitivity Earth-
magneticJield measurements from the
satellite

The Aristoteles ESA NASA Workshop

scheduled to be held at the end of
January in Frascati, ltaly, had to be
cancelled due to the Gulf crisis However,

a meeting of the European screntists at
ESA Headquarters in Paris made very

Artist's impression of ERS-1 in orbit

ERSI en orbite (Vue conceptuelle)

positive recommendations for pursuing
the Aristoteles programme, which were

subsequently endorsed by the EOSTAG

The Aristoteles Programme Proposal has
now been finalised and submitted to
EOSTAG (4 February) and to the
Agency's Earth-Observation Programme
Board (28 Feb.-l March)

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
An assessment study on adding more
channels to the baseline imager on a
spinning satellite has been successfully
completed by lVatra, with the final
presentation to ESA and Eumetsat being
held in mid-December.

A study on 'Data Dissemination

Technology' performed by an industrial
team led by Computasfkondheim (N) has
also been completed, with its final review
meeting being held at ESTEC

Discussions with Eumetsat and the
meteorological user community are
continuing in preparation for the
envisaged satellite/instrument study
phase (Phase-A)

POEM-1

Dornier, the mission prime contractor, has
completed the activities of the Phase-A
extension contract They have studied
several alternative configurations for the
first mission, all of which have proved

feasible, although in the case of the most
extensive payload complements the
resource margins are very slender. The
Advanced Synthetic-Aperture Radar
(ASAR) and an Advanced Scatterometer
have been included in the study instead
of AMI 2 The design of these two
instruments and of MERIS MIPAS and
the RA-2 has progressed to a level fully
consistent with a Phase-A study lt is
clear that all five instruments are feasible,
although the development schedule for
ASAR needs to be carefully investigated

The declaration for the Preparatory
Programme for the First Polar-Orbit Earth-
Observation Programme was finalised at
the end of 1990 The Member State
subscriptions have passed the starting
threshold and the new programme is

therefore under way

The Request-for-Proposal package for the
mission prime contract (which includes
instrument Phase-B s) was released to
industry on 15 February The Requests
for Proposal for the MIMR and for the

1?q
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recommandalions trds favorables d la fonctions de maintenance sonl assur6es

poursuite du programme Aristoteles, que Le dossier de demande de proposition de fagon nominale d bord du v6hicule

I'EOSTAG a ensuite ent6rindes. La pour la maitrise d'oeuvre de la mission spatial. La mise d feu de I'ABM a eu lieu

proposition de programme Anslote/es a comprenant les phases I des au moment pr6vu et a permis de placer

6t6 d1finitivement mise au point puis instruments a 6t6 communiqu1 d MOP'2 sur I' orbite g6ostationnaire.

soumlse A I'EOSTAG (4 f6vrier) et au I'industrie le 15 fdvrier. Les demandes de

Conseil directeur du programme propositions relatives au MIMR et au Lasso

d'observation de la Terre de l'Agence (28 secteur so/ sont en pr4paration. L'exp1rience de synchronisation par

f1viler - 1er mars). 6chos laser d partir de I'orbite

Les travaux de pr6d1veloppement a

I'ONERA de I'acc1l1romdtre du
gradiomdtre ont ddbouch6 sur un
nouveau moddle de laboratoire qui est

maintenant pr€t pour /es essais. Dornier
et l'Universit1 de Brunswick ont proc6de
aux essarS magndtiques d'un important
composant de |acc6l1romdtre en alliage
invar. Ces essais onf confirmd que Ie

gradiomdtre convient pour les mesures
de haute sensibilitd du champ
magn1tique terrestre d ex6cuter du
satellite.

La cilse du Golfe a oblige d annuler
I'atelier ESA-NASA sur Aristoteles dont les

travaux devaient se ddrouler fin janvier d
Frascati, en ltalie. Des scientlfiques
europdens rdunis au stdge de /'ESA a

Paris ont toutefois formul6 des

M6t6osat de deuxidme g6neration
(MSG)
L' i nstallation de canaux suppl4mentaires
sur I'imageur de rdfdrence embarqul sur

un satellite stabilisd par rotation a fait

I'objet d'une 6tude d'6valuation dont
Matra a fait la pr1sentation finale a /'ESA

et d Eumetsat d la mi-d6cembre.

Une 6tude sur la technologie de la

dissemination des donndes a 6galement
6td ex1cutde par une 1quipe industrielle
placde sous /a conduite de
Computas/Trondheim (N), avec revue

finale d I'ESTEC. Les dlscussions se
poursuivent avec Eumetsat et /es

services de m1t1orologie pour pr6parer
la phase d'6tude envisagde (phase A)

sur le satellite et les instruments.

POEM-1

Dornier, maitre d'oeuvre de la mission, a
termind /es actlvltds relevant du contrat
relatif d. I'extension de la phase A. La

firme a etudie diffdrentes configurations
envisageables pour la premidre mrsslon;

loufes se sont avdrdes rdalisables,

malgr6 des marges de ressources frds

amenuis6es pour les dotations de charge
utile les plus ddveloppdes. Le radar d
synthdse d'ouverture de pointe (ASAR) et
un diffusiomdtre de haute technolooie
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ont 6t6 inclus dans l'6tude d la place de
I'AM|-2. La conception de ces deux
instruments ainsi que celle du MERIS, du
MIPAS et du RA-2 ont progress1 de
fagon tout d fait satisfaisante pour une
etude de phase A. ll est clair que /es

cinq instrumenfs sont rdalisables, bien
que le calendrier de d6veloppement de
I'ASAR demande d €tre examin1 avec
attention.

La Ddclaration relative au programme
preparatoire de la premidre mssion
d'observation de la Terre sur orbite
polaire a et6 d6finitivement €tablie d la
fin de 1990. Les souscrptlons des Etats

membres ayant ddpass1 le seuil de
ddclenchement prdvu pour le passage d
ex1cution, le nouveau programme est en

cours.

Prolongation de I'EOPP
La D1claration rdvis6e relative d la
prolongation de I'EOPP jusqu'en 1996 a
ete ddfinitivement 6tablie. Les

souscrplions ont dejd franchi /e seu/ des
80o/o et la prolongation correspondante
est donc en cours.

M6t6osat
Pr6paration du lancement de MOP-2
MOP-2 sera lanc6 lors du vol Ariane V42.

La campagne de lancement a

commenc1 d6but decembre par
I'expedition de Cannes d Cayenne du
vehicule spatial et de I'ensemble des

1quipements de soutien. Au mois de
ddcembre, /es sous-sysldmes ont 6td

vdrifi1s. La campagne s'est interrompue
pendant la p6riode des f6les et a repris

ddbut janvier avec les essa/s au nlveau

sys/dme. Ces essais ont 6td men6s a

blen sans aucun probldme et, au vu des
rdsultats de la revue d'aptitude au vol, le
v1hicule spatial a 6td transport6 sur I'aire

de lancement et integr1 au moteur
d'apogde (ABM) entreposd sur Ie champ
de tir depuis Ie lancement de MOP'1 .

L'in6gration d I'ABM a eu lieu ddbut
fdvrier et le vdhicule spatial ainsi que

I'autre passager d'Ailane ont 6t6 montds
sur le lanceur le 13 fdvrier.

Plusieurs essals, ex6cut6s avec /'ESOC

via la liaison ombilicale et par
tdl6mesure, ont d6montr6 Ia pleine

compatibilit6 des installations. Le
lancement 6tait initialement programmd
pour le 21 f6vrier. En raison d'une
anomalie d6cel6e lors d'un essai en

Europe, Arianespace a ddcid6 de le
reporter au ler mars.

Lancement de MOP-2
Le lancement de MOP-2 a eu lieu le jour
suivant. 2 mars. d I'ouverture de la
fen€tre de lancement. Sa trajectoire a 6t6

nominale et I'ESOC a pris le contr6le du
v1hicule spatial inmddiatemenf aprds sa

s1oaration du lanceur. Ioutes /es

g1ostationnaire (Lasso) embarqu6e sur

Mdt5osat 3 (P2) est utilis6e par les

sfaflons sol europ5ennes depuis le
Iancement du satellite. Fin 1990, deux
sfaflons so/ - /'observatoire de la COte

d'Azur (OCA) et la station de |Universitd
technique de Graz (A) - ont r6ussl d se

transmettre des signaux d'horloge via le
satellite, ddmontrant ainsi la validit1 du
principe et le bon fonctionnement de
I'expdrience Lasso qui se poursuit.

Earthnet
Les donn6es lransmlses par les safe/iltes

Landsat, Spof, MOS et Irros sont
rdgulidrement acqurses, archiv6es,

trait1es et distribudes.

En 1990, Earthnet a distribud environ
1200 produits numdriques Landsat
(provenant pour la plupart de
I' instrument de cartographie th1matique)
et quelque 2900 produits
photographiques (produits d visualisation

rapide compris). Pendant cette p6riode,
les travaux de mise d hauteur de la
station ont commencd pour I'adapter au
nouvel instrument de cartographie
thematique de Landsat-i qui doit €tre

lancd en 1992.
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ground segment are in preparation.

EOPP extension
The revised Declaration to extend the
EOPP until 1996 has been finalised
Subscriptions have already passed the
800/o threshold and that extension is also

under way.

Meteosat
Preparation for MOP-2 launch
The MOP 2 launch campaign for Ariane
flight V42 started at the beginning of
December with the shioment of the
spacecraft and all support equipment
from Cannes to Cayenne During
December the subsystems were checked
out The campaign was interrupted due
to the holidays and recommenced in
early January, when system-level tests
were started. These were completed
without any problem, and a Flight-
Readiness Review cleared the spacecraft
for transport to the launch area and
integration with the Apogee Boost Motor
(ABM), which had been stored at the
range since the MOP-I launch.

Integration with the ABM took place
during early February, and the spacecraft
and its co-passenger were mounted on
the launcher on 13 Februarv.

Several tests were conducted with ESOC,

both via the umbilical link and via

telemetry, which verified full compatibility.
The launch was initially scheduled for
21 February. Due to an anomaly during
a test in Europe, Arianespace decided to
postpone it until 1 March

MOP-2 launch
The MOP-2 launch eventually took place
a day later on 2 March at the opening of
the launch window. The trajectory was

nominal and ESOC took control of the
spacecraft immediately after its separ-
ation from the launcher. All house-keeping
functions aboard the spacecraft were
found to be nominal. ABM firing took
place as scheduled and successfully
placed MOP-2 into its geostationary orbit.

Lasso
The Laser Synchronisation from
Stationary Orbit (Lasso) experiment
installed on Meteosat-3 (P2) has been
used by European ground stations since
launch. Late in 1990 two oround stations

- at Observatoire de Cote D'Azur and
the Technical University of Graz (A) -
succeeded with time transfer via the
spacecraft, thereby demonstrating both
the principle and the proper operation
of the Lasso onboard package The

experiment is continuing

Earthnet
Data from Landsat, Spot, MOS and Tiros

have been regularly acquired, archived,
orocessed and distributed

About 1200 Landsat digital products
(mostly Thematic Mapper) and about
2900 photo-products (including quick-
looks) were distributed in the course of
1990. lVeanwhile station upgrading to

adaot to the Landsat-G Enhanced
Thematic Maooer has been started in

oreoaration for the satellite's launch in
1992.

The Earthnet-coordinated Tiros network
stations of Maspalomas, Tromso and
Oberpfaffenhofen have regularly acquired
and archived NOAA-1O and NOAA-l1

data The Dundee (UK) facility will also

become ooerational in March.

Tiros data from the Niamey-Agrhymet
station have been routlnely transferred
to Frascati (l) for archiving and
redistribution Discussions have been
initiated with the Kenyan Meteorological
Office regarding data archiving at and

redistribution from Frascati.

The SHARK (Standard HRTP Archiving
and Retrieving Kernel) system has also

been installed at the La Reunion (France)

station. lnclusion of this station in the
Earthnet coordinated network is under
discussion with the French institute

ORSTON/

The ltalian Antarctica facility (Terra Nova

Bay) is now operational in accordance
with ESA standards. Data collected there
will be made available to Earthnet at the
end of the Antarctica summer camoaion

In the framework of ESA-EEC cooper-
ation, archiving of CZCS data on optical
disk is well in hand in Frascati (with

considerable data already archived at

Frascati and JRC). Similar operations will

take place at Maspalomas, in the Canary
lslands

ERS-1

The Central User Service (CUS) of the
Earthnet ERS-1 Central Facility (EECF)

in Frascati is being used to familiarise

operators with the system and to prepare

the operational procedures Integration of

the various subsystems of the Interface

Sub-Set (lSS) has been completed and
is undergoing acceptance testing. The

ERS-1 Help and Order Desk function at

Earthnet is now in ooeration.

Development work for modification of

the Fast-Delivery Processing Chain for
Gatineau has been completed lt is now

ready for shipment and will be installed

at the station in early March.

lmplementation of the Low-Bit-Rate (LBR)

Data Transcription Facility, required to
store the ERS 1 LBR raw data on optical
disk for long{erm archiving at the Brest
(F) and Farnborough (UK) Processing

and Archiving Facilities (PAFs), has been
comoleted and acceotance tests
successfully carried out. The majority of

the acceptance tests for the French PAF

have also been completed

The acceotance tests for the SAR

geocoding subsystem and for the Radar

Altimetry and Tracking System have been
successfully completed at the
Oberpfaffenhofen (D) PAE

As far as LBR Fast-Delivery Dissemin-

ation is concerned, an agreement with
ECMWE ITAV and the UK Meteor-

ological Office (representing the other
meteorological entities) has been reached
on the technical implementation,
definition of responsibilities, and detailed
test plan The latter foresees tests on the
EECF-Bracknell and EECF-ITAV links and
endlo-end load tests, all to be completed
by the beginning of April The first test
(connection with Bracknell) has already
been successfully completed

Microgravity
Preparations for the IML-l Spacelab
mission, now scheduled for launch in
November 1991, are fully under way.

On this mission, the Biorack (first reflight)
and the Critical-Point Facility (CPF) will
be flown

The Biorack flight model is already
integrated into Spacelab, as is the CPF.
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Les statlons de Maspalomas, Tromsd et
Oberpfaffenhofen du r1seau Tiros

coordonnd par Earthnet ont
r6gulidrement acquis et archiv1 des
donndes des sate/ites NOAA-1) et
NOAA-11 Les installations de Dundee
(G B) deviend ront op6rationnelles en

mars

Les donndes Tiros transmises par la

station Agrhymet de Niamey (Niger) sont
rdgulidrement transf1rdes d Frascati
(ltalie) oit e//es sonl achivdes et
redistibu1es Earthnet a entamd avec

I'Office kenyan de mdt1orologle des
ndgociations sur l'archivage et la
distdbution de donndes de Frascati

Le systeme SHARK (Standard HRTP

Archiving and Retrieving Kernel) a et6

install€ d la station de I'lle de La

Reunion Le rattachement de cette
station au reseau coordonn1 d'Earthnet
est d l'6tude avec I'Office de Ia

Recherche Scientifique et Tech nique
d'Outre-Mer (France).

La base italienne en Antarctrque (Terra

Nova Bay) est maintenant opdrationnelle
se/on /es normes de I'ESA Les donndes
qui y sont recueillies seronl mises d /a

disposition d'Earthnet d la fin de la
campagne d'6td en Antarctique

Dans le cadre de Ia coopdration
ESA/CEE, |archivage des donndes CZCS

sur disques optiques se poursuit
normalement d Frascati (un important
volume de donndes est dejd archiv1 d

Frascati et au JRC) Des opdrations
similaires auront lieu d Maspalomas dans
1^^ il^^ i^^^.;^^tuJ ltuJ vdtlatlvn

EBS-1
Le Servlce central des utilisateurs de
I'lnstallation centrale ERS-1 d'Earthnet
(EECF) A Frascati est frequentd par les

op4rateurs qui doivent se familiariser
avec le sysfdme et pr6parer les
procddures d'exploitation Les dlvers

sous-sysfdmes du sous-en semble
d'interface sont maintenant integr1s et
sonl en cours d'essai de recette Le

Bureau d'aide et de commande ERS 7

d' Earthnet est operation nel

Les travaux de modification de la chaine
de traitement des produits d ilvrabon
rapide pour la station de Gatineau sont
acheves. Les 6quipements, prdts d dtre

exp6di6s, sont install6s d6but mars
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On a 1galement termind Ia mise en

oeuvre de I'installation de transcription
de donndes d faible cadence (LBR)
necessaire au stockage sur dlsques
optiques des donndes brutes LBR

d'ERS-1 en vue de leur archivage d long
terme dans les installations de traitement
et d'archivage (PAF) de Brest (F) et
Farnborough (GB); les essals de recette
ont 6te men1s d bonne fin.

Dans I'ensemble, les essals de recette de
la PAF de Brest sont termines.

Les essals de recette du sous-sysldme de
g1ocodage du SAR et du systdme de
poursuite et d'altimdtrie radar ont 6td

mends d bien d Oberpfaffenhofen.

En matidre de dissdmination de produits

d livrabon rapide LBR, un accord sur la

mise en oeuvre technique, la d6finition
des responsabilitds et un plan d'essars

d1taill1 a 6t6 conclu avec le CEPMMT
ITAV et I'offbe britannique de la

m1t1orologie (reprdsentant /es aulres
organisations mdt1orologiques). // est
pr6vu de procdder d des essar.s sur /es

/laisons EECF-Bracknell et EECF-ITAV et d
des essars de charge de bout en bout
qui devront tous 6tre termin6s pour
d6but avril Le premier essai (connexion

avec Bracknell) a dejd 6td fait et a donn6
toute satisfaction,

Microgravit6
La mission Spacelab IML-1, dont le
lancement esl ddsormar.s prevu pour
novembre 1991, est en pleins pr1paratifs.

A bord du Spacelab, prendront place le

Biorack, pour son deuxidme vol, et le
Dispositif d'etude des phenomdnes au
point citique (CPF)

Le moddle de vol du Biorack et le CPF

sont d6jd integres au Spacelab. Le

moddle d'entrainement du Biorack qui
servira au soutien des mesures de

r6f6rence au sol en temps quasi-r1el est

installe dans le hangar L du Centre

spatial Kennedy (KSC) Avec le
chercheurs, on a procddd d une dernidre
vdification des paramdtres de vol des

Flight model of the AFPM during testing at
ESTEC

Moddle de vol du module avanc1 de physique
des fluides aux essals a /'ESIEC

expdriences du CPF en utilisant le
moddle d'identification du Dispositif. Les

essarrs officiels de la sdquence de la
mlsslon destlnds d v1rifier I'aptitude au
lancement commenceront au KSC en

avril.

Les essals en vibrations du moddle
d'identification de la Boite d gants qui
doit €tre integree au Spacelab pour la

mlsslon USML-1 (uin 1992) ont 6td

men6s d bonne fin.

Le moddle de vol du Module avanc6 de
physique des fluides qui doit participer d

la mission D-2 (fevrier 1993) a 6t6 repris
d I'ESTEC; /es essais de recette ont 6td

men6s a bien. L'intdgration du moddle
d'entrainement de I'Anthrorack a bien
progress€; il devrait 6tre livrd en mars au
Centre de soutien des utrlisateurs de la

microgravit1 au DLR.

En novembre 1990, lancement rdussl de
Ia fusee-sonde Texus-27 avec d son bord
deux exp6riences de /'ESA.

En octobre 1990 et en f1vrier 1991, la

Caravelle du CNES/CEV a fait deux
campagnes de vols paraboliques.

Eureca

Les travaux de r1paration et de
redtalonnage de quelques-uns des

1quipements du porte-instruments et de
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The Biorack trainrng model to support
near-reallime ground-reference meas-

urements is installed in Hangar-L at
Kennedy Space Center (KSC). A last
verification of the experiment flight
parameters for the CPF was performed
with the investigators using the CPF
engineering model The formal mission

sequence test at KSC will start in April,
leading up to launch readiness

The engineering model of the Glove Box,
to be flown on the USIVL-1 Spacelab
mission (June 1992). has successfully
completed vibration testing

The flight model of the Advanced Fluid-
Physics Module (AFPIt/) for the Spacelab
D-2 mission (February 1993) has been
reworked at ESTEC and acceptance
testing has been successfully performed
Integration of the Anthrorack training
model has made good progress and
delivery to the Microgravity User Support
Centre (MUSC) at DLR is foreseen for
March

Two ESA experiments were launched
successfully in November 1990 aboard
the sounding rocket Texus-27

Iwo parabolic-flight campaigns have

been conducted with the CNES/CEV
Caravelle aircraft, in October 1990 and
February 1991 , respectively

Eu reca

Having completed repair and recalib-
ration work on some of the Carrier and
payload equipment, the whole Eureca
flight unit was reassembled in February
1991 The final test phase started in

March and will be completed with an
ESOCIo-Carrier compatibility test in
mid-April

The third Eureca safety review has
been successfully performed at NASA
However, some additional safety data
have to be elaborated to provide further
evidence to NASA that Eureca has a
leak-proof hydrazine subsystem, does not

constitute a flammability hazard in

its overall configuration, and that the
attachments of some of its experimental
facilities are not fracture-critical.

Given the flexibility of Eureca's thermal
design and in view of the programmatic
implications of such an additional test, it

was decided not to perform an additional
thermal-balance/vacuum test at this late

stage in the Programme

The current project planning foresees the
first part of the Flight Unit Acceptance
Review by the end of April, with
shipment of Eureca to the USA in the

middle of this year for a launch in

February 1992

Space Station
Freedom/Columbus
Manned laboratories
The main event of these past months
was the delivery, at the end of
November 1990, of the revalidated
Proposal for the Attached Laboratory
and the Free-Flying Laboratory Since
then, the members of the evaluation
panels and teams (involving more than
a hundred ESA staff) have reviewed
the Proposal and issued their report as
the basic input to the Tender Evaluation
Board, which met on 20121 February
Work in industry has continued in parallel

in order to be able to maintain the
overall programme schedule and
technical team activity

ESA has participated, successfully
defending the ESA position, in the
I cvel-1 :nd -2 mpotinns Of the
'Space Station Freedom Programme
Restructuring Assessment' exercise,
initiated by NASA in early November
1990 and completed at the end of
February. Of the many options presented
and analysed, the one retarned to be
formally presented to the US Congress
includes, as key features, a shorter, pre-

integrated truss, and US laboratory and
habitation modules smaller than in the
previous baseline, but with the potential
for upgrading in a later phase. The
launch of this configuration of the
Attached Laboratory is planned for the
second half of 1998

For the Columbus ground segment,
the malor events recently have been

the Mid-Term Review for the System
Architecture Support Contract, as well as

the results of the Detailed Definition of
the Centralised Facilities, the Manned
Space Laboratories Control Centre and
the Columbus Element centres

On the utilisation side, the first phase

of the initial Columbus Utilisation lnfor-

mation System's (CUIS) development has
hoon nnmnlotorl

The Call for Proposals and ldeas' for

the Columbus Precursor Flights (two

Spacelab and two Eureca) has been
issued, and more than 500 notifications
of interest had been received by the end
of February

Among the 'Long Term Programme'
activities, processing of the data coming
from the ISEMSI experiment (one-month-
duration isolation experiment, in which
six men spent four weeks in hyperbaric
chambers) is under way, and a feasibility
study of a Logistics Vehicle has started,

Polar Platform
The updated Phase-C/D Proposal for the

Columbus Polar Platform (PPF), received
in October 1990, has been evaluated
(in October/November) by an ESA review
team operating under the authority of a
Tender Evaluation Board [EB).

In December, the Polar Platform TEB

concluded, on the basis of the evaluation
performed, that the Phase-C/D proposal
constrtuted a good basis for proceeding
with Polar Platform development and for

negotiating a contract with the Platform

consorltum.

Ariane
Preliminary Design Reviews of Ariane-S
launcher components continued
throughout 1990, and the month of
December saw some very significant
tests and the first deliveries of hardware

The main events in the development
of the H155 cryogenic stage can be

summarised as follows:

- construction of the first prototype tank

- delivery and start of assembly of the
structural elements (bulkheads and
panels) of the qualification tank
delivery of the first thrust frame

- testing of two Vulcain engines beyond
nominal thrust, one test being with a
flight-type divergent

Work on the P230 solid-booster stage is

also far advanced, the main events

ber ng:

- delivery of the structure of the first 81

booster prior to application of thermal
protection
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la charge utile ayant 6t6 mends d bien, L'ESA a particip6 aux r1unions de niveau constituait une bonne base pour passer

I'ensemble du moddle de vol d'Eureca a 1 et 2, oit elle a ddfendu avec succds sa au ddveloppement de la PPF et n6gocier

6td de nouveau assembl1 en f6vrier position, de l'op1ration de restructuration un contrat avec Ie consortium
7997. Les derniers essarb onf commencd du programme de Ia Station spatiale responsable

en mars et s'achdveront d la mi-avril Freedom lancde par Ia NASA ddbut
avec un essai de compatibilitd d'Eureca novembre 1990 et achev6e fin f6vrier
avec les installations de I'ESOC. 1991 . Parmi les nombreuses opflons

prdsentdes et analysles, celle qui a 6td

La troisidme revue de sdcuritd d'Eureca retenue pour 6tre officiellement prdsent6e Aflane
a eu lieu d la NASA. ll reste toutefois d au Congrds des Efafs-Unls se caract1rise
1laborer quelques donn6es de sdcuritd par une poutre centrale plus courte, pr6- Les revues de ddfinition prdliminaire des

supplementaires pour prouver d la NASA integr6e, et des modules am6ricains de composanfs du lanceur Ariane-S se sonl
que /e sous-systdme d'hydrazine laboratoire et d'habitation plus petits que tenues tout au long de I'annde 1990 et
d'Eureca ne peut pas fuir, que le porte- dans la conception de rdf6rence dds /e mots de d1cembre, des essais

instruments ne constitue pas un danger antdrieure, mais offrant un potentiel de trds significatils el /es /ivrar'sons des
d'inflammabilitd dans sa configuration croissance pour plus tard. Le lancement premiers matdriels sont intervenues.

d'ensemble et que les fixations de du Laboratoire raccordd correspondant e
certaines de ses installations cette configuration est pr6vu pour le Les principales dtapes du
exp1rimentales sont protdgdes contre /es second semesfre 7998. d1veloppement de l'6tage cryotechnique

H155 peuvent €tre rdsum1es arnsl.rlsques de fracture' 
En ce qui concerne re secteur sol

Compte tenu de /a soup/esse de /a Columbus, on citera parmi les principaux - fabrication du 1er rdservoir prototype

conceotion thermioue d'Eureca et des 1vdnements rdcents la revue d mi- - livraison des 6l6ments structuraux
incidences sur le programme d'un essai parcours du contrat de soutien (fonds et panneaux) du rdservoir de

additionnel dans ce domaine, il a ete d'architecte systdme ainsi que les quailfbatbn et d6but d'assemblage

decide de ne pas faire d'autre essai r4sultats de la ddfinition d6taill6e des de ces 6l6ments

d'1quilibrage thermique sous vrde d ce installations centralis1es, du centre de - livraison du premier bdti-moteur

stade avancd du programme. contr)le des laboratoires spatraux habitds - ex6cution sur deux moteurs Vulcain

et des centres sp6cr'frrTues pour les d'essals au deld de la pouss6e

Se/on /e calendrier actuel du proje| la diff1rents 6l6ments. nominale, dont un essai avec un
premidre partie de Ia revue de recette du divergent de type vol.

moddle de vol aura lieu fin avril; Eureca Dans le domaine de I'utilisation, la

sera transportd aux Etats-Unis au milieu premidre phase du d1veloppement initial L'avancement des travaux de l'6tage d

de I'ann6e et son lancement est pr6vu du systdme d'information sur I'utilisation poudre P230 est 1galement trds
pour fdvrier 1992. de Columbus (CUIS) a 6td mende d son important, il faut signaler les principaux

terme. 6v6nements sulvants:

Station spatiale
L'appel de propositions et d'iddes qui a - Iivraison de la structure du premier
6t6 lancd pour les vols prdcurseurs de booster 81 avant la pose de la
Columbus (deux vols Spacelab et deux protection thermique
vols Eureca) avait donnd lieu d fin f1viler - livraison d Kourou de la maquette qui
d plus de 500 d5clarations d'intdrOt. sera utilis5e pour valider I'ensemble

des procddds industriels pr€vus dans

Freedom/Columbus

Laboratoires habit6s
Le fait marquant de ces derniers mois a Dans /es activitls du programm6 a bng la nouvelle usine (notamment coul6e
6td la remise, fin novembre 1990, de la terme, le traitement des donndes
proposition revalid1e se rapportant au apport6es par I'exp1rience /SEMS/

et contr6le non destructif)

laboratoire raccord1 et au laboratoire (portant sur un mois d'isolement passd Concernant le nouvel ensemble de
autonome. Depuis /ors, /es membres des par six hommes en enceinte hyperbare) lancement en Guyane (ELA-3), /es dfapes
groupes et 1quipes charg6s de est en cours. et le couo d'envoi a 6td /es o/us imoortantes dernidrement
I'evaluation (d laquelle ont particip1 plus donn6 d l'6tude de faisabilitd d'un rdalis6es sont:
d'une centaine d'agents de I'ESA) ont v6hicule logistique.
examind la proposition et remis leur

rapport, apportant les 6l6ments Plate-forme oolaire
- mlse it disposition de I'industriel du

Bdtiment d'int5gration des

d'appr6ciation de base, d la Commission La proposition actualis6e de phase C/D propulseurs d poudre
d'6valuation qul s'est rdunie les 20 et 21 relative d la plate-forme polaire - d6but d'assemblage de la premidre

f6vrier. Les travaux se sonl poursuivis en Columbus (PPF), regue en octobre 1990, table de lancement
paralldle dans l'industrie en vue a 6td 6valu6e (en octobre-novembre) par - exdcution des premiers essais de
d'assurer le respect du calendiler une lquipe de I'ESA placde sous recette du banc des propuiseurs

d'ensemble du programme et d'6viter I'autorit6 d'une Commission d'6valuation. P230
I'interruption des actlyitds des dqurpes En d1cembre, au vu de l'1valuation - mrse d disposition des premiers

techniques. effectude, Ia Commission d'1valuation a bdtiments de la nouvelle usine de
conclu que la proposition de phase C/D poudre.
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programmes & operations

- delivery to Kourou of the mockup to
be used to validate all industrial
processes planned at the new plant
(notably casting and nondestructive
testing)

At the Kourou launch site in French

Guiana (ELA-3), the most important
recent developments have been:

- the handing over of the booster
integration building

- the start of assembly of the first
launch table

- the performance of the first

acceptance tests on the P230

booster test stand

- the handing over of the first
propellant-g rain manufacturing
facilities.

Hermes

Spaceplane
With the completion of the third year of
Phase-1 activity, the space vehicle has
achieved stage 1 of its definition The
process of consolidating the config-
uration and the internal and external
interfaces continues The internal layout
has been confirmed in studies related
to the operational aspects and the
accommodation constraints This work
has also established margins in the
balancing of the spaceplane

The vehicle budgets have been revised,
taking into account updated subsystem
performances and a refined analysis of
the mission profiles At the subsystem
level, audits have been continued to
establish critical performance parameters
and the subsystem mass. This activity
has also established the sensitivity of
equipment mass to performance and
interface requi rements.

Work on the aerothermal design, tech-
nology and facilities has progressed as
planned The database for the so-called
'Shape 1' has been completed. Several
problems concerning fuel-cell power
plant technology have delayed the
demonstration of the selected design
concept and have required remedial
acilon.

The Hermes System Concept Review
(SCR), which covered some 90 Hermes
documents, has been conducted and
recommendations completed for approval
by the Board

In preparation for the complementary
space-vehicle review (RDP-A), scheduled
to start in April, industry has finalised the
definition and justification files.

Ground segment and operations
Further definition of ground-segment
elements and the develooment of

cost models for integration into the
Programme Proposal has continued.
Evaluation of the re-use of the ELA-2

building in Kourou for Hermes
preparation and the definition of landing-
site installations have progressed, the

latter supported by meteorological
studies. The candidate European landing
site, Almeria, in Spain, is under detailed
evalualron

Management
The technical part of the Phase-1 report
has been submitted to the Participating
States, in preparation for the decision on

Phase-2. The experience gained after five

months of joint ESA/CNES Hermes
Programme Team operation has been
evaluated prior to finalisation of the
Agreement between the two Agencies.

Industry has further elaborated the Prime

Contractor organisation for Phase-2 and
decided to create 'Euro Hermespace',

based on participation by Aerospatiale,

Dassault Aviation, DASA and Alenia
Details of the industrial organisation
are still under evaluation. To ensure
contlnuity of the industrial work from the
end of Phase-1 to the beginning of
Phase-2, a transition phase has been
established (Phase-C2).

In all areas, the industrial short{erm
activities for the transition phase and
definition of the developmenfphase
tasks have been elaborated and
negotiated for implementation into the

industrial proposals. lndustrial manpower
deployment on Hermes has reached
1600 staff.

Submission of Industry's proposal for
space-vehicle development is scheduled
to be comoleted in lVarch.

TDP

Experiments
The Gallium Arsenide Solar Array (GaAs)

experiment, consisting of two patches
(2cmx4 cm) of solar cells with soldered
interconnectors, has been integrated

onboard the Tubsat micro-satellite. The

Critical Design Review for a complete
solar-array panel of 4cmx4 cm cells with

welded interconnectors is foreseen for
lVay.

The Solid-State Micro-Accelerometer flight
unit has been shipped to Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) and was integrated
on a GAS bridge in February.

The manufacturing of the Attitude-
Sensor Package flight unit is in progress.

A flight-representative mock-up to be
used to tailor the thermal blanket has

been manufactured

A successful thermal-balance and

thermal-cycling test was carried out on

a flight-representative model of the

Collapsible-Tube Mast in February to

confirm its feasibility

The final design for the Deposition
In-Orbit experiment has been completed
The detailed design effort is in progress
for the lwo-Phase Flow exoeriment.
The Critical Design Review for the Atomic
Oxygen Detector is planned for
March/Aoril.

Next flight opportunities
Launch of the GAS experiment (Solid-

State Microaccelerometer, G-21) onboard
Space Shuttle STS-40 is now set for May
199.1

The Tubsat microsatellite carrying the
GaAs patches will be launched as a
piggy-back payload to ERS 1

Launch of the Hitchhiker-G experiment
(attitude-sensor package) is now foreseen
for the second half of 1992, onboard
space shuttle sTS-50. The sTRV-1

launch, carrying the Gallium-Arsenide
Solar Array Panel, is foreseen for June
1992, while the Bremsat microsatellite

carrying the Atomic Oxygen Detector is

scheduled for lifloff by the end of 1992
onboard the Spacelab D-2 mission.
Other flight opportunities will follow

TDP next phase
The Final Programme content has been
finalised and the subscriotion oeriod will
open in March 13
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Hermds

Avion spatial
La troisidme annde d'activitd de la phase
1 s'achdve avec la premidre 6tape de la
ddfinition du v6hicule. Les travaux se
poursuivent sur sa configuration et sur

Ies interfaces internes et exlernes. Des

6tudes portant sur /es aspecfs
op1rationnels et les contraintes
d' am6 n ag eme nt ont confr rmd

I'implantation interne de |avbn et ont
6galement permis de calculer des
marges d'6quilibrage

Les bilans du vdhicule ont 6td rdvrsds sur
la base des caractdristiques de
fonctionnement actualisdes des sous-

sysfdmes et d'une analyse affin1e des
profils des misslons Les contr6les
pratiqu1s au niveau des sous-sysfdmes

se sont poursuivis pour d1terminer les
paramdtres de fonctionnement critiques
el /a masse des sous-systemes et pour
mesurer la sensibilitd de /a masse des
1quipements aux impdratifs de
fo nctio n n e ment et d' i nte rfaces.

Les travaux sur la conception, la
technologie et les tnstallattons

adrothermiques ont avancd comme il
6tait inscrit au calendrier La base de
donn1es de Ia 'Forme 1' est achev6e. Un

certain nombre de probldmes relatifs d la
technologie des prTes d combustible et
auxquels il a fallu trouver une solution
ont retardd la ddmonstration du concept
retenu.

La Revue de conception du systdme

Hermes, qui portait sur quelque 90
documents, a 6tO men1e d bien et on a
1labord 1es recommandations que le

Conseil directeu r devra approuver.

En vue de la revue compl1mentaire
'avion spatial' qui devrait commencer en

avril, I'industne a boucl1 ses dossiers de
d1finition et de justification.

Secteur sol et op6rations
La d1finition d'6l6ments du secteur sol et
l'Abboratbn de moddles de codts d
intdgrer dans la Proposition de
programme se sont poursuivies. On

continue d'1valuer la reprise de
I'utilisation du bdtiment ELA-2 de Kourou
od Hermds pourrait 6tre prdpard et de
ddfinir les installations du site

d'atterrissage, ces derniers travaux sont
appuyds par des 1tudes
met1orologiques. La base d'Almeria
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(Espagne) propos1e comme site

europ1en d'atterrtssage fait I'objet d'une
6valuation d6taill6e.

Gestion
La partie technique du rapport sur la

phase 1 a 6t6 soumise aux Etats
participants qui se prdparent d prendre

une d1cision sur la phase 2.

L'expdrience acquise d /'rrssue de cinq
mois de travail de I'equipe int1gree
ESAICNES a 6t6 6valu6e avant que soit
conclu ddfinitivement I'Accord entre les
alo! tv anonaoa

L'industrie a conttnud de travailler a
I'organisation de la maitrise d'oeuvre
pour la phase 2 et a ddcid1 de cr6er
Eu ro- H ermes pace q u i reg rou pe
Adrospatiale, Dassau/f Avration, DASA et
Alenia. Les d1tails de I'organisation
industrielle sont toujours en cours
d'1valuation. Pour garanti la continuitd
des travaux industrtels entre la fin de la

phase 1 et le d6but de la phase 2, on a
prdvu une phase C-2 dite de transition

Dans fous les domaines, les activitds
industrielles d court terme de la phase

de transition et la d6finition des ldches
de la phase de d1veloppement ont 6td
prepar1es et n6goci6es en vue de leur
intdgration dans /es propositions
industrielles. Les effectifs industriels
affect1s d Hermes comptent aujourd'hui
1600 personnes

La proposition industrielle relative aux
travaux de d6veloppement du vdhicule
spatial doit €tre prdsentde en mars.

D6veloppement
technologique (TDP)
Exp6riences
L'expdrience de r6seau solaire d

I'ars1niure de gallium (GaAs) comprenant
deux groupes de photopiles de 2 x 4 cm
d interconnecteurs soudds, a 6td

inbgree au microsatellite Tubsat. La

revue citique de definition, qui portera

sur un panneau solaire complet d
interconnecteurs soudds, doit se ddrouler
en mat

L'unit6 de vol du micro-accdl6romdtre d

etat solide a ete expediee au Centre
spatial Kennedy et a 6td int6grde dans
un conteneur 'Get away-special' en

fdvrier.

La fabrication de I'ensemble de
d1tecteurs d'orientation se poursuit On a

fabriqu6 une maquette repr1sentative du
moddle de vol qui sera utilis6e pour la

confection de la protection thermique.

Un essai de bilan et de cyclage
thermiques a 6td men6 a bien en f6vrier
sur un moddle reprdsentatif du moddle
de vol du m1t d tube enroulable afin de
confirmer la faisabilitd de ce mat1riel.

La conception finale de I'expdrience de
ddpOt de metaux en orbite est achev6e.

En ce qui concerne l'exp1rience de flux

diphasique, les activitds de conception
detaillee se pou rsuivent

La revue de conception ciltique du
d1tecteur d'oxygdne atomique est fix6e

d. mars/avril.

Nouvelles occasions de vol

Le lancement de I'experience GAS de
micro-acc1l1romdtre d 6tat solide (G-21)
qui doit faire I'objet d'un vol spdcial sur
SIS-40 est maintenant fixd d mai 1991

Le microsatellite Tubsat emportant les

6l6ments GaAs sera lanc6
comme passager auxilraire d'ERS-1 .

Le lancement Hitchhiker-G de I'ensemble
de d1tecteurs d'orientation est
maintenant prevu pour /e second
serneslre 1992, e bord de SIS 50 Le
lancement du panneau solaire ir

l'arsdniure de gallium sur SIFV-7 esl
prevu en juin 1992 tandis que le
microsatellite Bremsat, qui emportera le

d6tecteur d'oxygdne atomique doit €tre
lancd fin 1992 dans le cadre de la

mAslon D2. D'autres occasions de vol

suivront.

Phase suivante du TDP
Le contenu du programme a 6t6

ddfinitivement fix6 et le programme sera
ouvert e h souscription en mars. G
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Publications

The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin.

Requests for copies should be made
accordance with the Table and using

Order Form inside the back cover of
ISSUC

ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 15, No 1

DIGITAL BROADCASTING SYSTEMS: A NEW

FBONTIER FOR SATELLITE COI\II\IUNICATIONS

DE GAUDENZI R ET AL

CORRECTION OF SPACECRAFT IIVAGE

COBRUPTION BY DIGITAL SPATIAL FILTERING

BARATELLI Y ET AL

IN ORBIT EXPEFIIVENTATION WITH THE SI\IALL
EXPENDABLE TETHER DEPLOYIVENT SYSTEIV

LORENZINI E C & CARROLL J A

in SOIVE CONSIDERATIONS ON ORGANISING

the REQUIREN/ENTS FOR SYSTEIVS IVANAGENi ENT

SIEYENS R J
tn rs

THE COOPERATIVE OLYI\IPUS DATA

EXPERIIVENT (CODE)

KOUDELKA O ET AL

DISPERS ON OF DEBRIS CLOUDS FROI\I IN-

ORBII FFAGIV]ENTATION EVENTS

JEHN R

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-313 // 662 PAGES

ESA ELECTRONIC COI\IPONENTS, PROC CONF
HELD IN NOOBDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS,

12-16 NOVEIvIBER 1990 (l\IARCH 1991)

KALDEICH B (ED)

ESA SP-325 // 52 PAGES

SYIVPOSIUN/ FOF REII\IEF LUST, PROC INT

SYI\IP HELD IN PARIS, FRANCE, 27 SEPTEI\,4BER

1 990 (FEBRUAFY r 991 )

LONGDON N (ED)

esa sP-1132

Suomary Fieviow ot
So0Dding Focket ErperlDents

ln Fluid Science and l{slerirrs Sci4css

ESA SP-1132 // 371 PAGES

SU[IN/ARY REVIEW OF SOUNDING ROCKET

EXPERIIIENTS IN FLUID SCIENCE AND

IVATERIALS SCIENCES (FEBRUARY 1 991)

KALDEICH B (ED)

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-75 // 36 PAGES
THE DATA BOOK OF ERS 1 THE EUROPEAN

REt\toTE SENSTNG SATELLTTE (APRtL 199r)
LONGDON N (ED)
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ESA Newssheets

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY // 4 PAGES

NO 32 (DECETVBER 1990)

LONGDON N & GUYENNE T D (EDS)

OBSERVATION DE LA TERRE // 4 PAGES

NO 32 (DECEIVBEF 1990)

LONGDO/V N & GUYENNE T D (EDS)

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY // 1O

PAGES

NO 33 (N/ARCH 1ee1)

LONGDON N & GUYENNE T D (EDS)

ECSL NEWS // 4 PAGES

BULLETIN OF THE EUROPEAN CENTFE FOR

SPACE LAW, NO 6 (JANUARY 1991)

LONGDON N & GUYENNE T D (EDS)

COLUMBUS LOGBOOK // 4 PAGES

NO 17 (TVARCH 1991)

LONGDON N (ED)

MICROGRAVITY NEWS // 24 PAGES

voL 4, NO 1 (MARCH 1991)

DAVID V (ED)

NEWS & VIEWS // 8 PAGES

ESA-|RS NEWSLETTER, VOL 16, NO 1 (MARCH

1991)

LONGDON N (ED)

Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-01-607 ISSUE 1 // 52 PAGES

CHECKLIST FOR THICK-FILIV HYBRID

IVICROCIRCUITS IVANUFACTURER AND LINE

SURVEY (NOVE|\IBER 1990)

ESTEC PRODUCI ASSUFANCF & SAFETY

DEPARTMENT (ED: W R BURKE)

esa TM-1'

No 33 MarDh l9Sl

Multi-Sensor Analysis for Land Use Mapping
in Funisia

::;.

lt.

ESA PSS-04.107 ISSUE 1 // 166 PAGES

PACKET TELECOMMAND STANDARD (JUNE

1 990)

SIANDABDS APPROVAL BOARD FOR SPACE

DATA COMMUNICATIONS (ED: W R BURKE)

ESA Training Manuals

ESA TM-09 // 128 PAGES

XSPEC USERS GUIDE (FEBFUARY 1991)

ASIROPHYS/CS D I VI SI ON,

ES/ SPACE SC/ENCE DEPARTMENT

BARRON C (ED)

ESA TM-11 II 122PAGES
THE EXOSAT DATABASE SYSTEIV BBOWSE

VERSION 3, USERS GUIDE (FEBRUARY 1991)

ASI,qOPHYS/CS DIVISION,

ESA SPACE SC/ENCE DEPARTMENT

BARRON C (ED)

ESA TM-12 // 41 PAGES

THE EXOSAT DATABASE SYSTEI\I ON-LINE

USEFS GUIDE (FEBRUARY 1991)

ASIROPHYS/CS DIV ISI ON,

ESA SPACE SC/ENCE DEPARTMENT

BABRON C (ED)

ESA TM-13 // 74 PAGES

THE EXOSAT DATABASE SYSTEIV] AVAILABLE

DATABASES (FEBRUARY 1 991)

ASIBOPHYS/CS DI V ISION,

FSA SPACE SC/ENCE DEPABTMENT

BARRON C (ED)

ESA Scientific & Technical Reports

ESA STR-233 // 98 PAGES

BENCHIVARKING OF CON/PILERS AND

PROCESSORS FOR SPACE EIVBEDDED REAL.

Til\tE SYSTETVS (APR|L 1991)

DE JONG M & GOMEZ.MOLINERO F
(ED: W R BURKE)

€ga rnn"re

es€l

ESA PSS-01-611 ISSUE 1 i/ 56 PAGES

CHECKLIST FOR THIN-FILN/ HYBRID

IVICROCIRCUITS I\IANUFACTURER AND LINE

SURVEY (NOVEMBER 1990)

ESTEC PRODUCT ASSURANCE & SAFETY

DEPARTMENT (ED: W R BURKE)

ESA PSS-01-722 ISSUE 2 // 12 PAGES

THE CONTROL OF LII'IITED-LIFE MATERIALS

(DECETVTBER 1990)

ESTEC MATERIALS & PROCESSES D/Y/S/ON

(ED: W R BURKE)

ESA PSS-01-738 ISSUE 1 // 78 PAGES

HIGH-RELIABILITY SOLDERING FOR SURFACE

MOUNT AND IVIXED-TECHNOLOGY PRINTED-

crRcurT BOARDS (NTARCH 1ee1)

ESTEC MATERIALS & PROCESSES D/Y/S/ON

(ED: W R BURKE)

sa TM-12
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